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Voorwoord 
 

“A’k mien aachterkleinkiender vertelle van de kemphaenties die daansten en mit heur veren 

pronkten op een mooi plakkien an de Lende, …. kieken ze me vremd an. Een naachtegaol hebben ze 

nog nooit heurd en wat d’r van de netuur nog over is, zien ze op’e tillevisie.” (p. 175), aldus Barteld 

Nijholt, mijn overgrootvader, in 1977
1
. Een groot deel van zijn hele leven had mijn overgrootvader 

als landarbeider in de Lindevallei bij Noordwolde gewoond. Hij zag met lede ogen dieren, zoals de 

otter, verdwijnen uit zijn leefomgeving. Zijn eigen achterkleinkinderen gaven hem weinig hoop op 

een goede toekomst, want ze leken het contact met de natuur te verliezen. Gelukkig bleken zij, net 

als hun ‘opa’, ook van het buitenleven te houden. Tijdens mijn jeugd in Diever, vlakbij het Drents-

Friese Woud, heb ik veel tijd in het bos en op het platteland doorgebracht. Ook in mijn huidige 

woonplaats, Stiens (Fryslân), geniet ik tijdens dagelijkse wandelingen in het lokale bos(je) van de 

dieren die ik tegenkom. Het onderwerp van mijn proefschrift, inzicht verschaffen in de rol van dieren 

in de band met groene plekken in Nederland, vond ik dan ook erg interessant om te onderzoeken.    

 Ondanks mijn grote motivatie voor het onderwerp, ging mijn promotie-onderzoek minder 

vlot dan ik had verwacht. Dit kwam onder andere doordat ik twee keer werd geveld door een hernia, 

waardoor ik mijn onderzoekswerkzaamheden stil moest leggen. Ik heb enorm veel steun gehad aan 

Paulus en Tialda, mijn begeleiders. Paulus en Tialda, heel erg bedankt voor jullie intensieve 

begeleiding gedurende mijn hele promotie-periode. Dankzij jullie geduld, betrokkenheid, 

enthousiasme, doortastendheid en frisse ideeën kon ik, ondanks deze tegenslagen, toch doorzetten en 

het proefschrift succesvol afronden. Mijn dank gaat ook naar Hans Revier van de onderzoeksgroep 

Mariene Wetlands Studies van Stenden. Hans, bedankt voor alle ruimte die je me hebt gegeven in je 

onderzoeksgroep en alle andere steun die je hebt gegeven, zoals het aandragen van contacten voor 

het Waddenonderzoek en het nakijken van de Nederlandse samenvatting. Mijn leidinggevenden van 

Tourism Management op Hogeschool Stenden, Falco de Klerk-Wolters en Kenneth Miller, ook 

bedankt voor alle steun die jullie me hebben gegeven.  

 Van de Faculteit Ruimtelijke Wetenschappen, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen wil ik graag 

Frans Sijtsma bedanken voor het beschikbaar stellen van de databases van de Hotspotmonitor 

(HSM). Daarnaast gaat mijn dank uit naar Michiel Daams. Michiel, fijn dat je altijd voor me klaar 

                                                     
1  Citaat uit: Middendorp, F., (1992). Huus op ‘e Miente, et levensverhael van Batteld Nijhoolt. Oosterwolde: Stichting 

Stellingwarver Schrieversronte.  
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stond om me te helpen met allerlei vragen die ik had over het gebruik van de HSM databases. Ik ben 

ook dank verschuldigd aan Tamara Kaspers voor het maken van de kaarten voor mijn onderzoek. 

Arjen Buijs van de Universteit Wageningen, bedankt voor het beschikbaar stellen en analyseren van 

de natuurbeelden die ik in hoofdstuk 2 gebruikt heb. Mieke van der Leij, hartelijk dank voor het 

nakijken van het Engels. Het was leuk om weer even met je samen te werken! Willem, bedankt voor 

het ontwerpen van de omslag van dit proefschrift. 

 Voor de medewerking aan het onderzoek in het Lauwersmeergebied en de Waddenzee 

bedank ik Jacob de Jong van Landal Green Parks Beheer en Projecten BV, Sjoerd Jousma van 

Landal Esonstad, Rudy Goren van Landal Natuurdorp Suyderoogh, Jelle Bos van camping 

recreatiecentrum Lauwersoog, Johan Krol en Irma Marinus van Natuurcentrum Ameland, Carla 

Kersbergen van Ecomare Texel, Eveline Poll (Wadloopgids), de Waddenvereniging i.s.m. de Regina 

Andrea en de Stichting Historische Zeilvaart Harlingen en Jaap Booy van Natuurinformatiecentrum 

Balgzand, Den Helder.  

 I would also like to thank the students who took questionnaires to Den Helder, Harlingen, 

Lauwersoog and the Wadden islands, and who handed out questionnaires during various Wad 

excursions: Henrike Fasse, Judith Friedricks, Tess Heuvel, Rita Hin, Anne Jordanov, Jacinta van der 

Meij, Sanne Oosting, Katharina Placke, Anneli Postma, Rosa Schaft, Marie Francis Sluis, Rowan 

Thomas, Marvin Ullrich, Haitze Witteveen en Miranda Wolbers.  

 Uiteraard wil ik hier ook alle mensen bedanken, die deelgenomen hebben aan mijn 

onderzoek in het Lauwersmeergebied en de Waddenzee. Verder mijn hartelijke dank aan de mensen 

die mij vol enthousiasme rondleidden op hun favoriete groene plek: Aafke, Alfons,Christine, Cor, 

Jan H., Jan W., Jet, Maaike, Rian, Rienk, Roelie, Trienke, Willeke en Willem. 

 Voor de overname van allerlei werkzaamheden en de morele steun tijdens mijn ziekte wil 

ik hier ook mijn collega’s van Tourism Management van Hogeschool Stenden in Leeuwarden 

bedanken: Christina, Huma, Lia, Maaike, Petra, Aly, Annemarie, Bauke, Brigitte, Christiaan, 

Christine, Diana, Ellen, Giso, Greetje, Hans, Hanny, Herman, Jörg, Konstantin, Lina, Linda, Maaike, 

Manuela, Markus, Marlies, Michiel, Nuria, Peter H.
†
, Peter N., Peter S., Ron, Sarah, Sarike en 

Victoria. Mijn dank gaat ook uit naar Elena Cavagnaro van de onderzoeksgroep Sustainability in 

Hospitality and Tourism. Je staat altijd klaar om mij te helpen.   
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 Hanny en Brigitte, fijn dat jullie mijn paranimfen willen zijn. Jullie hebben me tijdens de 

hele periode gesteund, ondanks jullie eigen perikelen. Christine, bedankt voor je opbeurende 

woorden, positieve houding, goede adviezen en weldoordachte meningen. Het is altijd fijn om met je 

over allerlei zaken van gedachten te wisselen. Audrey, ook heel erg bedankt voor je luisterende oor 

en de wandelingen met de honden. Voor het begeleiden van mijn herstel van twee hernia-operaties 

wil ik ook graag FysioStiens en dan met name Cor Doornbos bedanken.  

 Family Wright, Don, Jean, Andy and Harmony, thanks for your interest in my research 

topic, and your support when I had health problems. The family holidays gave me a lot of 

distraction, for instance celebrating New Year in Newcastle. Hopefully more joint holidays will 

follow, even more fun with Soren and Astrid! Harmony, thanks for your chocolate cake! That 

signified the first celebration of finishing my PhD.  

 Pap en mam, heel erg bedankt voor jullie steun in deze hele periode. Jullie zijn er altijd 

voor mij, dat waardeer ik enorm. Soms is het genoeg om er gewoon te zijn! Pap, mam, Jan Jaap, 

Joke, Mirthe en Carmen, ook bedankt voor jullie voortdurende interesse in het wel en wee van mijn 

promotie-onderzoek en de gezellige gezamenlijke vakanties, die mij de kans gaven even aan hele 

andere dingen te denken. Het kiezen van de mooiste afdaling of de gezelligste skihut namen het dan 

al snel over van ‘odds ratios’ en ‘interaction effects’. Hopelijk kunnen we nog vaak samen op 

wintersport en kamperen in de zomervakantie. Ten slotte mijn eigen gezin; Alastair, bedankt dat je 

zo ontzettend veel voor mij en de kinderen hebt gedaan. Zonder jou had ik mijn proefschrift niet 

succesvol kunnen afronden. Jesse, Anouska en Finn, bedankt voor jullie begrip en geduld in deze 

hele periode. Jullie hebben mijn onderzoeksproces van dichtbij meegemaakt en hadden vaak een 

afwezige moeder aan de eettafel zitten. Ik kan nu weer meer aandacht aan jullie schenken, alhoewel 

jullie dat misschien helemaal niet willen. Toch ga ik dat doen de komende tijd! Boedha (onze hond), 

fijn dat je me elke dag een paar keer uitlaat, door weer en wind. Ik geniet van onze wandelingen en 

van het dagelijks beleven van mijn favoriete groene plekken dichtbij huis. 

 Als laatste wil ik alle mensen bedanken, die verhalen met mij hebben gedeeld over 

ontmoetingen met dieren in hun eigen achtertuin, in het stadspark om de hoek, in het bos of tijdens 

vakanties naar verre, exotische oorden. Dat we nog lang mogen genieten van deze momenten.   

 

 Stiens, 16 juli 2016 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Motivation for this study 

 

“Although I have been travelling around the world for years, I still love the Wadden with all my 

heart. It’s wonderful to wander for days on the beaches and watch birds. This love will probably 

never cease.” Floortje Dessing, (Vogelbescherming Nederland, 2015). 

Floortje Dessing, a well-known Dutch travel program presenter, loves the Wadden Sea area, even 

though she has visited many other places around the world. Watching birds is an important part of 

her experience of the Wadden Sea area. The importance of birds in Floortje’s love for the Wadden 

raises the question as to whether and how birds and other wildlife affect people’s bond with places. 

In general, people’s bond with places is shaped by experiences and memories (Tuan, 1974; 

Vanclay, 2008). Observing waders seeking mussels on the Wad, unexpectedly standing eye-to-eye 

with deer in a forest, or seeing squirrels in the trees may trigger emotional reactions and create 

memories which contribute to place bonding. However, non-human dimensions of place are often 

still neglected, as they are regarded as a passive backdrop for human activity (Edensor, 2010).  

 The aim of this thesis is to provide more insight into how wildlife contributes to lay 

people’s bond with green places on different spatial scales in the Netherlands. Throughout human 

history, people have been fascinated and intrigued by animals, as they are both like and unlike 

people. Eye-contact with wildlife make people aware of themselves returning the look (Berger, 

1980), but wildlife may also connect people with places. In a novel about birdwatchers, Mynott 

(2009) wonders about hearing birds in a French town he is visiting. He contemplates about how 

people in the fourteenth century probably heard the same birdsong as he is hearing right there, in 

the same place. He argues that birds are inseparable with places: “We can no longer think of either 

the bird or the place without the other” (p. 206). Clearly, experiencing wildlife can be closely 

connected to experiencing places. When people visit exotic far-away places, they are often 

interested in experiencing native wildlife. The most charismatic and attractive wildlife species are 

frequently used as ‘flagship’ species to attract tourists. Franklin (2003) argues that the 

commodification of experiences, and places, gives the impression that tourists are simply 

hedonistic consumers, who consume shallow and symbolic products. However, Franklin (2003) 

questions whether these tourist travel experiences genuinely lack this depth. Indeed, various 
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studies have demonstrated that tourists often have extremely intense, deeply personal, and 

memorable experiences with large and charismatic wildlife in nature-based tourism destinations 

(e.g. Curtin, 2009, 2010; Farber & Hall, 2007; DeMares & Krycka, 1998). In addition, Curtin 

(2009, 2010) discovered that wildlife tourists do not only have memorable wildlife encounters 

during their holidays; they also appreciate seeing wildlife near home. Curtin (2009) argues that 

“the wildlife seen on home soil has equal if not more importance than exotic flora and fauna seen 

on holiday” (p.471). She calls for research that explores wildlife experiences near home, not only 

in rural or natural, but also in urban settings. Drawing from these insights, this thesis focuses on 

the importance of wildlife experiences in people’s bond with green places in a highly urbanized 

society, the Netherlands.  

1.2 Wildlife in people’s bond with green places 
 

Places can be described as “the coming together of the biophysical, social and spiritual worlds” 

(Vanclay, 2008, p. 3). Meanings and values attached to places facilitate intimate place bonding, 

leading to place attachment (Tuan, 1977). Studies on place attachment traditionally focused on 

urban and residential settings (Lewicka, 2010), but interest has been growing in place attachment 

to natural environments near home (e.g. Beckley, 2003; Brehm, Eisenhauer, & Krannich, 2006; 

Scannell & Gifford, 2010; Stedman, 2003) as well as further from home (e.g. Ednie, Daigle, & 

Leahy, 2010; Hammitt, Backlund, & Bixler, 2006; Kil, Holland, & Stein, 2010; Kyle, Graefe, 

Manning, & Bacon, 2003). The increased attention for natural environments has prompted more 

studies to address physical, along with social, reasons for attachment (Lewicka, 2010). People may 

feel attached to a place because of social reasons such as childhood memories, family ties or 

cultural and religious factors, but they may also feel attached to physical place characteristics; for 

instance the perceived beauty of a landscape and possibilities for recreation and rest (Lewicka, 

2010). Stedman (2003) who contested the strong emphasis on social aspects of place attachment, 

found that perceptions of physical dimensions matter a great deal in giving meanings to places. 

Various studies have concluded that more research is needed into how perceptions on physical 

landscape characteristics play a role in people’s place attachment, and through what processes 

these attachments are formed (e.g. Beckley, 2003; Ednie, et al., 2010; Stedman, 2003). 

Despite a growing attention for perceptions on physical place characteristics in 

attachment to natural environments, only a limited number of studies have focused specifically on 

the importance of wildlife in people’s bond with a place. This can be illustrated by Lewicka’s 
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(2010, 75 pages)  study on 40 years of place attachment research, in which the words ‘fauna’, 

‘wildlife’, ‘birds’ or ‘wild animals’ do not appear. In a study by Farnum, Hall, & Kruger (2005, 51 

pages) on sense of place research in relation to outdoor recreation and tourism in natural 

environments, wildlife is not mentioned either -  only in the context of a wildlife viewing center (p. 

31). However, some studies did find evidence that birds or other wildlife matter in people’s bond 

with places near home (e.g. Hedblom et al., 2014; Ogunseitan, 2005; Ryan, 2005; Wilkinson, 

Waitt, & Gibbs, 2014). Other scholars found that wildlife gives meanings to, or affects visitors’ 

bond with, natural environments visited for outdoor recreation (e.g. Anderson & Fulton, 2008; 

Ednie, et al., 2010; Bricker & Kerstetter, 2002; Kil, et al., 2010; Smaldone et al., 2005).  

 Thus far, leisure and tourism research into the importance of wildlife has predominantly 

focused on mega-fauna such as whales, dolphins, big game and other single iconic species, mostly 

of large body size (Higginbottom, 2004). Experiences with these kinds of wildlife have been 

studied in relation to nature-based tourism destinations (e.g. Cong et al., 2014; Curtin, 2006, 2009, 

2010; Lemelin & Smale, 2006; Moscardo, Woods, & Greenwood, 2001). Tremblay (2008) states 

that particular wildlife species can be true icons of natural areas, motivating people to visit. 

According to Forristal, Lehto, and Lee (2012), native wildlife species give places a certain 

distinctiveness which may create emotional bonds between places and visitors. The above 

mentioned studies demonstrate that many people visiting nature-based tourism destinations are 

interested in wildlife, and enjoy wildlife experiences. However, these studies do not make clear 

whether wildlife shapes a bond with these places, or whether wildlife experiences are also 

important in green places closer to home.  

 This thesis takes the perspective of place bonding to natural environments and relates it 

to locals’, and visitors’, perspectives on appreciating and experiencing different kinds of wildlife 

(e.g. common, rare, charismatic, small, or large) in green places in the Netherlands. 

1.3 Perspectives on wildlife and people’s bond with green places 
 

Different perspectives on the importance of wildlife in people’s bond with green places are 

addressed in this thesis. Attention is given to whether, to what extent, for whom, in what kind of 

places and how, wildlife matters in people’s bond with green places. An overview of the 

relationships between the most important concepts in this thesis is given in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1  The importance of wildlife in people’s bond with places. 

People
Locals, visitors, 

and tourists

Places
Green places near 

home, and further from 
home

Wildlife

Valuation, attachment

Place bonding

 

Place bonding 

Place attachment is a multidimensional concept, with person, process and place dimensions 

(Scannell & Gifford, 2010). The concept refers to the degree to which an individual has positive 

feelings about a place (Vanclay, 2008). In the process of place bonding, ‘space’ turns into ‘place’, 

thereby positively changing the way people feel about a place. As Tuan (1977) states, meanings 

and values given to a place can lead to intimate place attachment. These meanings and values are 

based on experiences; through experiences, individuals get to know the place better and attach 

values to it (Tuan, 1977). This thesis focuses on how wildlife affects the valuation of, and 

emotional attachment to, green places. A higher valuation of landscapes has been found to lead to 

a stronger place attachment (Brown & Raymond, 2007; Kaltenborn & Bjerke, 2002). Thus, these 

concepts form part of the place bonding process. 

Green places  

Given that this thesis focuses on green places in a highly urbanized country, the Netherlands, 

‘green’ places refer to places in which  natural elements such as trees, bushes, meadows, and/or 

bodies of water, are dominant, as opposed to places dominated by human presence. Green places 

can be part of a perceived cultural or natural landscape, and range from green places in people’s 
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living or working environment, such as urban parks, recreation areas, suburban woods, and 

countryside to green places further from home, such as forests, and large protected areas. Due to 

travel distance, green places near home are more important for everyday leisure, whereas green 

places further from home tend to be more important for daytrips and holidays (Hall & Lew, 2009). 

People  

This thesis focuses on the importance of wildlife in a bond with green places among lay people. 

Lay people may take different roles in relation to green places, which may affect the extent to 

which wildlife contributes to a positive bond. Roles included in this thesis are lay people as local 

residents, living close to a green place, or as visitors, travelling some distance to visit a green place 

– either for a daytrip, or a holiday. It is also investigated for whom wildlife matters (most) in a 

bond with green places, on the basis of sociodemographics, participation in wildlife-related 

recreation, past experiences with wildlife, membership of a nature conservation organization, and 

other relevant personal characteristics.  

 

Wildlife 

Which animals are considered as ‘wildlife’, depends on perceptions. They may include fish, birds, 

mammals, and other types of wildlife. According to Curtin (2010), all animals living in their 

natural habitat have the potential to be interesting to people. Whether an animal is regarded as 

‘wild’ is socially constructed (Leong, 2009) and related to place (Brandin, 2009). In the 

Netherlands, it is likely that people associate wildlife with both charismatic and large wildlife (e.g. 

seals, red deer, roe deer, foxes and wild boar) and smaller and more common wildlife such as 

hares, hedgehogs, butterflies and different types of birds (e.g. ducks, swans, waders and herons). 

However, the wildness of some types of animals may be contested. For instance, free roaming 

large herbivores (e.g. Highland Cattle, horses) in protected areas may be regarded as domestic by 

some, and as wildlife by others. Officially, they are considered as ‘wild’ or at least in the process 

of ‘dedomestication’ by nature managers (Van den Belt, 2004, p. 315). People’s individual 

perceptions of what they regard as wildlife, determines its use in this thesis.  
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1.4 Researching wildlife in people’s bond with green places 
 

This thesis is of sequential explanatory nature, as it is based on surveys, followed-up by in-depth 

interviews (Boeije, 2010). These methods complement each other and provide more insight into 

the multiplicity of ways in which wildlife can contribute to people’s bond with green places in the 

Netherlands. The quantitative part of the thesis consists of two extensive studies and two case 

studies. The extensive studies have large sample sizes, making it possible to generalize for a whole 

population (Clifford, French, & Valentine, 2012). The focus of these two studies is on wildlife and 

flora, as the studies are based on the Dutch Hotspotmonitor (HSM), an online database developed 

by the University of Groningen, the University of Wageningen, and the Netherlands 

Environmental Assessment Agency (De Vries, et al., 2013; Sijtsma, et al., 2012). This database 

was set up to measure social landscape values in the Netherlands. The HSM gives more insight 

into these social values, by monitoring the valuation of people’s favorite green places and reasons 

why they find these places attractive (Sijtsma, et al., 2012). As the HSM studies give insight into 

the general importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places among a general 

Dutch public and members of a nature conservation organization, they provide the context for the 

remaining studies.  

 The two exploratory case studies focus on respectively the Lauwersmeer area and the 

Wadden Sea area, which are important domestic nature-based tourism destinations (Statistics 

Netherlands, 2012) and relatively wildlife-rich (Logemann, Klasberg, Kampkuiper, & Van 

Leussen, 2003). The case studies explore the importance of wildlife in people’s emotional 

attachment in more detail. The qualitative research focuses on how different types of wildlife 

(species) shape an individual’s bond with his or her favorite green place near home. Walk-along 

interviews are used, as this method combines the strengths of field observation and in-depth 

interviews (Carpiano, 2009). This method provides a deeper understanding of people’s 

experiences, interpretations, and practices within a place than in-depth interviews in general.  
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1.5 Research aim and thesis outline 
 

The aim of this thesis is to provide more understanding into whether and how wildlife contributes 

to people’s bond with green places on different spatial scales in the Netherlands. The first two 

studies focus on wildlife and flora. They provide the context for the following three explorative 

studies.  

Five research questions guide the studies in the thesis: 

1. To what extent do wildlife and flora affect the valuation of green places on different spatial 

scales, among the general Dutch public? 

2. To what extent does the importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places on 

different spatial scales differ among members of a nature conservation organization? 

3. What roles does wildlife play in visitors’ emotional attachment to a protected area?  

4. For which visitors does wildlife matter (most) in emotional attachment to a protected area?   

5. How does wildlife shape a person’s bond with a local green place? 

Each research question is dealt with in one separate chapter of the thesis.  

 Chapter 2 starts with a broad perspective on the importance of wildlife and flora in the 

valuation of green places on different spatial scales, among the general Dutch public. First, it is 

investigated to what extent wildlife and flora matter in the valuation of green places. Second, it is 

examined whether the importance of wildlife and flora differs between local and national green 

places. 

 Chapter 3 addresses differences among members of one of the largest nature conservation 

organizations in the Netherlands: Natuurmonumenten. It is investigated to what extent wildlife and 

flora matter in the valuation of local, regional, and national green places for different groups of 

members, based on their sociodemographics. It is analyzed for which groups of members wildlife 

and flora affect the valuation of green places most, differentiating between members who regard 

wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness; members who observe birds, other wildlife, and/or 

flora, and members who do not. 

 Chapter 4 presents a case study on the different roles of wildlife in emotional attachment 

to a nature-based tourism destination, the Lauwersmeer area. It is investigated which roles of 

wildlife contribute most to overnight visitors’ emotional attachment: seeing wildlife as a 
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motivation to visit the destination,  appreciation of different types of wildlife, preferences and 

interests in different types of wildlife encounters, interest in (the chance of) unexpected wildlife 

encounters, and perceived intensity of wildlife experiences.  

 In Chapter 5, a case study is presented on the perceived importance of seeing wildlife in 

emotional attachment to the Dutch Wadden Sea Area among participants of Wad nature excursions 

and seal watching tours. It is explored whether the importance of seeing different types of wildlife 

is affected by people’s sociodemographics and behavioral connections with nature (e.g. 

membership of a nature organization, past experiences with nature excursions).   

 Chapter 6 aims at getting more insight into how wildlife affects individuals’ bond with 

their favorite green place.  It is explored how an individual’s  favorite green place becomes special 

through multi-sensory wildlife experiences, memories related to wildlife, and other wildlife-related 

perceptions related to the place.  

The final chapter brings the main points of the different studies together and discusses 

overarching themes. Furthermore, it gives recommendations for nature conservation organizations, 

leisure and tourism managers, and spatial planners, as well as for further research.   
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2. Wildlife and flora and the valuation of green places on 

different spatial scales  
 

Abstract
2
 

Recent decades have seen a growing interest in experiencing wildlife and flora in nature-based 

tourism destinations, and at the same time it is far less clear whether wildlife and flora also matter 

in experiencing and enhancing green places near home. This paper examines the importance of 

wildlife and flora as a reason for finding green places attractive, and whether they add to the 

valuation of green places, among the general public in the Netherlands. It also explores potential 

differences in the importance of wildlife and flora between local and national green places. Data 

from a large online survey (the Hotspotmonitor) were used. The results show that wildlife and 

flora are relatively unimportant reasons for attractiveness, although slightly more important in 

national than in local green places. Interestingly, wildlife and flora do add significantly to the 

valuation of local green places, whereas they do not play a significant role in the valuation of 

national green places. Our results also demonstrate that wildlife and flora in green places near 

home are important for broad segments of the population, whereas they matter more for traditional 

nature lovers in green places further from home.   

Our findings suggest that more eye for geographical scale and nearness to home is needed in 

improving the roles which wildlife and flora can play in increasing the valuation of green places.  

  

                                                     
2 This chapter is based on: Folmer, A., Haartsen, T., Buijs, A., and Huigen, P.P.P., Wildlife and flora and the 

valuation of green places, a comparison between spatial scales. Submitted to an ISI rated international journal. 
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2.1 Introduction 
 

Recent decades have seen a growing interest in experiencing wildlife and flora in green places 

visited for daytrips and holidays. A clear example is the rise of wildlife tourism, which can be 

defined as tourism in which visitors encounter wild animals (Ballantyne, Packer, & Sutherland, 

2011; Higginbottom, 2004). The central idea behind the development of wildlife tourism is that 

multisensory wildlife experiences will lead to more intense emotional tourism experiences, to 

emotional affinity with nature areas, to environmental learning, and finally to stronger nature 

protective behavior (Ballantyne et al., 2011). Consequently, in the marketing of international 

nature-based tourism destinations, attractive wildlife or mega-fauna,  such as dolphins, elephants, 

gorillas, lions, orang-utan, rhinoceros, tigers and whales, are often used as ‘flagship species’ 

(Higginbottom, 2004). The use of such iconic wildlife is based on prevailing ideas of what 

composes an appealing ‘zoological gaze’: the appearance, charisma and behavior of animals 

(Curtin, 2010; Tremblay, 2008). Increasingly it has been acknowledged that not only charismatic 

mega-fauna, but also charismatic mega-flora such as trees and forests (Hall, James, & Bairda, 

2011) or smaller flora species such as orchids (Pickering & Ballantyne, 2013) or wildflowers 

(Priskin, 2003) can play a significant role in nature-based tourism. 

Thus far, most academic research into the roles of wildlife and flora in leisure and 

tourism has focused on large charismatic wildlife as a main attraction of nature-based tourism 

destinations (e.g. Cong, et al., 2014; Curtin, 2009; 2010; Lemelin & Smale, 2006; Tremblay, 

2008). However, it remains unclear how wildlife and flora play a role in the way people value 

green places closer to home. Moreover, only a few studies have paid attention to less charismatic 

or less exotic, more commonly present wildlife and flora (e.g. Bhatti, et al., 2009). For spatial 

planners and leisure and tourism managers, insight into the extent to which wildlife and flora 

contribute to a higher valuation of green places by lay people may be useful in developing more 

attractive green places. This is an important aim for urbanized societies like the Netherlands, as 

highly valued green places are becoming more and more important for outdoor recreation (Kienast 

et al., 2012), having contact with nature (Mitchell & Popham, 2007), and for improving the health 

and well-being of the population (Coley, Kuo, & Sullivan, 1997; Groenewegen et al., 2012; Hartig 

& Staats, 2005; Van den Berg, et al., 2010). 

 In this study, we examine how far wildlife and flora play a role in the perceived 

attractiveness of green places in the Netherlands. Our paper starts with a literature review of what 
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is known about wildlife and flora as main attractions of green places, followed by an examination 

of wildlife and flora as part of the overall nature experience of a place. Subsequently, an 

explanation of the data and methods is given. The results present the relative importance of 

wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness in local and national green places, as well as the 

extent to which people participate in recreation related to wildlife and flora. This is followed by an 

analysis of the importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of local and national green places. 

The conclusion offers a reflection and discussion on the results. Recommendations for further 

research conclude the paper.    

2.2 Wildlife and flora and the attractiveness of green places 

2.2.1 Wildlife and flora as main attractions of green places 

Wildlife and flora may affect the valuation of local green places, and green places further from 

home. Research has mainly focused on charismatic wildlife as the main attraction of green places 

further from home, such as nature-based tourism destinations and protected areas (e.g. Ballantyne, 

Packer, & Sutherland, 2011; Curtin, 2009; 2010). Tremblay (2008) states that particular wildlife 

species can be true icons of nature areas, motivating people to visit green places. In the 

Netherlands, the presence of large charismatic animals such as wild boar and red deer draws many 

people to large nature areas (Buijs & Langers, 2014). Experiencing iconic wildlife species is 

strongly related to visitor satisfaction with a nature-based tourism destination (Lemelin & Smale, 

2006; Curtin, 2006; Tremblay, 2008). However, no studies have specifically examined how 

wildlife contributes to the valuation of green places.  

 Only a few studies have addressed flora as the main attraction for nature-based tourism 

destinations and protected areas (e.g. Ballantyne & Pickering, 2012; Priskin, 2003; Lindemann-

Matthies et al., 2010). However, there are indications that for nature-based tourism destinations, 

charismatic flora are as important as charismatic wildlife (Pickering & Ballantyne, 2013). Priskin 

(2003) discovered that wildflowers are the most important attraction for spring visitors, while 

Lindemann-Matthies et al. (2010) pointed out that visitors perceive plant diversity as an 

enhancement of grassland attractiveness. More specifically, orchids have been found to attract 

visitors to various protected areas, for instance in Chili (Vidal et al., 2012), India (Jalal et al., 

2008), Italy and the UK (Pickering & Ballantyne, 2013). Flora also enhance local green places 

such as domestic gardens and urban parks (Bhatti, et al., 2009; Christie, 2004; Power, 2005; Head 

& Muir, 2006). Bhatti et al. (2009) found that private gardens are experienced as ‘extraordinary’ 

places full of enchanting encounters with flora. Despite their proven ability to enhance green 
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places, it remains unclear whether flora play a role in the valuation of green places near home or 

further afield. 

2.2.2 Wildlife and flora as part of the overall experience of green places 

In addition to being main attractions of green places, wildlife and flora may also form an 

embedded and self-evident part of overall nature experience. In many studies, the importance of 

wildlife and flora in the attractiveness of green places has been analysed by incorporating wildlife 

and flora in more general aspects of nature, such as ‘naturalness’, ‘variety’, ‘ephemera’ or 

‘biodiversity’. Tremblay (2008) states that spotting wildlife and flora is perceived as a 

confirmation of the naturalness of a place. This corresponds with the finding of Coeterier (1996) 

that Dutch people experience wildlife and flora as part of the naturalness of a landscape. Also Van 

den Berg, Vlek and Coeterier (1998) proved that biodiversity is a powerful predictor of beauty 

ratings for specific natural landscapes in the Netherlands, among both residents and visitors. 

 Several studies on green places further from home, such as nature-based tourism 

destinations and wilderness areas, show that an overall nature experience, including experiencing 

wildlife and flora, influences the perceived attractiveness of a green place. For instance, Schroeder 

(2002) found that in the overall nature experience, vegetation (e.g. trees, wild flowers, wild plants, 

and grass) as well as wildlife (e.g. birds, fish and other wildlife) add to the appeal of a wilderness 

place. Moreover, multisensory experiences of nature (e.g. hearing, seeing, sensing and smelling 

flowing water, birds, and other animals) play an important role in making tourism destinations 

attractive (Kirillova et al., 2014). How wildlife and flora blend in with an overall nature experience 

at nature-based tourism destinations is illustrated by Breiby (2014), who found that tourists regard 

‘seeing and hearing animals in nature’ and ‘experiencing plants in nature’ as part of a feeling of 

harmony with nature.  

 In local green places, wildlife and flora may also have a role to play in raising 

appreciation , while being integrated within an overall nature experience. Some studies suggest 

that experiencing local wildlife and flora actually augment people’s emotional attachment and 

appreciation of green places near home. For instance, Ogunseitan (2005) found that the 

appreciation of ecologic diversity (flowers, animals, and landscape ratings) is strongly related to 

the love for a nearby green place, while Ryan (2005) discovered that many people are attached to 

nearby nature and “enjoy being familiar with the plants and animals there” (p. 23). However, 

familiarity with local wildlife and flora may give rise to the idea that  they are ubiquitous and 

therefore taken for granted. This is clearly illustrated by the way bird song functions as familiar 
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background sound of green places (Hedblom, et al., 2014; Ratcliffe, Gatersleben, & Sowden, 

2013). Also flora often may be taken for granted in everyday environments (Head & Atchison, 

2008). Therefore experiencing wildlife and flora may become merged into the overall nature 

experience of a familiar green place. 

 To summarize, the presence of wildlife and flora may blend in with the overall nature 

experience of a green place. Especially for local green places, wildlife and flora may easily be 

overlooked or taken for granted, due to their commonness and familiarity. In contrast, for green 

places further from home, such as nature-based tourism destinations and protected areas, wildlife 

and flora may be perceived as more charismatic, exotic and extra-ordinary. This leads us to 

hypothesize that wildlife and flora add more to the valuation of national green places, which tend 

to be visited during daytrips and holidays, than to the valuation of local green places, which are 

more important for everyday leisure. 

2.3 Data and methods 

2.3.1 Data 

For our study, we used data from a large online dataset on the most attractive green places 

(‘hotspots’) in the Netherlands, called the Hotspotmonitor (HSM, see www.Hotspotmonitor.eu). 

This is a Google Maps-based tool which was set up by the University of Groningen, the University 

of Wageningen and the Netherlands Environment Assessment Agency to gain more insight into 

social landscape values (De Vries, et al., 2013; Sijtsma, et al., 2012). In European and Dutch 

nature policy and planning, people’s views on cultural and natural landscapes (social landscape 

values) are considered as important as ecological and economic values. The European Landscape 

Convention stresses the importance that governments react to “the public’s wish to enjoy high 

quality landscapes and to play an active part in the development of landscapes” (Council of 

Europe, 2000, p. 1). In addition, the European Landscape Convention emphasizes that, for 

people’s quality of life, positive valuations of landscapes matter a great deal: not only with regard 

to landscapes which are recognized as being of outstanding beauty, but also concerning landscapes 

in urban areas, in the countryside, in degraded areas, and in everyday areas (Council of Europe, 

2000). The HSM provides insight into social landscape values of the general Dutch public, by 

monitoring the valuation of favorite green places on various spatial scales, as well as investigating 

reasons why people find these places attractive.  

 We used HSM version 1.2 (2010), which includes 3616 respondents. The central 

question is the following: “Which places do you find very attractive, valuable or important and 
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why?” (Sijtsma et al., 2012: 142). Respondents could choose from favorite places which are 

dominated by green, water, and/or nature, which we refer to as “green” places in this paper. They 

were asked to pinpoint their most favorite green places at local (< 2 kilometers from home), 

regional (< 20 kilometers from home), and national (the Netherlands) spatial scales. These 

distances were chosen because of the possible different meanings and recreational options these 

places offer. Local green places are important to everyday recreational behavior, regional green 

places are in people’s living environment (commuting and going to school) and are within reach 

for daytrips, and national green places correspond highly with the most important daytrip- and 

holiday destinations in the Netherlands (see De Vries et al., 2013). In this paper, we focus on 

comparing the importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of local and national green places, 

as these types of places differ most from each other.  

 The respondents were asked explicitly to value the attractiveness of their favorite green 

place, on a scale of 1 to 10 (i.e., from very unattractive to very attractive). Moreover, respondents 

had to indicate the reasons why they find that place attractive (a closed question) and what 

recreational activities they undertake there (a closed question). The reasons for attractiveness 

(Table 2.1) were derived from previous relevant studies (Brown & Reed 2000; Coeterier, 1996; De 

Vries et al., 2007; Ode, Tveit, & Fry, 2008), and included a separate indicator for the presence of 

special wildlife and flora (Buijs & van Kralingen, 2003). With regard to recreational activities, we 

included ‘observe birds’, ‘observe wildlife’ (other than birds), and ‘observe flora’. In the 

remaining part of the paper, ‘observe wildlife’ refers to observing wildlife other than birds. 

 For the spatial representativeness of the survey, six regions with different landscape 

characteristics were selected: Groningen (North), Arnhem (East), Utrecht (the Centre), Enschede 

(East), Amsterdam (West) and Eindhoven (South). The survey was conducted in 2010 among 

members of a large Internet panel operated by the Dutch market research agency GfK (see De 

Vries et al., 2013). In total, 6854 members were approached (De Vries et al, 2013). With 3616 

participants, the overall response was 53%. After taking out the respondents with missing values 

on the two most important variables in our study - the rating given on perceived attractiveness of 

their green place, and the reasons for attractiveness – as well as the respondents who marked their 

green place too far into the North Sea, or outside the Netherlands,  2602 respondents remained in 

our database. Our respondents were of all ages, equally divided by gender, well-educated, and 

living predominantly in urban areas (Table 2.2). Compared to the Dutch population, our 

respondents were relatively young (67% versus 53% younger than 50), and higher educated (56% 
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versus 31% bachelor degree or higher), while men and women, and rural and urban residents, were 

equally represented (Statistics Netherlands, 2015).  

Dependent variable. 

 We used the ‘valuation of attractiveness’ of green places as a dependent variable in our regression 

analysis. Respondents were asked to value the attractiveness of each green place they pinpointed, 

on a scale from 1 to 10, from very unattractive to very attractive (De Vries et al., 2013). More than 

95% of the respondents valued their favorite green places between 7 and 10, with a modus of 8.0 

for both local as well as national green places. Therefore, the variance of the valuation of green 

places was relatively low (s
2
 = 0.855 for local, and s

2
 = 0.897 for national green places).  

Independent variables. 

As independent variables, we used reasons for attractiveness (Table 2.1 and 2.3), place 

characteristics (protected status and land-use of green places, Table 2.3), sociodemographics (age, 

gender, education, and urban-rural place of residence, recreation related to wildlife and flora), and 

nature images (Table 2.2).  

 The variable ‘protected status’ was constructed by calculating the distance between the 

markers placed by respondents to pinpoint the location of their favorite green place and the Dutch 

Nature Network (Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management, and Fisheries, 1996). The Nature 

Network includes Natura 2000 areas and all other protected areas in the Netherlands. All markers 

that were placed in the Nature Network were coded 1 (protected status, with a margin of 500 

metres), and all remaining markers were coded 0 (not protected). We also constructed the ‘land 

use’ variable: the land-use type where the favorite green places were located. We used the 

typology of Statistics Netherlands (2008) for that, distinguishing between ‘water’ (e.g. streams, 

rivers, lakes, sea), ‘forest’,  ‘dry nature’ (e.g. dry grassland, dry heather), ‘wet nature’ (e.g. 

marshland, wet grassland, wet heather, peat), and ‘agriculture’. 

 The degree of urbanity of the place of residence was determined by using the address 

density of Statistics Netherlands (following Den Dulk, Van De Stadt, & Vliegen, 1992). We 

divided the five original categories into two commonly used categories: urban versus rural places, 

with more or fewer than 1,000 addresses per km
2
 as criterion (e.g. Bijker & Haartsen, 2012).  
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 We included respondents’ nature images, as they can provide more insight into why 

wildlife and flora may be important as reasons for attractiveness. Nature images combine people’s 

beliefs, values, and value orientations regarding the meaning of ‘nature’ and how it should be 

managed (Buijs, 2009). The respondents’ dominant nature image was determined using cluster 

analysis (see Buijs, Elands, & Langers, 2009), resulting in four nature images: the wilderness, 

inclusive, aesthetic and functional nature image. The first three images reflect the Arcadian image 

of nature which predominates in modern Western societies (Worster, 1985). People with a 

wilderness image of nature prefer natural areas without humans or human artifacts. A broader 

definition of nature is held by people with an inclusive nature image, as they regard humans as part 

of nature. They reject the nature-culture divide. People with an aesthetic image focus on the 

hedonistic and aesthetic values of nature; they value nature most for leisure and tourism purposes. 

People with a functional nature image appreciate nature predominantly for its utilitarian values, 

such as opportunities for hunting, and fishing (Buijs, 2009). Among our respondents, the 

wilderness image was the most dominant nature image (Table 2.2). This corresponds with previous 

research on the most common nature image of the general Dutch public (Buijs, 2009). 

2.3.4 Method 

Using SPSS 20.0, we did a multiple regression analysis with ‘valuation of attractiveness’ as 

dependent variable, and reasons for attractiveness, place characteristics, sociodemographics, and 

nature images as independent variables. Due to the low variance of the dependent variable, this 

yielded a low adjusted r
2
 (adjusted r

2
 = 0.062) and relatively small differences in prediction power 

of the independent variables. Therefore, we decided to dichotomize the dependent variable into 

‘valuation at or below 8.0’ (coded 0) and ‘valuation above 8.0’ (coded 1) and to carry out a binary 

regression analysis. We found similar, but more distinct differences in the relationship between the 

valuation of green places and the independent variables. Despite the low prediction powers of our 

regression models, they still provided insight into which reasons for attractiveness were mostly 

associated with a higher valuation of green places. They were therefore useful for our aim, to 

compare the relative importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places on different 

spatial scales. However, it does make clear that there are other reasons for attractiveness which 

affect the valuation of favorite green places as well.    

 For the regression analysis, we could not use all reasons for attractiveness, because some 

variables were too small in number. Correlations between independent variables were low (r < .3), 

and therefore all remaining variables could be used in the regression analyses. We estimated three 

different models for the valuation of both favorite local, and favorite national, green places. In 
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Section 4, we present the estimates in odds ratios, which express the likelihood of an independent 

variable contributing to a valuation higher than 8.0. In Model 1, we include only reasons for 

attractiveness; in Model 2 we add place characteristics; and in Model 3 we add 

sociodemographics, and nature images. We start Section 4 of this paper by discussing the most 

important reasons for finding a green place attractive, and whether or not wildlife and flora play a 

role in this. 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness of local and national green 

places 

For both local and national green places, wildlife and flora were not mentioned very often as a 

reason for attractiveness (Table 2.3). However, wildlife and flora were chosen significantly more 

often as a reason for the attractiveness of national green places than of local green places (16.4% 

versus 9.3%). Local green places were perceived mainly as attractive for their greenness, quietness 

(absence of humans) and naturalness, while the attractiveness of national green places was made 

up of a combination of greenness, quietness, naturalness, water, spaciousness, and recreational 

qualities of the natural environment (Table 2.3). Local green places were significantly more often 

located in agricultural land and wet nature than the national ones. National green places were 

significantly more often located in protected areas, water areas, and forests than local green places. 

There was also a difference in the recreational behavior related to wildlife and flora in the different 

types of green places. Respondents participated significantly more often in observing birds and 

flora in national than in local green places. Regarding the observation of birds in particular, this 

difference was remarkably large (21.5% versus 2.8%, Table 2.3). Respondents did not participate 

more often in observing wildlife in national green places, compared to local ones. 

 Respondents who regarded wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness of their local 

green place were slightly older (> 35 years or older) and more often male, compared to 

respondents in general (Table 2.2). Their level of education, place of residence and nature image 

did not differ from respondents in general. At the national level, respondents who regarded 

wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness tended to be older (50+), more often male, more 

highly-educated, and adhered to a wilderness image more often than respondents in general. 

Respondents who regarded wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness rated both their local 

and national green place significantly higher than others; respectively 8.2 versus 8.0 for local 

green places, and 8.7 versus 8.4 for national green places (Table 2.2).  
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 To sum up, we can state that wildlife and flora more often played a role in the 

attractiveness of favorite national than local green places. However, compared to other reasons of 

attractiveness, wildlife and flora were relatively unimportant in both types of green places. 

Furthermore, in favorite national green places, wildlife and flora were more often alleged to be a 

reason for attractiveness by respondents who fit the profile of traditional nature-lovers: 55+ and 

well-educated (Curtin, 2008; Priskin, 2003; Pickering & Ballantyne, 2013; Lee & Scott, 2011). 

They were also more likely to retain a wilderness nature image. In favorite local green places, 

wildlife and flora were more often mentioned as a reason for attractiveness among broader 

population segments. 

2.4.2 Wildlife and flora contributing to the valuation of local and national green 

places 

Despite the relative unimportance of wildlife and flora as reason for finding green places 

attractive, our regression analysis on the valuation of green places revealed a different and 

spatially reversed effect. As presented in Table 2.4, Model 1, regarding wildlife and flora as a 

reason for attractiveness significantly increased the likelihood of valuing local green places higher 

than 8.0. Wildlife and flora were the second most influential factor in the valuation of local green 

places, after having a personal bond with the place.  

 After controlling for place characteristics, the relative importance of wildlife and flora 

remained the same in the valuation of local green places (Table 2.4, Model 2). Local green places 

located in protected areas and forests were more likely to be valued higher than 8.0 than other 

local green places. After adding sociodemographics, wildlife and flora became the third most 

influential variable affecting the valuation of local green places, after having a personal bond with 

the place, and being older than 50 (Table 2.4, Model 3). Respondents of 35 or older, females, low 

educated respondents and respondents retaining an inclusive nature image valued green places 

higher than other respondents. Participation in recreation related to wildlife and flora near home 

did not affect the valuation. 

    Regarding national green places, wildlife and flora did not significantly affect the 

likelihood of a valuation higher than 8.0 (Table 2.4, Model 1). After adding place characteristics, a 

protected status increased the likelihood of a high valuation of national green places most (Table 

2.4, Model 2). Finally, after controlling for sociodemographics, and nature images, being older 

than 50 became the most important variable affecting the likelihood of a high valuation. Other 

remarkable results were that highly-educated (academic) respondents were more likely to value 

their favorite national green places higher than other respondents. Participation in observing birds 

and flora increased the likelihood of a valuation above 8.0 as well, while participation in observing 
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wildlife decreased the likelihood (Table 2.4, Model 3). In addition, respondents with an inclusive 

image were more likely to value their favorite national green place higher than other respondents. 

Gender did not matter in the valuation of national green places.  

 Based on our results, we have to reject the hypothesis that wildlife and flora add more to 

the valuation of national than to local green places. Respondents who regarded wildlife and flora 

as a reason for attractiveness were more likely to value their local green place higher than 8.0 than 

respondents who did not; while for national green places, no difference was found. In the valuation 

of local green places, wildlife and flora were relatively important, as only having a personal bond 

and age (> 50) had more effect on the likelihood of a valuation higher than 8.0.    

2.5 Conclusion 
 

We conclude that wildlife and flora play a role in the valuation of green places, and that this works 

differently for green places near home than for green places further from home. Although wildlife 

and flora are mentioned significantly less often as a reason for the attractiveness of local than of 

national green places, they do increase the likelihood of a higher valuation of local green places. 

This supports the idea that people may regard wildlife and flora as inseparable, embedded aspects 

of local green places. When asked for reasons for attractiveness, respondents mention natural 

attributes which relate to the overall character of green places, such as green (‘green cover’) and 

naturalness (‘nature taking its own course’). In local green places, people may not be consciously 

aware of wildlife and flora, as local green places may serve as settings for daily life leisure 

activities that are not nature-based, such as exercise, relaxation, socializing, walking the dog, and 

so on (Manning & More, 2002). It is also possible that the types of wildlife and flora that are found 

in local green places are not exotic or charismatic flag ship species, and therefore not explicitly 

acknowledged as a reason for attractiveness. However, they do increase the likelihood of a higher 

valuation of local green places; they can make local green places special.  

 With regard to national green places, wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness do 

not affect the valuation, whereas participation in recreation related to wildlife and flora does. 

People who are interested in observing birds, and/or flora, find national green places more 

attractive than people who do not. Birdwatchers and flora observers are more likely to value 

national green places higher than people who do not indulge in these leisure pastimes. It is possible 

that birdwatchers and flora observers are more selective in the green places they value. We know 

that serious birders prefer places that meet their criteria on expected presence and variety of bird 
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species (Cole & Scott, 1999). In contrast, people who observe wildlife are more likely to value 

national green places lower than others do. This may be related to a perceived lack of wildlife 

visibility in visited green places. In the Netherlands, many people are drawn to large protected 

areas to see wildlife such as red deer and wild boar, but a quarter of visitors have never seen them, 

about half have seen them once in their lives, and only 16% see them once a year (Buijs & Langers 

, 2014). This may lead to dissatisfaction and explain a lower valuation of national green places 

among people who visit especially to observe wildlife. 

 We also found that the profile of people who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for 

attractiveness differs between local and national green places. In local green places, wildlife and 

flora are regarded as attractive features among broader segments of the population (35+, males, 

different educational backgrounds and adhering to different nature images) than in national green 

places (50+, males, university degree, holding a wilderness image). On the national scale, the 

profile of people who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness corresponds with 

nature lovers (Curtin, 2008; Loubster, Mouton, & Nel, 2001; Priskin, 2003; Pickering & 

Ballantyne, 2013; Lee & Scott, 2011). In addition, people who regard wildlife and flora as a reason 

for the attractiveness of national green places are more likely to retain a wilderness image of 

nature than others do. Most remarkable is that locally, people’s nature image does not affect the 

importance of wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness. This seems to demonstrate that local 

green places provide wildlife and flora experiences for a more varied group of people than national 

green places do. 

 Further research may focus on gaining more insights into how, why and what kind of 

wildlife and flora contribute to a high valuation of green places. Not much is known yet about how 

wildlife and flora are experienced, which species are appreciated most, and how wildlife and flora 

contribute to everyday leisure activities, especially in green places near home. Furthermore, more 

research could be done into the different profiles of wildlife and flora admirers, and into the 

potential role of leisure constraints of various groups.  

Our results imply that the way wildlife and flora are marketed in leisure and tourism thus 

far is limited to a specific audience: nature lovers and those who can afford nature-based tourism. 

A stronger focus on improving opportunities to enjoy wildlife and flora near home can add to the 

attractiveness of local green places, for a broader audience.  
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Table 2.1  Reasons for attractiveness and their description in the Hotspotmonitor. 

Term
 

I find this place attractive, because...: 

Green  Green cover 

Quiet  Few other people 

Natural  Nature can run its own course 

Water Attractive water surface, river, lake or sea 

Open  Panoramic and open views 

Recreation  Good opportunities for recreation 

Silence  Few disturbing sounds 

Variation  Variation in type of vegetation, land use and between seasons 

Non-urban  Little skyline disturbance, built-up area, roads etc. 

Personal bond Place has a special meaning for me 

Historical  Many visible historical elements 

Wildlife and flora Special wildlife and flora 

Harmony Harmony in the landscape 

Farming use The landscape is used by farmers 
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Table 2.2 Descriptive statistics of all respondents, and of respondents who regard wildlife 

and flora as a reason for attractiveness of local, and national green places. 

 

Total sample Wildlife and flora as reason attractiveness 

Local green places National green places 

N = 2602 N = 242 Cramer’s V N = 428 Cramer’s V 

Valuation of attractiveness 8.2 (0.9) 8.2 (0.9)  8.7 (0.9)***  

Mean Valuation 

(Standard Deviation) 

     

Sociodemographics      

Age   .092***  .062*** 

18-34 30.6% 17.8%  25.7%  

35-49 36.4% 40.1%  35.0%  

50 + 33.1% 42.1%  39.3%  

Gender   .041**  .087*** 

Male 48.6% 55.0%  58.4%  

Female 51.4% 45.0%  41.6%  

Education   .026  .065** 

Up to lower 

secondary 

10.7% 12.0%  10.0%  

Higher secondary 10.0% 10.7%  8.4%  

Medium vocational 23.1% 22.3%  19.9%  

Higher vocational 34.4% 36.0%  34.3%  

Academic 21.8% 19.0%  27.3%  

Place of residence   .014  .004 

Urban  66.1% 64.0%  66.6%  

Rural 33.9% 36.0%  33.4%  

Nature imagesa N = 2216 N = 198 .033 N = 360 .079*** 

Wilderness image 39.7% 44.2%  46.9%  

Inclusive image 20.5% 20.2%  19.7%  

Aesthetic image 25.5% 23.2%  24.2%  

Functional image 14.2% 12.1%  9.2%  

a The total sample for nature images is lower (N = 2216 compared to N = 2602), because of missing values. Cramer’s 

V indicates whether the profile of respondents who regarded wildlife and flora as reason for attractiveness differs 

from the profile of all respondents of the sample. This has been calculated separately for local and national green 

places.   

Note: ** p < .05; *** p < .01. 
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Table 2.3 Descriptive statistics of reasons for attractiveness, place characteristics and 

recreation related to wildlife and flora for local and national green places. 

 Green places 

 Local  

N = 2602  

National  

N = 2602 

Cramer’s V  

Mean valuation (standard deviation) 8.0 (0.9) 8.4 (0.9) *** - 

Mean valuation     

Reasons for attractiveness (%) (%)  

Green 75.5 60.8 .158*** 

Quiet 46.6 50.0 .033** 

Natural 39.5 51.2 .118*** 

Water 34.0 47.3 .136*** 

Open 25.2 39.3 .151*** 

Recreation 24.0 42.9 .200*** 

Silence 15.8 30.4 .174*** 

Variation 13.1 31.2 .217*** 

Non-urban 13.3 28.5 .186*** 

Personal bond 11.3 23.5 .162*** 

Historical 10.7 13.1 .037*** 

Wildlife and flora 9.3 16.4 .107
***

 

Harmony 5.5 8.3 .055*** 

Farming use 

 

0.7 1.6 .044*** 

Place characteristics    

Protected area 43.6 84.9 .431*** 

Water (rivers, lakes, sea) 3.4 28.1 .339*** 

Forest 27.0 31.2 ..046*** 

Dry nature  22.5 23.9 .016 

Agriculture 7.6 4.9 .057*** 

Wet nature 39.4 11.9 .314*** 

Recreation related to wildlife and flora    

Observing birds 2.8 21.5 .287
***

 

Observing flora 5.3 8.5 .064
***

 

Observing wildlife 7.0 7.6 .012 

Note: *** p < .001 ** p < .05. 
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Table 2.4 Predictors for valuation of local, and national green places. 

 

Likelihood of valuation green places > 8.0 (in odds ratiosa) 

Local green places (N = 2216) 

 

National green places (N = 2209) 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Reason for attractiveness 

  

 

  

 

Green 1.13 1.17 1.13 0.87 0.91 .92 

Quiet 0.93 0.93 0.94 1.29** 1.28** 1.30*** 

Natural 1.06 1.02 1.03 1.00 0.96 .95 

Water 1.18 1.17 1.20 1.17* 1.07 1.09 

Open 1.25* 1.20* 1.21 1.04 1.03 1.01 

Recreation 1.06 1.11 1.14 0.87 0.86 .90 

Silence 1.52*** 1.46*** 1.47*** 1.50*** 1.45*** 1.48*** 

Variation 1.60*** 1.61*** 1.55*** 1.39*** 1.40*** 1.33*** 

Non-urban 1.05 1.08 1.08 1.26** 1.25** 1.27** 

Personal bond 2.37*** 2.42*** 2.48*** 1.43*** 1.47*** 1.48*** 

Historical 1.52*** 1.54*** 1.52*** 1.27 1.27* 1.25 

Wildlife and flora 1.69
***

 1.69
***

 1.67
***

 1.20 1.20 1.13 

Protected area 

 

1.25** 

  

1.27** 

 

1.72*** 1.68*** 

Landuse (ref. Wet nature) 

 

    

  

  

Water 

 

1.27 1.27 

 

1.24 1.18 

Forest 

 

1.38** 1.37** 

 

0.97 0.92 

Dry nature 

 

1.22 1.18 

 

1.12 1.02 

Agriculture 

 

1.11 1.08 

 

1.09 1.09 

Age (ref.age 18-34) 

  

  

  

  

35-49 

  

1.45*** 

  

1.20 

50+ 

  

1.68*** 

  

1.73*** 

Gender: Female (ref. Male) 

  

1.29** 

  

1.15 

Education (ref. Academic) 

  

  

  

  

Up to lower secondary 

  

0.62** 

  

0.72* 

Higher secondary 

  

0.80 

  

0.71** 

Medium vocational 

  

0.81 

  

0.65*** 

Higher vocational (BA) 

  

0.95 

  

0.73** 

Place of residence: Rural 

(ref. Urban)   

1.02 

  

1.09 

Recreation related to 

wildlife and flora related 

recreation 

      Observing birds  

  

1.29 

  

1.24
*
 

Observing flora  

  

0.91 

  

1.45
*
 

Observing wildlife 

  

1.06 

  

0.67
**

 

Nature images (ref. Functional)       

Wilderness 

  

1.02 

  

1.20 

Inclusive  

  

1.37* 

  

1.33* 

Aesthetic  

  

0.90 

  

1.09 

Constant 0.17*** 0.13*** 0.09*** 0.52*** 0.31*** 0.25*** 

Statistics of models 

      Nagelkerke R2 .067 .076 .095 .069 .081 .106 

-2 loglikelihood 2313.279 2299.475 2270.240 

 

2933.324 2912.273 2867.800 

Chi-square 101.463 115.267 144.502 

 

117.255 138.306 182.780 

Note: * p < .10**;  p < .05; *** p < .001. a  Estimates are in odds ratios = likelihood that the independent variable has 

an effect on the dependent variable; > 1 = more likely; < 1 = less likely, close to 1: no effect. 
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Wildlife and flora and the valuation of green places: 

differences among nature lovers    
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3. Wildlife and flora and the valuation of green places: 

differences among nature lovers 
 

Abstract
3
 

Nature lovers are often portrayed as a homogenous group of outdoor recreationists. However, there 

may be differences within this group with regard to their interest in wildlife and flora, and their 

bond with nature. Our paper addresses differences among nature lovers with regard to the 

importance of wildlife and flora in their valuation of local, regional, and national green places in 

the Netherlands. We used data collected by a large national online survey, the Hotspotmonitor (N 

= 1,566), among a specific group of nature lovers, namely members of a large nature conservation 

organization in the Netherlands, Natuurmonumenten. We investigated the importance of wildlife 

and flora as a reason for attractiveness, and the effects of participating in recreation related to 

wildlife and flora on the valuation of green places on different spatial scales. Our results show that 

wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness positively affect the valuation of green places on 

all spatial scales. Even more strikingly, for regional green places, wildlife and flora form the 

strongest predictor of a higher valuation. Furthermore, differences between nature lovers are 

revealed. Flora observers value local green places more highly than others, while birdwatchers 

value national green places more highly than others. ‘Traditional’ members (relatively old and 

highly-educated) who find wildlife and flora attractive, value local and regional green places less 

highly than other groups. On the other hand, various groups of ‘non-traditional’ members (young 

people, low-educated people, females, families with children) who find wildlife and flora attractive 

features of green places, and who observe birds, other wildlife, and flora, value local and/or 

regional green places more highly than ‘traditional’ members (older people, well-educated people, 

males, households without children) do. These differences are likely to be contingent upon specific 

situations, such as the perceived importance of variety in wildlife and flora species, differences in 

perceived quality of natural resources of green places, and/or differences in recreation 

specialization. 

  

                                                     
1
 This chapter is based on: Folmer, A., Haartsen, T., Daams, M.N., and Huigen, P.P.P., Wildlife and flora and the 

valuation of green places: differences between nature lovers. To be submitted to an ISI rated international journal. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

Nature lovers, such as members of a nature conservation organization, are often regarded as a 

relatively homogenous group with regard to their interest in wildlife and flora, and their bond with 

nature. However, previous research has demonstrated that nature lovers such as birders and other 

wildlife watchers constitute a heterogeneous group of outdoor recreationists (e.g. Eubanks, Stoll, 

& Ditton, 2004; Hvenegaard, 2002: Lee & Scott, 2011; Moscardo, 2000; Scott & Thigpen, 2003). 

We focus our study on differences within a specific group of nature lovers, namely members of the 

largest private nature conservation organization in the Netherlands, Natuurmonumenten. With 

727,000 members (Verschoor, 2011), it is an important organization for nature conservation in the 

Netherlands (16,8 million inhabitants, Statistics Netherlands, 2013). A better understanding of the 

differences among people who care for nature has become highly relevant for nature conservation 

organizations. Due to recent budget cuts of up to 70% in nature conservation by the Dutch 

government (Buijs, Mattijssen, & Arts, 2014), nature conservation organizations have become 

more dependent on support from people who care about nature. As nature conservation 

organizations have an aging membership, they are trying to reach a broader public, such as young 

people and families with children (Natuurmonumenten, 2012). 

 It is likely that wildlife and flora enhance the green places visited by nature lovers, such 

as members of a nature conservation organization, for daytrips and holidays. In the last few 

decades, people’s interest in seeing wildlife in nature-based tourism destinations has grown 

significantly (Curtin & Wilkes, 2005; International Ecotourism Society, 2007; Mastny, 2001; 

Newsome, Moore, & Dowling, 2013). Participation in certain types of wildlife-related recreation 

has also seen an upturn, for instance in birdwatching (Manfredo, 2008). Charismatic flora, such as 

orchids, attract many visitors to nature-based tourism destinations as well, but have received far 

less attention in academic research than charismatic wildlife (Pickering & Ballantyne, 2013). 

There is clearly a substantial and perhaps even burgeoning interest in experiencing wildlife and 

flora in green places during daytrips and holidays, but with regard to green places near home, 

research has remained limited. In our paper, we address the importance of wildlife and flora in the 

valuation of green places near home which tend to be important for everyday leisure, and green 

places further from home, which function more as daytrip and holiday destinations. Given that our 

paper focuses on green places in a highly urbanized country, the Netherlands, ‘green’ places refer 

to places in which natural elements such as trees, bushes, meadows, and/or bodies of water, are 

prevalent. They can range from urban parks, riverbanks or meadows to large protected areas.  
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 In this paper, we aim to gain more insight into the differences between members of a 

nature conservation organization with regard to the importance of wildlife and flora in the 

valuation of green places near home, compared to green places further from home. We start our 

paper with an investigation on the role of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places on 

different spatial scales, followed by differences between nature lovers who are interested in 

wildlife and flora. After presenting the methodology and the results, we reflect on the importance 

of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places, on differences between spatial scales, and on 

differences between nature lovers. We conclude with a discussion of the implications for nature 

conservation organizations. 

3.2 Wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places 

3.2.1 Wildlife and flora and the valuation of green places in general 

The importance of wildlife and flora has been examined extensively in studies on landscape 

preferences, as part of the visual dimension of a (natural) landscape. As a visual aspect of a 

landscape, flora has received considerably more attention than wildlife. Many attributes which 

have been used to gain insight into people’s landscape preferences, such as complexity, coherence, 

visual scale, ephemera, and naturalness (Ode, Tveit, and Fry, 2008), deal predominantly with 

large-scale vegetation, land-cover and general landscape patterns, while neglecting small-scale or 

special flora. Some attributes, such as ephemera and naturalness, do implicitly include aspects 

related to seeing wildlife. For instance, the presence of wildlife in a landscape is regarded as an 

indicator of ephemera (Jessel, 2006; Litton, 1968, 1972), which relates to landscape changes due 

to season or weather (Ode, Tveit, & Fry, 2008). In addition, Coeterier (1996) found that Dutch 

people regard wildlife and flora as part of the naturalness of a landscape. As naturalness has been 

identified as one of the most important visual aspects of a landscape (Lamb & Purcell, 1990; Ode, 

Fry, Tveit, Messager, & Miller, 2009), it follows that not only the visual presence of flora, but also 

wildlife, can strongly affect the valuation of landscapes. However, wildlife and flora may easily 

blend in with the overall experience of a landscape, as part of experiencing seasonal changes, or 

naturalness. 

 The importance of wildlife and flora in the attractiveness of landscapes has been 

investigated more specifically as well. For instance, Van den Berg, Vlek and Coeterier (1998) 

found that biodiversity -“ many different types of animals and vegetation in the landscape”(p. 

144) - is a powerful predictor of beauty ratings for natural landscapes in the Netherlands. They 

found that biodiversity affects the valuation of landscape attractiveness positively among local 
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residents, and visitors, demonstrating that wildlife and flora can be important in the valuation of 

green places both near and further from home. Based on various studies which show that wildlife 

and flora are important in people’s appreciation of landscapes, Buijs and Van Kralingen (2003) 

recommend including a separate indicator on special wildlife and flora in landscape assessment 

studies.  

3.2.2 Wildlife and flora in green places near home 

As attractive features of green places near home, wildlife and flora have not been the focus of 

many leisure and tourism studies. Previous research has found that wildlife encounters enhance the 

visit to an urban park for more than half the visitors (Dick & Hendee, 1986) and that young urban 

residents appreciate urban greenspace with high species richness (Hedblom et al., 2014). Curtin 

(2010) found that wildlife watchers have memorable wildlife experiences in exotic nature-based 

tourism destinations, but also closer to home. These studies suggest that experiencing wildlife 

matters in the valuation of green places near home. The importance of flora in enhancing local 

green places such as domestic gardens and urban parks has recently received attention (e.g. Bhatti 

et al., 2009; Christie, 2004; Longhurst, 2006; Power, 2005). According to Bhatti et al. (2009), 

flowers have the ability to enchant everyday green places and make people feel happy. Head and 

Atchison (2009) suggest that “beautiful flowers bring aesthetic pleasure and fragrance and draw 

people to look and care for them” (p. 239). On the other hand, plants or flowers can easily be 

taken for granted, because they are easy to transform, which contributes to their adaptability and 

invisibility (Head & Atchison, 2009). Several studies reveal that species richness (Fuller et al., 

2007), bird calls (Rathcliffe, Gatersleben, & Sowden, 2013; Kjellgren & Buhrkall, 2010) and 

fragrant flowers (Kjellgren & Buhrkall, 2010) in urban greenspace contribute to the health and 

well-being of local residents. It is therefore likely that wildlife and flora are regarded as reasons for 

attractiveness of, and contribute to the valuation of, green places near home, among nature lovers. 

3.2.3 Wildlife and flora in green places further from home 

Wildlife, especially mega-fauna such as whales, dolphins, big game and other single iconic 

species, mostly of large body size (Higginbottom, 2004), has received considerable attention as an 

attractive feature or main attraction of nature-based tourism destinations (e.g. Brandin, 2009; 

Curtin, 2006; 2008; Lemelin & Smale, 2006; Moscardo, Woods, & Greenwood, 2001). Tremblay 

(2008) states that particular wildlife species can be true icons of natural areas, motivating people to 

visit. In a study among 40,000 Dutch people, of whom about 70% was a member of a nature 

conservation organization, it was found that the majority (58%) would visit natural areas to see 

deer, wild boar and other large animals (Buijs & Langers, 2014). Charismatic (mega-) flora, such 
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as orchids, are also important tourist attractions for protected areas and nature-based tourism 

destinations (e.g. Ballantyne & Pickering, 2012; Priskin, 2003; Rankin, Pickering, & Ballantyne, 

2015), but they have received far less academic attention from a tourism or leisure perspective 

than wildlife has. For instance, Priskin (2003) discovered that wildflowers are the most important 

attraction for spring visitors to a nature-based tourism destination in South Africa, while 

Lindemann-Matthies et al. (2010) demonstrated that visitors perceived plant diversity as an 

enhancement of grassland attractiveness in southern  Germany. Furthermore, Schroeder (2002) and 

Breiby (2014) identified that both vegetation (e.g. trees, wild flowers, wild plants, and grass) and 

wildlife (e.g. birds, fish and other wildlife) add to the appeal of wilderness areas and nature-based 

tourism destinations, respectively. These studies signify that wildlife and flora add to the valuation 

of green places further from home as well.  

3.3 Differences among nature lovers with regard to recreation related 

to wildlife and flora 
 

For some nature lovers, seeing wildlife could be the main motivation to visit green places, whereas 

for others they may be an added bonus to their recreation experience (Curtin, 2008; Tremblay, 

2008), or be part of a larger daytrip or holiday program (Moscardo, 2000). There may also be 

people who are involved in seeing wildlife without being interested, when they accompany family, 

friends or others who are interested. (Moscardo, 2000). With regard to observing flora, these 

differences in motivations and interests may be present as well. Previous research has revealed that 

birdwatchers and other wildlife watchers not only differ from other outdoor recreationists, but 

there are also differences within these groups. Bird and other wildlife watchers could differ on for 

instance their recreation specialization level (Duffus & Dearden, 1990; Hvenegaard, 2002; 

McFarlane, 1994). sociodemographics (Curtin, 2009; Martin, 1997; Scott & Thigpen, 2003) and 

preferences for outdoor recreation settings (Bryan, 1979; Cole & Scott, 1999; Martin, 1997; Scott 

& Thigpen, 2003).  

 With regard to recreation specialization and preferences for outdoor recreation settings, 

various differences have been found among bird and other wildlife watchers. For instance, both 

casual and serious wildlife watchers have been found to prefer places where they can see a variety 

of birds, other wildlife and native plants (Cole & Scott, 1999; Scott & Thigpen, 2003). However, 

Martin (1997) discovered that specialized wildlife watchers are more interested in ‘lower profile’ 

wildlife species, such as butterflies, fish, reptiles, and small birds, than novices or casual wildlife 

watchers are. On the other hand, Cole and Scott (1999) and McFarlane (1994) found that serious 
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birders prefer places which offer opportunities to observe a variety of birds over places where they 

can also observe other wildlife and native plants.  

 Research on differences in sociodemographics between novice, casual and specialized 

wildlife watchers has also revealed contradictory results. For instance, specialized birders have 

been found to be older (Cole & Scott, 1999), higher educated (Cole & Scott, 1999; Martin, 1997) 

and more often male (Cole & Scott, 1999; Kellert, 1985; McFarlane, 1994) than novice or casual 

birders. In contrast, other studies did not find relationships between birders’ specialization level 

and age (Martin, 1997; Eubanks, Stoll, & Ditton, 2004), education (Hvenegaard, 2002) or gender 

(Eubanks, Stoll, & Ditton, 2004). It has also been found that rural residents are more likely to 

participate in recreation related to wildlife and flora recreation than urban residents, since natural 

resources are closer to their homes (Pouta, Neuvonen, & Sievänen, 2009). Yet, Li, Zinn, Barro and 

Manfredo (2003) did not find a relationship between participation in wildlife-related recreation 

and urbanisation of place of residence. Overall, studies on differences among bird and other 

wildlife watchers have produced mixed results with regard to recreation specialization, 

sociodemographics and preferences for green places. These studies have focused mainly on 

outdoor recreation settings such as protected areas, natural areas and nature-based tourism 

destinations. We are not aware of studies on flora observers, or studies dealing with differences 

among wildlife watchers in the valuation of green places near home.  

3.4 Methodology 
 

For our study, we used data from a large online dataset on the most attractive green places 

(‘hotspots’) in the Netherlands, called the Hotspotmonitor (see www.Hotspotmonitor.eu). This is a 

Google Maps-based tool set up by the University of Groningen, the University of Wageningen and 

the Netherlands Environment Assessment Agency to gain more insight into which green places are 

highly appreciated, why and by whom (De Vries, et al., 2013; Sijtsma, et al., 2012). The data were 

gathered to support better informed urban and spatial planning of green places in the Netherlands. 

We used the Hotspotmonitor version 1.9 (2011), which includes 1,566 respondents who are 

members of a large Dutch private nature conservation organization, Natuurmonumenten. The 

central question was the following: ‘Which places do you find very attractive, valuable or 

important and why?’ (Sijtsma et al., 2012: 142). Respondents could choose between places 

dominated by green, water, and/or nature, which we refer to as “green” places in this paper. They 

were asked to pinpoint their most preferred green places on local (< 2 kilometers from home), 

regional (< 20 kilometers from home), and national (the Netherlands) spatial scales. These 
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distances were chosen because of the possible different meanings and recreational options these 

places have. Local green places are important in everyday recreational behavior, while regional 

green places are in people’s living environment (commuting and going to school) and are within 

reach for daytrips. National green places correspond highly with important holiday destinations in 

the Netherlands (see De Vries et al., 2013). 

 Respondents were asked to value the attractiveness of each green place (on a scale of 1 to 

10, in which 1 is very unattractive and 10 is very attractive), and to indicate the reasons why they 

found that place attractive (a closed question). The reasons for attractiveness (Table 3.1) were 

derived from previous studies (Brown & Reed 2000; Coeterier, 1996; De Vries et al., 2007; Ode, 

Tveit, & Fry, 2008), and included a separate indicator for the presence of special wildlife and flora 

(following Buijs & van Kralingen, 2003). Furthermore, respondents were asked what recreational 

activities they undertook in their favorite green places. In the analysis, we included the three types 

of recreational activities related to wildlife and flora: ‘observe birds’, ‘observe wildlife’ (other than 

birds), and ‘observe flora’. 

 The variable ‘protected status’ was constructed by calculating the distance between the 

markers placed by respondents to pinpoint the location of their favorite green place and the Dutch 

Nature Network (Ministry of Agriculture, Nature management, and Fisheries, 1996). The Nature 

Network includes Natura 2000 areas and all other protected areas in the Netherlands. All markers 

that were placed in the Nature Network were coded 1 (protected status, with a margin of 500 

metres), and all remaining markers were coded 0 (not protected). 

 The degree of urbanity of the place of residence was determined by using the address 

density of Statistics Netherlands (following Den Dulk, Van De Stadt, & Vliegen, 1992). We 

divided the five original categories into two commonly used categories: urban versus rural places, 

with more or fewer than 1,000 addresses per km
2
 as criterion (e.g. Bijker & Haartsen, 2012). 

 The following section provides the results. First, descriptive statistics are presented. This 

is followed by two sets of four multiple linear regression analyses. The first set explains the 

valuation of local, regional, national and all green places (Table 3.4, Model 1 to 4) by reasons for 

attractiveness, sociodemographics and participation in observing birds, flora and wildlife. In the 

second set (Table 3.5, Model 1 to 4), interaction effects are added to find out whether the 

importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places differs among various groups of 

respondents, based on their sociodemographics.  
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3.5 Descriptives 
 

Sociodemographics 

 Respondents (N = 1,566) were relatively old compared to the rest of the Dutch population, whose 

average age is 40.3 (Statistics Netherlands, 2012). Males and females were equally represented. 

Respondents were highly-educated: 67% had completed higher education (higher vocational 

education, or higher), compared to only 18% for the Dutch population. Rural residents were 

slightly overrepresented (53%) compared to the Dutch population, who live more urban (> 50%) 

than rural (Statistics Netherlands, 2012) (Table 3.2). Their profile corresponds with that of nature 

lovers who visit nature-based tourism destinations with bird watching as their main motivation, or 

who visit to observe wildlife and/or flora (Curtin, 2008; Eubanks, Stoll & Ditton, 2004; Lee & 

Scott, 2011; Lemelin & Smale, 2006 Loubster, Mouton, & Nel, 2001; Priskin, 2003). 

The valuation of green places 

The average valuation of favorite green places (the dependent variable) was 8.4 on a scale of 1 to 

10 (Table 3.3). With 8.0, local green places were valued significantly lower than regional (8.4) and 

national (8.8) green places. Favorite national green places get closest to respondents’ “very 

attractive” green place (10.0).  

Wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness 

In order of importance, wildlife and flora were ranked midway on the list of predefined reasons for 

attractiveness (Table 3.3). They were more frequently mentioned as a reason for attractiveness of 

regional (44.1%) and national (51.6%), than local green places were (26.5%). The most important 

attractive features of green places regardless of spatial scale, were green (‘green cover’), variation 

(‘variation in the type of vegetation, land use and between seasons’), open (‘panoramic and open 

views’), silence (‘few disturbing sounds’), harmony (‘harmony in the landscape’), water 

(‘attractive water surface, river, lake, or sea), and natural (‘nature can run its own course’). In local 

and regional green places, the non-urban character was also a more important reason for 

attractiveness than wildlife and flora were. 
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Protected status 

Favorite local green places were significantly less often located in a protected area (48%) than 

favorite regional or national green places were (> 70%). 

Recreation related to wildlife and flora 

 In national green places, respondents observed wildlife significantly more often than in local and 

regional green places, whereas birds and flora were observed as much locally as in green places 

further from home (Table 3.3).  

3.6 The importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green 

places 

3.6.1 Analysis 

We carried out four multiple linear regression analyses in which the valuation of green places was 

a function of the given reasons for attractiveness, protected status, sociodemographics of 

respondents and participation in recreation related to wildlife and flora. This resulted in four 

models predicting the valuation of local, regional, national, and all green places together. The 

contribution of wildlife and flora to the valuation of green places was compared to that of other 

reasons for attractiveness, the protected status of green places, sociodemographics, and 

participation in recreation related to wildlife and flora. We did not find multicollinearity (VIF > 

10.0) between the independent variables, so we therefore included all variables. The explained 

variances of the models were sufficient to demonstrate significant relationships, ranging from 

11.5% to 19.9% (Table 3.4, Models 1 to 4).  

3.6.2 Results 

First of all, the results demonstrated that although wildlife and flora were ranked mid-way 

compared to other reasons for attractiveness, they mattered significantly in the valuation of local, 

regional, national, and all green places (Table 3.4, Model 1-4). Even more strikingly, it turned out 

that wildlife and flora, as well as silence (‘few disturbing sounds’), predicted the valuation of all 

green places (the sum of local, regional, and national green places) better than any other reason for 

attractiveness. In general, the protected status contributed most to the valuation of green places. 

 Moreover, the relative importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places 

differed by spatial scale. The most remarkable result was that wildlife and flora as a reason for 

attractiveness formed the most important predictor of the valuation of regional green places (Table 
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3.4, Model 2), followed by the naturalness of the place (‘nature can run its own course’). The 

valuation of local green places was predicted more strongly by harmony (‘harmony in the 

landscape), silence, and protected status, than by wildlife and flora. On the national scale, wildlife 

and flora were the third strongest predictor, after harmony, and water (‘attractive water surface, 

river, lake, or sea’).    

 The predictive power of respondents’ sociodemographics was relatively low compared to 

that of wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness, and compared to all other predictors in the 

model. Even more so, on the regional and national scale, sociodemographics did not affect the 

valuation of green places at all. On the local level, most differences in the valuation of green 

places were revealed. Female respondents and respondents with a rural place of residence valued 

local green places higher than others, while females also valued all green places (local, regional 

and national green places together) higher than males did.  

 Finally, with regard to participation in recreation related to wildlife and flora, our results 

showed that respondents who observe flora valued local green places higher, whereas respondents 

who observe birds valued national green places higher. However, observing birds, and/or 

observing flora had a weaker effect on the valuation of green places than wildlife and flora as a 

reason for attractiveness did.  

3.7 Within group differences 

3.7.1 Analysis 

To investigate more thoroughly whether and how members of a nature conservation organization 

differed from each other with regard to the relative importance of wildlife and flora in the 

valuation of green places, we decided to analyse interaction effects. This is because in multiple 

linear regression analyses without interaction effects, non-linear effects or contradicting effects do 

not show up. As only linear relationships are revealed, there may be hidden differences within 

groups. For instance, if older people value green places more highly than younger ones, but more 

young than old people participate in observing wildlife, the direct effect of observing wildlife to 

the valuation of green places may be eliminated. If we analyse interaction effects of different age 

groups, these kind of within-group differences will appear. We analysed differences in the 

relationship between the importance of wildlife and flora (as a reason for attractiveness, and 

recreation related to wildlife and flora), and the valuation of green places, based on respondents’ 

sociodemographics (Table 5, Models 5 to 8). To analyse differences between respondents, 

interaction variables were constructed from the original independent variables by developing 
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dummy variables for each answer category. For instance, the interaction variable ‘female_observe 

wildlife’ was formed by first recoding gender into the dummy variable female (0 = no, 1 = yes). 

This variable was then multiplied by the independent variable  ‘observe wildlife’ (0 = no, 1 = yes) 

to form the interaction variable ‘female_observe wildlife’. This interaction variable therefore 

compares females who observe wildlife (1) with females who do not, and males (0). We developed 

interaction variables for age and education based on their separate answer categories as well. As 

the independent variable age had 17 categories, these were first recoded into four different age 

groups (see Table 3.2). The independent and interaction variables which caused multicollinearity 

(VIF > 10.0) were dropped from the analyses. The explained variance of the models with 

interaction effects did not significantly improve compared to the models without interaction 

effects, but they did provide more insights into differences among members of a nature 

conservation organization. 

3.7.2 Results 

The importance of wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness in the valuation of green places 

varied between respondents of different ages and by place of residence (Table 3.5). Young 

members (< 40) who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness valued all green places 

combined, and specifically national green places, significantly higher than members above 40 did. 

In addition, older members (60-75) who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness, 

valued local and regional green places significantly lower than others did. Furthermore, urban 

respondents who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness, valued their local green 

place significantly lower than rural respondents did.  

 With regard to observing flora, older flora observers (> 60) valued all green places 

combined significantly lower than others did. On the other hand, families with children who 

observe flora valued local green places higher than others did (Table 5). Concerning observing 

wildlife in green places, a more mixed pattern emerged. At a local scale, low educated (lower 

secondary education) wildlife observers valued green places higher than others did. At a regional 

scale, elderly wildlife observers (>75) and females valued green places higher, whereas well-

educated (higher secondary education, or higher) wildlife observers valued green places lower than 

others did (Table 3.5). At a  national scale, no differences were found between wildlife observers. 

With regard to observing birds, highly-educated (academic) bird observers valued local green 

places lower, while bird observers with children valued all types of green places combined lower 

than others did (Table 3.5).  
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3.8 Conclusions 
 

We first conclude that, although wildlife and flora rank mid-way compared to other reasons for 

attractiveness, they contribute relatively strongly to the valuation of local, regional and national 

green places. The most commonly chosen reason for attractiveness - green cover - does not 

contribute to the valuation of green places, while the second and third most commonly chosen 

reasons for attractiveness - variation, and panoramic views - contribute less strongly to the 

valuation of green places than wildlife and flora do. This suggests that more commonly chosen 

reasons are regarded as essential characteristics of green places, whereas wildlife and flora can 

make green places special.  

 Second, we can conclude that the relative importance of wildlife and flora differs 

between spatial scales. Wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness contribute most to the 

valuation of regional green places. Although in national green places, wildlife and flora are more 

often regarded as a reason for attractiveness, and participation rates in observing wildlife are 

higher, wildlife and flora affect the valuation of regional green places most. Regional green places 

may be attractive daytrip destinations among nature lovers who regard wildlife and flora as 

attractive features, because of the relative closeness to home, in combination with a relatively high 

species richness. These results agree with Curtin (2010) that, among nature lovers, wildlife 

experiences are not only important in green places visited for holidays, but also in green places 

closer to home. We can add that, for nature lovers, flora are also important in enhancing green 

places both near home, as in green places visited for daytrips and holidays.  

 Third, two subgroups of members of a nature conservation organization can be 

distinguished with regard to the valuation of green places: birdwatchers and flora observers. 

Birdwatchers are more likely to value national green places more highly than others, whereas flora 

observers are more likely to value local green places more highly than others. This confirms that 

birdwatchers differ from other wildlife watchers and nature lovers (Curtin, 2009; Hvenegaard, 

2002) and shows that flora observers also form a distinctive group of nature lovers. As for 

birdwatchers, it is likely that they value national green places, such as the Wadden Sea area and 

the Veluwe, more highly than others, because these places meet birdwatchers’ criteria on the 

variety of bird species and number of birds seen. This corresponds with previous research by Cole 

& Scott (1999) and McFarlane (1994). In addition, Wilkinson, Waitt and Gibbs (2014) found that 

different bird-watching activities address a sense of belonging to places further from home. This 
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could explain why birdwatchers value national green places more highly than others. We also 

found differences within the group of birdwatchers. University-educated birdwatchers value local 

green places less highly than other birdwatchers do, while families with children who watch birds, 

value all green places combined less highly than other birdwatchers do. Furthermore, we found 

evidence that flora observers do not form a homogenous group of nature lovers either.  

 Finally, we found two main differences between members with regard to the importance 

of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places. The first remarkable result is that relatively 

young members (< 40) who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness, value all green 

places combined, and specifically on national scale, significantly higher than other members. It is 

possible that young members associate attractive wildlife and flora in green places more with the 

presence of large and charismatic wildlife, and special flora species, than other nature lovers do. 

The second main difference we found is between ‘traditional’ members (referred to as traditional, 

as they form the majority of the membership population) who are relatively old, highly-educated, 

male, living rurally, and who have households without children, and other (non-traditional) 

members do. Traditional members who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness and 

who watch birds and/or observe wildlife, value local and/or regional green places lower than the 

non-traditional members do. On the other hand, elderly (75+), relatively low educated members, 

and females who observe wildlife, value local and/or regional green places higher than traditional 

members do. The traditional members may have more knowledge of, and experience with, wildlife 

and flora in green places, and may have more skills with regard to observing wildlife and flora 

than the non-traditional group. This would correspond with previous research which found that 

serious watchers of birds and other wildlife are relatively old, highly-educated, and more likely to 

be male (Curtin, 2009; Hvenegaard, 2002; Lemelin, Fannell, & Smale, 2008). Due to their 

specialization level in observing nature, traditional members may have higher demands on variety 

and number of birds, other wildlife, and flora in green places than casual or novice wildlife 

watchers and flora observers do. This may explain a lower valuation of local and regional green 

places among traditional members. The differences may also relate to leisure constraints, such as 

restrictions due to family, work or finances. Lower to well-educated people, families with children, 

females, and urban residents may perceive more leisure constraints with regard to observing birds, 

flora or wildlife in green places further from home, than older, and highly-educated people do.  

 Although members of a nature conservation organization share a love for nature, they do 

not form a homogenous group of nature lovers. Differences between members which we found, 

seem to be highly contingent on spatial scale and on specific situations, such as the perceived 
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variety in wildlife and flora in everyday green places compared to green places visited for daytrips 

and holidays, differences in knowledge and experience of wildlife and the place visited, 

differences in skills, and differences in perceived leisure constraints.  

3.9 Implications for nature conservation organizations 
 

If opportunities to enjoy wildlife and flora near home, in people’s living and working environment 

were improved, this could help to fulfil the aim of many nature conservation organizations in 

strengthening people’s bond with nature and raising more support for nature conservation among 

broader segments of the population. Enjoying wildlife and flora in local green places is especially 

important for relatively low educated nature lovers, families with children, females, and urban 

residents. Enriching biodiversity in urban and other residential areas, and facilitating more 

experiences with wildlife and flora near home can be regarded as an important aim for nature 

conservation organizations, but also for local and regional governments, because more contact 

with nature has been proven to improve people’s health and well-being (Groenewegen et al., 2012; 

Mitchell & Popham, 2007; Van den Berg et al., 2010).  

 Wildlife and flora also add to the valuation of national green places, among all members, 

but even more so among birdwatchers, and relatively young members. With regard to members in 

general, and birdwatchers in particular, it is important to safeguard their strong bond with nature 

by facilitating high quality and specialized recreation related to wildlife and flora in regional and 

national green places. As nature conservation organizations are trying to reach more young people 

to combat an aging membership, it may be interesting to carry out further research into why 

wildlife and flora enhance national, and all green places, among this group. 

The outcomes of this study support Curtin’s (2010) call for developing local wildlife 

experiences and domestic wildlife tourism; especially for non-traditional nature lovers which 

nature conservation organizations are trying to reach. As we found that flora observers also differ 

from other nature lovers, and because of the limited research on this group, we can identify the 

need for more research on flora-related recreation and tourism, in green places near home, as well 

as in green places visited for daytrips, and holidays. Last but not least, our results demonstrate that 

it is fruitful to differentiate between spatial scales, and to reach different groups of members of a 

nature conservation organization.   
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Table 3.1 Reasons for attractiveness and their description in the Hotspotmonitor. 

Term  I find this place attractive, because.... 

Green  Green cover 

Variation  Variation in type of vegetation, land use and between seasons 

Open Panoramic and open views 

Silence  Few disturbing sounds 

Harmony Harmony in the landscape 

Water Attractive water surface, river, lake or sea 

Natural  Nature can run its own course 

Wildlife and flora Special wildlife and flora 

Non-urban  Little skyline disturbance, built-up area, roads etc 

Few people Few other people 

Recreation  Good opportunities for recreation 

Historical  Many visible historical elements 

Farming use The landscape is used by farmers 
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Table 3.2 Sociodemographics of respondents. 

Sociodemographics Respondents  
N = 1566 

(%) 

Age   

20-40 years  9.1 

40-60 years  48.6 

60-75 years  37.7 

> 75 years  4.5 

Gender  

Male (0) 54.2 

Female (1) 45.8 

Education  

Primary/no (1) 0.5 

Lower secondary (VMBO) (2)  8.5 

Higher secondary (HAVO/VWO) (3) 8.7 

Medium vocational (MBO/MEAO) (4) 14.9 

Higher vocational (HBO/HEAO) (5) 41.3 

Academic (WO) (6) 26.1 

Household composition   

Households without children (0) 75.8 

Households with children (1) 24.2 

Place of residence   

Urban (0) 46.8 

Rural (1) 53.2 

Note: the coding used in the regression analyses is given between brackets. Age is presented in the two age groups 

which were used to form interaction terms. Cramer’s V is given in italic. 

 ** p < .05; *** p <  .001. 
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Table 3.3 Valuation of, reasons for attractiveness of, and recreation related to wildlife and 

flora in local, regional, national, and all green places.  

Favorite green places  

 

 

Local  

 (n = 

1519) 

Regional   

 (n = 

1520) 

Nationa

l   

(n = 

1564) 

All  

 (N = 

4603) 

Cramer’s V 

 M (SD) 

 

M (SD) 

 

M (SD) M (SD) 

 
Valuation  8.04 (.98) 8.43 (.86) 8.76 

(.84) 

8.41 (.94) .238
***

 

 (%) (%) (%) (%)  

Reasons for attractiveness      

Green 63.0 64.3 62.7 63.3 .014 

Variation 40.0 63.6 71.3 58.5 .269
***

 

Open 38.0 51.6 59.0 49.6 .173
***

 

Silence 36.9 49.8 56.8 48.0 .165
***

 

Harmony 36.6 50.5 56.2 47.9 .164
***

 

Water  40.8 45.3 47.4 44.6 .056
***

 

Natural 30.6 47.7 55.0 44.6 .205
***

 

Wildlife and flora 26.5 44.1 51.6 40.9 .213
***

 

Non-urban 30.6 46.2 42.7 39.9 .135
***

 

Few people 27.9 33.5 36.0 32.5 .072
***

 

Recreation 11.4 21.3 30.6 21.2 .191
***

 

Historical 13.1 17.8 24.3 18.5 .118
***

 

Farming use 11.5 13.4 18.6 14.6 .086
***

 

Protected status      

Protected area 48.0 73.2 71.5 64.2 .240
***

 

Recreation related to wildlife and flora     

Observe birds 19.2 20.6 21.6 20.5 .025 

Observe flora 12.5 13.5 13.7 13.3 .015 

Observe wildlife 11.0 12.9 14.3 12.8 .040
**

 

Note. The valuation was measured on a 10-point scale from 1 = very unattractive to 10 = very attractive. Independent 

variables are dichotomous (0 = no; 1 = yes). Counted value = 1. 

*p < .1; ** p < .05; *** p <  .01. 
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Table 3.4 Relative importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of green places.  

 Independent variables: 

Dependent variable: Valuation of green places 

Local  

(n = 1357) 

Regional  

(n = 1402) 

National  

(n = 1439) 

All  

(N = 4198) 

Model 1 (β) Model 2 (β) Model 3 (β) Model 4 (β) 

Reasons for attractiveness      

Green    -.041
***

 

Variation .101
***

 .054
**

  .085
***

 

Open .065
**

 .048
*
  .065

***
 

Silence .141
***

 .076
***

 .081
***

 .120
***

 

Harmony .167
***

 .055
**

 .111
***

 .118
***

 

Water  .049
*
  .104

***
 .060

***
 

Natural .082
***

 .110
***

 .063
**

 .092
***

 

Wildlife and flora .103
***

 .152
***

 .086
***

 .120
***

 

Non-urban     

Few people  .073
***

 .054
**

 .039
**

 

Recreation .053
**

 .078
***

  .067
***

 

Historical .066
**

 .056
**

 .074
***

 .068
***

 

Farming use     

Protected area .115
***

 .089
***

 .064
**

 .122
***

 

Sociodemographics         

Age     

Gender (female)  .045*   .027
*
 

Education     

Household  with children     

Rural place of residence .067
***

    

Recreation related to wildlife    

and flora 

        

Observe birds   .053
*
  

Observe flora .049
*
    

Observe wildlife     

Statistics of models     

Adjusted R² .186 .131 .115 .199 

Degrees of freedom 22 22 22 22 

F-value 15.1 10.6 9.5 48.5 

Significance Model <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

 
Note: only significant effects are presented. *p < 0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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Table 3.5 Sociodemographics affecting the importance of wildlife and flora in the  

  valuation of green places.  

 Independent variables: 

Dependent variable: Valuation of green places 

Local  

(n = 

1357) 

Regional  

(n = 1402) 

National  

(n = 1439) 

All  

(N = 4198) Model 5 

(β) 

Model 6 (β) Model 7 

(β) 

Model 8 (β) 

Reasons for attractiveness      

Green    -.037** 

Variation .104***   .083*** 

Open .072*** .046*  .068*** 

Silence .131*** .080*** .084*** .119*** 

Harmony .173*** .051* .114*** .119*** 

Water  .052**  .114*** .062*** 

Natural .073*** .113*** .065** .091*** 

Wildlife and flora .168** .209
***

  .128
***

 

Non-urban     

Few people  .067* .054* .039*** 

Recreation .054** .075***  .067*** 

Historical .072*** .057* .069** .069*** 

Farming use     

Protected area .120*** .085*** .066** .122*** 

Sociodemographics     

Recreation related to wildlife and flora     

Interaction effects       

Age 20-40 years_wildlife and flora   .077** 

 

.038** 

60-75 years_wildlife and flora -.059* 

 

-.063* 

 

 -.032* 

60-75 years_observe flora   -.117** 

 

-.055** 

 
>75 years_observe flora    -.033* 

 
> 75 years_observe wildlife  .068* 

 

 .030* 

 
Gender Female_observe wildlife  .080* 

 

  

Edu-cation Lower secondary_observe wildlife .085** 

 

   

Higher secondary_observe wildlife  -.067* 

 

  

Higher vocational_observe wildlife  -.097*  -.052* 

Academic_observe birds -.064* 

 

   

Academic_observe flora    .069*** 

Academic_observe wildlife  -.093*  -.049* 

House-

hold 

Household with children_observe birds    -.041* 

Household with children_observe flora .073** 

 

   

Urban Urban_wildlife and flora -.083** 

 

   

Statistics of models     

Adjusted R² .184 .133 .111 .201 

Degrees of freedom 64 63 64 64 

F-value 5.8 4.4 3.8 17.5 

Significance Model <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

Note: only significant effects are presented. *p < 0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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4. The role of wildlife in emotional attachment to a 

nature-based tourism destination 

 

Abstract
4
 

Place attachment to protected areas has been associated with pro-environmental behavior, and 

visitor loyalty. It is therefore worth gaining insight into the factors that play a role in explaining 

attachment to nature-based tourism destinations. Various studies indirectly suggest that wildlife 

experiences play a role in visitor attachment to protected areas. Our paper explores the relationship 

between wildlife and overnight visitors’ emotional attachment to a nature-based tourism 

destination in the Netherlands, the Lauwersmeer area. Our results demonstrate that motives 

centring on seeing wildlife, the perceived intensity of wildlife experiences, and an interest in 

guided wildlife encounters significantly explain emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer area. 

However, since the majority of our respondents visits the Lauwersmeer area to see wildlife, it 

likely that their pre-disposed emotions towards wildlife steer the relationship between wildlife 

experiences and emotional attachment. Facilitating and improving (guided) wildlife experiences 

may therefore be reinforcing, rather than increasing, emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer 

area.  

 

Keywords: wildlife encounters, place attachment, protected area, linear regression, nature-based 

tourism destination  

                                                     
4 This Chapter is reprinted from: Folmer, A., Haartsen, T., & Huigen, P.P.P. (2013). The Role of Wildlife in 

Emotional Attachment to a Nature-Based Tourism Destination, Journal of Ecotourism 12 (3), 131-145. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 

Gaining insight into visitors’ place attachment has been identified as important for the 

management of natural resource recreation sites (Anderson & Fulton, 2008; Kil, Holland, & Stein, 

2010), and nature-based tourism destinations (Gross & Brown, 2008). Place attachment has been 

positively associated with pro-environmental behavior (Halpenny, 2010;  Scannell & Gifford, 

2010), and destination loyalty (Kyle, Graefe, Manning, & Bacon, 2004; Lee , Graefe, & Burns, 

2007; Moore, Rodger, & Taplin, 2013), two important goals of respectively nature and tourism 

management. The importance of protected areas to society justifies more research into 

understanding what factors actually contribute to destination loyalty and the closely related 

concept of attachment (Moore, et al., 2013).   

There is still limited understanding of how different nature experiences contribute to 

visitors’ attachment to nature-based tourism destinations (Backlund & Williams, 2004; Beckley, 

2003; Hou, Lin, & Morais, 2005). Although it has been proven that the physical characteristics of 

landscapes matter to the meanings given to natural places (Stedman, 2003), more research is 

needed into which landscape attributes influence visitors’ place attachment (Ednie, Daigle, & 

Leahy, 2010). It is known that people are interested in wildlife (Beardsworth & Bryman, 2001) 

and enjoy wildlife experiences (Curtin, 2005), but it is less clear what wildlife actually adds to 

attachment.  

The aim of our study is to gain insight into the role of wildlife in overnight visitors’ 

emotional attachment, using a protected area in the Netherlands as a case study. As there is still 

limited research as yet on the contribution of wildlife to attachment, we have chosen an empirical 

approach, using insights from previous studies. We selected the Lauwersmeer area as a case study, 

as it is a nature-based tourism destination (Bosma & De Jong-Dijk, 2010), and a relatively 

wildlife-rich national park (Logemann, Klasberg, Kampkuiper, & van Leussen, 2003). As tourism 

and nature are developing in this area, finding a balance between nature protection and tourism 

development is highly topical. Lauwersmeer National Park managers regard visitors’ on-site 

nature experiences as vital for creating more support for the protection and development of nature 

(Logemann et al., 2003).  More insight into how wildlife contributes to overnight visitors’ 

emotional attachment could support nature and tourism managers in enhancing encounters 

between visitors and wildlife.  

 We use the term wildlife to refer to all animals living in the natural environment of the 

Lauwersmeer area. First, because all wildlife has the potential to be interesting to tourists visiting 

protected areas (Curtin, 2010). Second, because the meanings of wildlife are socially constructed 
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and related to place (Brandin, 2009). In the Netherlands, it is likely that visitors associate wildlife 

with birds or the Dutch ‘big five’ (seals, red deer, beavers, wild boars, and roe deer, 

http://www.scoordegrotevijf.nl, 2013). However, large herbivores (e.g. Highland cattle and Konik 

horses) in protected areas can also be considered as wildlife, as they are managed as wildlife by 

Dutch nature organizations.   

4.2 Emotional attachment to protected areas 
 

Place attachment refers to the emotional or affective bond of a person with a particular place 

(Altman & Low, 1992; Anderson & Fulton, 2008). The concept is generally divided into two 

dimensions: place dependence and place identity (Williams & Roggenbuck, 1989; Williams & 

Vaske, 2003). Place dependence or functional attachment relates to the extent to which people can 

achieve their leisure activity goals and aims in certain places. Place identity is formed by direct 

experiences of a physical environment which lead to socio-cultural place bonding. Places shape a 

person’s identity through experiences, which make a person feel emotionally attached to a place 

and, which attachment in turn says something about the person (Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff, 

1983).  

As an alternative to the place attachment of two distinct but moderately correlated 

dimensions (Williams & Vaske, 2003), Stedman (2003) positions place attachment, place identity 

and place dependence as three equivalent dimensions under the umbrella of sense of place. Other 

place attachment dimensions have emerged from other studies, for instance lifestyle (Bricker & 

Kerstetter, 2000), nature bonding (Raymond, Brown & Weber, 2010) and social bonding (Kyle, 

Graefe & Manning, 2005). As relationships between visitors and protected areas have been proven 

to be complex, we focus our study on one dimension of attachment, namely the emotional bond. 

This enables us to put more emphasis on the contribution of the different roles of wildlife to 

attachment.  

4.3 The role of wildlife in attachment to protected areas 
 

Curtin (2008) and Moscardo, Woods and Greenwood (2001) state that some tourists visit 

destinations primarily to see wildlife, while others regard viewing wildlife as one of many relaxing 

holiday activities. Attachment to nature-based tourism destinations could be stronger for the 

former group, the so-called wildlife enthusiasts (Curtin, 2008). Tourists visiting a place to see 

http://www.scoordegrotevijf.nl/
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wildlife tend to aim for direct experiences with the natural environment (Ballantine & Eagles, 

1994), and expect to learn about wildlife during their holidays (Newsome, Dowling, & Moore, 

2005). These aspects are associated with a stronger place attachment. 

 Various studies suggest that the appreciation of wildlife contributes to visitors’ 

attachment to protected areas. In studies by Ednie et al. (2010) and Kil et al. (2010), positive 

associations were found between dimensions, including wildlife and attachment to nature-based 

tourism destinations. A study by Farber and Hall (2007) revealed that visitors mentioned seeing 

wildlife as a special experience during their trip. Visitors particularly valued being near wildlife, 

watching natural behavior and seeing young animals. Other studies revealed that wildlife 

encounters are important to the meanings given to a nature-based tourism destination (Bricker & 

Kerstetter, 2002; Clay & Daniel, 2000). In addition, various studies have suggested that the 

thought of encountering wildlife can be exciting (Curtin, 2010) or frightening (Patterson, Watson, 

Williams, & Roggenbuck, 1998). 

 Wildlife experiences can be quite varied, and range from unguided wildlife encounters in 

natural areas without the involvement of tour operators, to special wildlife tours (e.g. seal-

watching tours, safaris) and nature-based tours that include wildlife (Higginbottom & Buckley, 

2003). It is not clear whether experience type matters to place attachment. According to Tuan 

(1977), intense experiences create greater attachment to a place than ordinary experiences. The 

perceived intensity of wildlife experiences could therefore correlate positively to attachment to 

protected areas. Wildlife experiences could vary from being perceived as not intense at all 

(ordinary experience) to very intense (peak experiences). DeMares and Krycka (1998) argue that 

experiences with wildlife sometimes have emotional effects on people, leading to a peak 

experience. A peak experience is defined as disorientation in time and space, or even a lack of 

consciousness of time and space (Maslow, 1968). Peak experiences result in “moments of highest 

happiness and fulfilment” (Maslow, 1968. p. 73). Some wildlife experiences can be life-changing, 

while others can be more inspirational or humbling (Curtin, 2009). More ordinary wildlife 

experiences could also contribute to place attachment. For instance, seeing birds in the garden can 

be regarded as ordinary, but may still be valued highly (Beardsworth & Bryman, 2001; Curtin, 

2009). The perceived intensity of wildlife experiences could result in different levels of emotional 

attachment to a protected area. 

4.4 Visitor characteristics 
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It is likely that visitors’ sociodemographic and trip characteristics affect their place attachment. 

Attachment to protected areas was found in various studies to relate to previous visits, rural place 

of residence (Williams, Patterson, Roggenbuck, & Watson, 1992), age (Ednie et al., 2010; Kil et 

al., 2010; Hailu, Boxall, & McFarlane, 2005; Williams et al., 1992), gender (Virden & Walker, 

1999), distance (Budruk, Wilhelm Stanis, Schneider & Anderson, 2011) and a preference for 

longer visits (Gross & Brown, 2008). Visitors seeking wildlife encounters were found to be 

predominantly middle-aged, older or retired (aged 35 to 65), and well-educated (Curtin, 2008). It 

has also been suggested that there are more females than males interested in seeing wildlife 

(Lemelin & Smale 2006; Miller & McGee, 2000). This suggests that older people, more highly-

educated people and women are more interested in seeing wildlife, and have a stronger emotional 

attachment to protected areas than others. 

 Following the literature review, we structured our paper around four research questions: 

(1) How emotionally attached are overnight visitors to the Lauwersmeer area? (2) How important 

is wildlife for overnight visitors to the Lauwersmeer area? (3) What wildlife experiences, interests 

and appreciations affect overnight visitors’ emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer area the 

most? (4) How important is the contribution of wildlife to emotional attachment to the 

Lauwersmeer area, compared to overnight visitors’ sociodemographic and trip characteristics?  

4.5 Research methodology 

4.5.1 The Lauwersmeer area  

The Lauwersmeer area is in the northern Netherlands (see Figure 4.1), bordering the Wadden Sea. 

The Lauwersmeer (a lake) came into existence in 1969, when a dike was built to close off the 

Lauwers Sea from the Wadden Sea. A dynamic tidal saltwater area was transformed into a 

freshwater wilderness area consisting of forests, marshes, lakes, meadows, reed areas and rough 

bushy areas (Beemster & Bijkerk, 2006). The area is bird-rich, and home to various types of 

mammals, such as roe deer, foxes and rabbits (Logemann et al., 2003; Staatsbosbeheer, 2012). Sea 

eagles have bred in the area since 2010 (Staatsbosbeheer, 2012).  

 The Lauwersmeer area is internationally protected by the Ramsar Convention, the 

European Bird Directive and the European Natura 2000 network. Since 2003, a large part has had 

national park status (Beemster & Bijkerk, 2006). The area is integrated into the Dutch Main 

Ecological Network, which aims to actively develop new, wilderness-like nature areas (Van den 

Belt, 2004; Van den Berg, & Koole, 2006). The ecosystem in these areas is strengthened by 

introducing large herbivores to fulfill ‘the crucial function of grazing and pruning the vegetation, 
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thus creating a varied mosaic of open and densely wooded patches’ (Van den Belt, 2004: p. 315). 

Such large herbivores are considered as wild, or at least ‘de-domesticated’ animals: they have to 

learn how to survive in natural circumstances. Highland cattle and Konik horses have been 

introduced in the Lauwersmeer area.  

4.5.2 Data collection 

We conducted an onsite survey among overnight visitors in the Lauwersmeer area in the summer 

and autumn of 2010. Our study was focused on Dutch visitors, because the majority (92%) of 

overnight visitors to the Lauwersmeer area are from the Netherlands (Toerdata Noord, 2003). 

Questionnaires were handed out at check-in at the three main holiday parks in the area (see Figure 

4.1). Visitors were asked to return the questionnaire upon departure. In total, 2000 questionnaires 

were handed out and 217 were returned. To find out whether we missed a group of visitors, we 

tested the representativeness of our survey.  

First, we compared our respondents’ ages with those of all visitors staying at Landal 

Natuurdorp Suyderoogh (Landal Management Information System, 2010). Specific visitor data 

were not available from the other two holiday parks. We also compared our respondents’ age 

profiles with that of the Lauwersmeer national park visitors. For this comparison, we used the 

Lauwersmeer national park authority’s most recent visitor monitoring study (Bosma & De Jong-

Dijk, 2010). With regard to age, our survey was representative for both Landal Natuurdorp 

Suyderoogh overnight visitors (N = 18,965; χ² = 7.5; p ≥ 0.28), and Lauwersmeer national park 

visitors (N = 449; χ² = 6.2; p ≥ 0.29).  

Second, we compared our respondents’ profiles with the Lauwersmeer national park 

visitors’ profiles on education, group composition and length of stay. National park visitors were 

relatively well-educated (47%), mostly accompanied by a partner (about 60%) and to a lesser 

extent children (30%), and stay for an average of 8 nights between July and August (Bosma & De 

Jong-Dijk, 2010). In our survey, 49% of respondents were well-educated, 60% were accompanied 

by their partners, 32% brought their children, and the average length of stay was 7.5 nights 

between July and August (see Table 2). Therefore, the sociodemographic and trip characteristics of 

our respondents correspond with Dutch visitors to the Lauwersmeer area in general. However, we 

cannot generalise our results to international visitors or visitors of other Dutch national parks. This 

limitation should be considered when the results are interpreted. 
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4.5.3 Statistical analyses 

To identify the wildlife variables that significantly affected respondents’ emotional attachment to 

the Lauwersmeer, a multiple linear regression analysis was carried out. The regression analysis 

consisted of three models. First, the contribution of sociodemographic characteristics to emotional 

attachment to the Lauwersmeer was tested (Model 1). Trip characteristics were then added (Model 

2) and finally, wildlife variables (Model 3). 

 We prepared variables for the regression analyses by constructing scales for emotional 

attachment (the dependent variable) and wildlife variables (the independent variables). An 

exploratory factor analysis with principal components extraction of factors with eigenvalue greater 

than 1.0 and varimax rotation was used to form consistent scales. Items with a factor loading 

below 0.6 were removed. We tested the scales for reliability using Cronbach’s alpha, the most 

common measure (Field, 2009). We dropped items if this increased the reliability of the scale. 

Scales with a Cronbach’s alpha of greater than 0.7 were regarded as acceptable (Cortina, 1993).  

4.5.4 Variables in regression analysis 

Dependent variable. Emotional attachment was measured using an existing scale (Folmer, 

Haartsen, & Huigen, 2013). This scale includes four statements on attachment in the context of 

outdoor recreation in protected areas (Smaldone, Harris, Sanyal, & Lind, 2005; Warzecha & Lime, 

2001; Williams & Roggenbuck, 1989). The exploratory factor analysis resulted in the extraction of 

one factor (Table 4.1). The reliability of the emotional attachment scale was relatively high (α = 

.85).  

 Wildlife variables. Based on the literature review, we selected wildlife variables that were 

most likely to contribute to emotional attachment to protected areas: seeing wildlife as motivation 

to visit the area (Curtin, 2008), different types of wildlife seen, wildlife appreciation, interest in 

different types of wildlife encounters (Curtin, 2010; Patterson et al., 1998) and the perceived 

intensity of special wildlife experiences (Curtin, 2010; Farber & Hall, 2007; Tuan, 1977). 
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4.6 Results 

4.6.1 Emotional attachment 

Respondents were fairly emotionally attached to the Lauwersmeer. Many respondents would like 

to spend more time there and felt at home in the area (Table 4.1).  

4.6.2 Wildlife 

Seeing wildlife as motivation to visit the area. Eighteen percent of respondents stated that seeing 

wildlife was the main motive for their visit and 37% stated that seeing wildlife was one of the 

motives to visit. About 44% stated that seeing wildlife was not a motive for their visit, although 

they were interested in seeing wildlife (Table 4.2). The possibility of seeing wildlife was therefore 

an important motive for visiting the Lauwersmeer area. About 18% of our respondents can be 

regarded as serious, and 37% as casual wildlife tourists (Curtin, 2008). The remaining respondents 

can be classified as tourists for whom seeing wildlife is one of the side-activities. The relatively 

high interest in wildlife (55%) corresponds with findings that observing birds (62%) and fauna 

(23%) are popular recreational activities for visitors to the Lauwersmeer area (Sijtsma, Daams, 

Farjon, & Buijs, 2012). The correlation between the motivation to visit the Lauwersmeer area to 

see wildlife and emotional attachment was relatively high compared to the other variables (Table 

4.2).  

 Types of wildlife seen. Respondents mentioned on average five different types of wildlife 

in an open question: 89% had seen at least one type of wildlife during their visit (Table 4.2). The 

top five types of wildlife mentioned by visitors were birds (28%), roe deer (11%), Highland cattle 

(11%), rabbits (9%) and Konik horses (9%). Specific types of birds were mentioned by 14% of the 

overnight visitors. Some visitors mentioned seals, foxes, fish and sea eagles. Observing wildlife in 

the Lauwersmeer area is therefore mainly focused on birds and to a lesser extent on other types of 

wildlife. The number of different types of wildlife seen correlated significantly with respondents’ 

emotional attachment.  

 Wildlife appreciation. Respondents rated their appreciation of wildlife on a scale from 1 

to 10, which corresponds to the Dutch educational grading system. They were most positive about 

sea eagles and roe deer, and least positive about geese (Table 4.3). To explore the meaning of the 

differences between these appreciations, visitors were asked an open-ended question about how 

they would react if they encountered one of these types of wildlife. Their reactions varied 

depending on the type of wildlife. Sea eagles were most often referred to as great/wonderful 

(72%), fantastic, immense or exciting. The feelings of excitement when encountering sea eagles 
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could be related to the rarity of this species in the Netherlands. Roe deer and Konik horses were 

most often perceived as beautiful (36% and 30%, respectively). Highland cattle were considered 

nice (28%), beautiful (22%) or great (22%). Potential encounters with geese showed more 

variation in answers, varying from nice (27%), common (24%), wonderful (18%) to negative 

comments (16%). This confirms the ambivalent position of geese in wildlife valuation. The 

appreciation of large herbivores, wild animals and geese correlated significantly with respondents’ 

emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer (Table 4.2). 

 Interest in different types of wildlife encounters. The results revealed that interest in the 

chance of unexpected wildlife encounters was higher than the interest in guided wildlife 

encounters. Most respondents were interested in seeing wildlife unexpectedly during their visit to 

the Lauwersmeer (Table 4.4). The interest in different types of wildlife encounters correlated 

significantly and relatively highly with emotional attachment (Table 4.2). 

 Special wildlife experiences. About 64% of respondents had a special experience with 

wildlife during their stay in the Lauwersmeer, for instance, by observing birds, seeing deer in their 

holiday home garden, admiring horses wading through water, or seeing a sea eagle flying 

overhead. Respondents reported most special experiences with birds (45%), roe deer (22%), 

Highland cattle (11%), Konik horses (11%) and sea eagles (9%). About a quarter of the 

respondents mentioned the location where they saw wildlife (27%) and the natural behavior of 

wildlife (24%), such as sea eagles circling, birds of prey hunting, or stampeding Highland cattle. 

For some respondents, certain types of wildlife were seen for the first time in their natural 

environment: ‘Saw roe deer during a cycling tour. The children reacted very enthusiastically. We 

had never experienced this before’. These experiences indicate that unexpected and first-time 

encounters are appreciated. Other respondents regarded encountering roe deer as an ordinary 

experience, which suggests that a special wildlife experience means something different to 

everyone. 

 Perceived intensity of special wildlife experiences. Respondents agreed mostly with the 

statements I was fascinated by the animals, I felt privileged, I was immersed in the scene and I was 

very happy during a special wildlife experience (Table 4.5). High scores on the statements I lost 

track of time; for a moment, I did not know where I was, and I felt at one with nature indicate a 

peak experience in which an individual loses track of time and place. These statements had the 

largest standard deviations, suggesting that some respondents perceived their wildlife encounters 

as peak experiences, while others perceived them as less intense or more ordinary. The correlation 
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between the perceived intensity of wildlife experiences and emotional attachment was significant 

(Table 4.2).  

4.6.3 The relationship between wildlife and emotional attachment 

We executed a multiple linear regression analysis to find out the relative role of wildlife in 

emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer area. We first analysed the contribution of visitors’ 

sociodemographics to emotional attachment. We then added trip characteristics and, finally, we 

added wildlife variables.  

 Sociodemographics explained 5.7% of emotional attachment (Table 4.6, Model 1). Mainly 

age and, to a smaller extent, gender affected emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer. Older 

people and women were more emotionally attached to the Lauwersmeer than younger people and 

men. Adding trip characteristics to the regression analysis significantly improved the explained 

variance to 11.2% (Model 2). Respondents who stayed longer were more emotionally attached. 

 The explained variance increased significantly from 11.2% (Model 2) to 23.2% (Model 3) 

by adding wildlife variables. Of all the wildlife variables, the perceived intensity of wildlife 

experiences mattered the most to the emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer, followed by 

wildlife as the motivation for visiting the Lauwersmeer, and an interest in guided wildlife 

encounters. Although other wildlife variables also correlated significantly with emotional 

attachment, they did not contribute significantly to emotional attachment in the regression 

analysis. In the last Model, visitors’ age remained the main contributor to emotional attachment to 

the Lauwersmeer area. 

4.7 Discussion 
 

Our paper explored the importance of wildlife to visitors’ emotional attachment to the 

Lauwersmeer, a nature-based tourism destination and protected area in the Netherlands. Two 

conclusions can be drawn. The first is that wildlife plays an important role in emotional attachment 

to the Lauwersmeer area. Motivations to see wildlife, wildlife experiences which are perceived as 

intense, and an interest in guided wildlife excursions relate significantly to emotional attachment. 

Second, older people and visitors who stayed longer were more emotionally attached than other 

visitors. This is in line with earlier research (e.g. Ednie et al., 2010; Kil et al., 2010; Gross & 

Brown, 2008; Stedman, 2006; Van den Berg & Koole, 2006), and suggests that more experiences, 

due to older age and longer stays, lead to increased emotional attachment. 
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The importance of the perceived intensity of wildlife experiences supports Tuan’s (1977) 

suggestion that intense experiences are likely to create attachment to a place. However, as a 

majority of visitors were motivated to visit the Lauwersmeer area to see wildlife, they actively 

sought wildlife experiences. It cannot therefore just be the specific wildlife experience that creates 

an emotional bond with the Lauwersmeer area. It is more likely that pre-disposed emotional bonds 

with wildlife steer the relationship between wildlife and emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer 

area.  

Visitors who had special wildlife experiences described seeing the natural behavior of 

wildlife, seeing wildlife in their natural habitat, seeing large groups of wildlife, or being surprised 

by unexpected wildlife encounters. The characteristics of these wildlife experiences correspond 

with findings of Farber and Hall (2007) and Curtin (2010). Furthermore, we found that large 

herbivores were regarded as wildlife, as they were one of the most frequently mentioned types of 

wildlife seen. This can be explained by how nature organizations in the Netherlands treat large 

herbivores in protected areas and the communication of these wildlife policies to the public. It also 

underlines that what people perceive as wildlife can be culturally relative and related to place 

(Brandin, 2009). Furthermore, the appreciation of large herbivores was positively associated to 

emotional attachment. This could mean that nature organizations could not only employ large 

herbivores to keep landscapes open, but also to enhance visitors’ emotional attachment to 

protected areas.  

 Interest in guided wildlife excursions was also significantly related to a stronger 

emotional attachment to the area. Nature organizations that aim to enhance attachment to a 

protected area would be wise to continue to organise guided wildlife excursions for potential 

visitors. These wildlife excursions should be aimed at either wildlife enthusiasts, casual wildlife 

tourists or people who regard wildlife excursions as one of many recreational activities. With the 

exception of sea eagles and roe deer, the appreciation of wildlife differs among overnight visitors, 

which should be considered when developing and promoting wildlife excursions. 

Natural resource managers could also facilitate non-guided intense wildlife experiences 

by increasing the chance of wildlife encounters for visitors cycling or hiking through the 

Lauwersmeer national park. Visitors enjoy unexpected encounters and looking for wildlife. Nature 

organizations could develop a special mobile phone application to update visitors on the most 

recent whereabouts of wildlife. This would increase their (perceived) chances of encountering 

wildlife. The application is comparable to how birders communicate with each other about bird 
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observations. Furthermore, photos and videos of visitors’ wildlife encounters could be displayed in 

the Lauwersmeer National Park visitor centre. This could provide visitors even greater enjoyment 

of their wildlife experiences, by being able to share their experiences with other visitors. 

4.8 Further research 
 

Our study can be regarded as an explorative study into the relationship between wildlife and 

places. Our results show that motivations to see wildlife, the perceived intensity of wildlife 

experiences and an interest in guided wildlife encounters significantly relate to overnight visitors’ 

emotional attachment to the Lauwersmeer area. These insights can help nature and tourism 

managers to fulfil goals that enhance support for nature protection and destination loyalty. 

However, to create emotional attachment, more insight is needed into visitors’ pre-disposed 

emotional bonds with wildlife and the way these bonds shape relationships between wildlife and 

emotional attachment. In addition, greater understanding of the effects of actual wildlife 

experiences on emotional attachment could be analysed, for instance by conducting pre-visit and 

post-visit surveys on visitors. 

 As our study showed that the interest in guided wildlife encounters explains emotional 

attachment in overnight visitors to the Lauwersmeer area, what kind of wildlife excursions 

contribute most could be examined. In addition, how wildlife fosters emotional attachment to a 

protected area in different groups of visitors could be investigated, for instance between wildlife 

enthusiasts and casual wildlife tourists, or between Dutch and international visitors. Finally, it is 

also worth exploring the role of wildlife in the emotional bonds to natural areas near home, as 

these serve as locations for people’s daily or weekly recreational behavior. 
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Figure 4.1 The Lauwersmeer area 
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Table 4.1 Factor and reliability analyses of emotional attachment scale  

  (dependent variable) 

Emotional attachment scale 

(M = 3.75, n = 216 ) 

 

M SD α α  if 

deleted 

Factor 

loading  

The Lauwersmeer means a lot to me 3.49 0.9 .85 .77 .90 

I feel very attached to the Lauwersmeer 3.30 1.0  .77 .89 

I feel at home in the Lauwersmeer 4.00 0.8  .84 .78 

I would like to spend more time in the Lauwersmeer 4.24 0.9  .85 .76 

Note. Means based on a 5-point agreement appreciation scale: 1 = strongly  disagree; 5 =strongly agree;  n, number 

of cases; M, mean; SD, Standard Deviation; α, Cronbach’s Alpha. One factor was extracted, explaining 69.2% of the 

variance.  
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Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics of sociodemographic and wildlife variables, and  

  correlations with emotional attachment (independent variables). 

Independent Variables n M SD % Emotional 

attachment (r) 

Sociodemographic characteristics       

Age (years) 217 49 13.1  .25
***

 

Gender (female)  217   57 .07 

Education 

 Primary or secondary education (1) 

 Higher vocational education (2) 

 University level or higher (3) 

217  

 

  

51 

33 

16 

-.05 

Level of urbanisation of place of residence 

 100,000 inhabitants or more (1) 

 30,000 to 100,000 inhabitants (2) 

 10,000 to 30,000 inhabitants (3) 

 2,000 to 10,000 inhabitants (4) 

 Less than 2,000 inhabitants (5) 

217    

21 

23 

21 

24 

10 

.02 

Trip characteristics      

Length of stay (nights)  216 7.5 3.5 - .22
***

 

Group with children younger than 13 years 217 -  32 -.17
***

 

Distance between home and Lauwersoog (km) 214 227 75.7  -.07 

Wildlife variables      

Seeing wildlife as a motive to visit 

 

216    .33
***

 

 Seeing wildlife is not a motive, not 

interested (1) 

 

   1 

 

 

 Seeing wildlife is not a motive, but 

interested (2) 

 

   44 

 

 

 Seeing wildlife is a motive (3) 

 

   37 

 

 

 Seeing wildlife is the main motive (4)    18  

Different types of wildlife seen  217 5.1 9.7  .10
**

 

Appreciation of large herbivores 191 7.9 1.6  .17
***

 

Appreciation of wild animals 191 8.8 1.4  .19
***

 

Appreciation of geese 198 7.3 1.8  .14
**

 

Interest in guided wildlife encounters 201 3.2 0.7  .30
***

 

Interest in unexpected wildlife encounters 213 4.3 0.7  .22
***

 

Perceived intensity of wildlife experiences 131 4.9 1.2  .32
***

 

Note. Answer category and coding in parantheses; n, number of cases; M, mean; SD, Standard Deviation; % , 

percentage of total number of cases of specific item; r, Pearson’s Correlation. 

Significance *p<.0.1; **p<.0.05; ***p<.0.01. 
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Table 4.3 Factor and reliability analysis of wildlife appreciation (independent variables). 

Appreciation of wildlife  M SD α Factor loading 

    1 2 

Appreciation of large herbivores (Factor 

1) 

     

 Appreciation of Konik horses 7.82 1.6 .95 .96 .11 

 Appreciation of Highland cattle 7.86 1.7  .97 .18 

Appreciation of wild animals (Factor 2)      

   Appreciation of sea eagles 8.90 1.5 .78 .04 .92 

   Appreciation of roe deer 8.64 1.4  .25 .87 

Appreciation of geese (single item)      

   Appreciation of geese 7.30 1.8  - - 

Note. Items measured as grades in the Dutch educational system from very negative (1) to very positive (10). n, 

Number of cases; M, mean; SD, Standard Deviation; α, Cronbach’s Alpha. Two factors were extracted, explaining 

89.4% of the variance.  
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Table 4.4 Factor and reliability analysis of interest in wildlife encounters (independent 

variables). 

Interest in type of wildlife encounters M SD α α if 

deleted 

Factor 

loading 

     1 2 

Interest in guided wildlife encounters  (Factor 1) 

 

      

   Detecting bats in the evening 3.04 1.1 .82 

 

 

.77 .81 .02 

   Enjoying nightlife of wildlife  3.13 0.9 .77 .76 .22 

   Searching and identifying butterflies  3.10 1.1 .78 .76 .14 

   Observing wildlife with a guide 3.38 1.0 .79 .74 .10 

   Looking for tracks of wildlife  3.19 0.8 .80 .62 .42 

Interest in unexpected wildlife encounters (Factor 2)      

   Having a chance to see wildlife 4.22 0.7 .85  

 

 

- .14 .91 

   Seeing a wild animal unexpectedly 4.42 0.7  .14 .90 

Note. Means based on a 5-point interest appreciation scale: 1 = not at all interested;5 =very interested. n, number of 

cases; M, mean; SD, Standard Deviation; α, Cronbach’s Alpha.Two factors were extracted, explaining 66.8% of the 

variance.  
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Table 4.5 Factor and reliability analysis of perceived intensity of wildlife experience 

(independent variable). 

Perceived intensity of wildlife experiences    

(n = 217) 

M SD α α if 

deleted 

Factor 

loading 

I felt one with nature 4.92 1.7 .90 .88 .84 

For a moment, I did not know where I was 3.64 1.8  .88 .76 

I was very happy 5.11 1.6  .88 .76 

I lost track of time 4.52 1.9  .89 .74 

I felt very privileged 5.49 1.5  .89 .74 

I felt a bond with the animal(s) 4.25 1.7  .89 .73 

I was immersed in the scene 5.21 1.5  .89 .73 

I did not think about anything else 4.70 1.7  .89 .72 

I was fascinated by the animal(s) 5.97 1.2  .89 .66 

Note. Means based on a 7-point agreement appreciation scale: 1 = strongly  disagree; 7 =strongly agree. n (number of 

cases), M (mean), SD (Standard Deviation), α (Cronbach’s Alpha). Missing values replaced by mean. One factor was 

extracted, explaining 55.2% of the variance.  
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Table 4.6 Predictors of overnight visitors’ emotional attachment to Lauwersmeer. 

 Y = Emotional attachment 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Independent variables β β β 

Sociodemographic  characteristics     

Age 0.27
***

 0.24
***

 0.25
***

 

Gender (Female) 0.12
*
 0.10 0.14 

Education - 0.01 0.01 <  0.01 

Urban place of residence  0.01 0.01 - 0.02 

Trip characteristics    

Length of stay  0.25
***

 0.15
**

 

Group with children younger than 13 years (Yes)  0.11 0.02 

Distance between home and Lauwersoog  - 0.03 - 0.05 

Wildlife variables    

Seeing wildlife as motive to visit Lauwersmeer 

Different types of wildlife seen 

Appreciation of large herbivores 

Appreciation of wild animals 

Appreciation of geese 

Interest in guided wildlife encounters 

Interest in (the chance of) unexpected wildlife 

encounters 

Perceived intensity of wildlife experiences 

 

 0.15
**

 

0.05 

0.07 

< -0.01 

- 0.05 

0.14
* 

0.09 

0.18
***

 

Significance 0.002 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Number of degrees of freedom 4 7 15 

Adjusted R² 0.057 0.112 0.232 

Significant F change 0.002 0.001 < 0.001 

N 217 217 217 

Note. Missing values replaced by means; β, standardized coefficient beta. 

 *p<.0.1; **p<.0.05; ***p<.0.01. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

 

Explaining emotional attachment to a protected area by 

visitors’ perceived importance of seeing wildlife, behavioral 

connections with nature, and sociodemographics    
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5. Explaining emotional attachment to a protected area 

by visitors’ perceived importance of seeing wildlife, 

behavioral connections with nature, and 

sociodemographics.  
 

Abstract
5
 

Interest in understanding emotional bonds with protected areas has been growing. However, 

attention has hardly been focused on the role of wildlife in emotional bonding. Our research first 

explored the relationship between the perceived importance of seeing wildlife and emotional 

attachment to a protected area, the Dutch Wadden Sea Area. Second, we investigated to what 

extent this relationship was driven by behavioral connections with nature, and sociodemographics. 

Results of our survey (n = 211) revealed that the perceived importance of seeing birds contributed 

directly to emotional attachment. The perceived importance of seeing seals and small marine 

wildlife contributed indirectly, via behavioral connections with nature. In addition, our results 

showed that behavioral connections with nature affected emotional attachment more than the 

perceived importance of seeing wildlife and respondents’ sociodemographics. Consequences for 

natural resource managers are discussed. 

Keywords: place attachment, natural environments, animals, outdoor recreation  

                                                     
5 This Chapter is a reprint from: Folmer, A.,  Haartsen, T., & Huigen, P.P.P. (2013) Explaining Emotional 

Attachment to a Protected Area by Visitors' Perceived Importance of Seeing Wildlife, Behavioral 

Connections with Nature, and Sociodemographics, Human Dimensions of Wildlife: An International 

Journal, 18:6, 435-449. 
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5.1 Introduction 
 

Interest in place attachment to natural environments has been growing, especially in the context of 

outdoor recreation (Lewicka, 2011). This growth has been inspired by a change in relationships 

between people and natural environments. In the past, it was assumed that visitors judged natural 

environments on objective features and use values (Farnum, Hall, & Kruger, 2005). Attention has 

now shifted toward understanding individualized and unique qualities, by focusing on emotional 

meanings and values of natural environments (Smaldone, Harris, Sanyal, & Lind, 2005; Williams, 

Patterson, Roggenbuck, & Watson,1992).  

 Many place attachment studies focus on the importance of social environments (Lewicka, 

2011). Yet, there is empirical evidence that characteristics of the physical environment matter a 

great deal to people’s bond with places as well (Stedman, 2003). There are also indications that 

wildlife appreciation contributes to attachment to natural environments (Clay & Daniel, 2000; Kil, 

Holland, & Stein, 2010). Still, in most studies on relations between characteristics of the physical 

environment and attachment, the role of wildlife is marginally touched upon. In this article we 

therefore specifically focused on the perceived importance of seeing wildlife and emotional 

attachment to a protected area.  

 We first sought to understand the relationship between the perceived importance of 

seeing wildlife and visitors’ emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area, The Netherlands. 

Second, we explored to what extent this relationship was driven by behavioral connections with 

nature and sociodemographics of visitors, as this gives more insight into differences between 

groups of visitors. 

 The results of our research can support natural resource managers in different ways. First, 

increasing emotional attachment has been associated with pro-environmental behavior (Duerden & 

Witt, 2010; Halpenny, 2010), which is likely to increase public support for nature conservation and 

protection. This is one of the main goals of natural resource managers (Ministry of Housing, 

Spatial Planning and Environment, 2007). If the perceived importance of seeing wildlife 

contributes to emotional attachment, more focus could be put on communicating about wildlife, 

and facilitating wildlife encounters. Second, our research adds to  understanding how visitor 

characteristics matter in the relationship between wildlife perceptions and emotional attachment. 

This can help to fulfill the management goals of effectively educating visitors, and to facilitate 

responsible nature-related recreation in a protected area (Samenwerkingsverband Nationale 

Parken, 2011). Third, these insights can help managers understand and solve possible conflicts 

between different groups of visitors, for instance by spatial zoning of wildlife-related activities. 
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Finally, one of the goals of natural resource managers is to keep nature-loving people involved in 

conservation and protection activities (Verschoor, 2011). If the perceived importance of seeing 

wildlife contributes to emotional attachment among these visitors, special wildlife-related 

activities could be developed to keep this group involved. 

5.2 Emotional attachment 
 

Places become meaningful when people have experiences in, and memories of, physical locations 

(Vanclay, 2008). Experiences and memories may result in an emotional bond between an 

individual and a place, which is an important aspect of place attachment (Low & Altman, 1992). 

Place attachment is a holistic and complex concept with different elements (Vanclay, 2008). Two 

widely used distinct dimensions are place identity and place dependence (Williams & Vaske, 

2003). Place identity can be regarded as an emotional attachment (Kil, Holland, Stein, & Ko, 

2012; Williams & Vaske, 2003), and refers to how people view themselves in relation to their 

environment (Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff, 1983). Place dependence is based on people’s 

functional relationship with a place. These concepts are connected, as emotional bonds with a 

natural environment may develop from functional relationships with a place. Place attachment can 

be regarded as the environmental psychologist’s term for the geographer’s concept of sense of 

place (Williams & Vaske, 2003). A different approach is taken by Jorgensen and Stedman (2001), 

who regard sense of place as a three-dimensional construct. They differentiate between identity 

(cognitive dimension), attachment (affective dimension; emotional connections with a place) and 

dependence (conative dimension). Emotional attachment is associated with the affective dimension 

of sense of  place. We focused our study on emotional attachment, referring to an affective and 

individual bond with a place.  

5.3 The valuation of wildlife and emotional attachment 
 

Previous research has shown that visitor experiences in protected areas are positively affected by 

the opportunity to see wildlife in its natural habitat (Curtin, Richards, & Westcott, 2009, DeMares 

& Krycka, 1998; Farber & Hall, 2007), which in turn is likely to strengthen affective connections 

with the landscape in which it is seen (Tremblay, 2008). Despite these insights, little is still known 

about how wildlife is viewed and appreciated by visitors, and how this relates to the way they 

experience nature and feel attached to it (Curtin et al., 2009). Some attachment studies found a 

positive relationship between the appreciation of wildlife and attachment to a protected area (Clay 

& Daniel, 2000; Kil et al., 2010). However, in these studies, the appreciation of wildlife is often 
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part of a broader category, making it difficult to specify what type of wildlife matters most in 

visitors’ emotional attachment. Indicators used are, for instance, “this area has many species of 

wildlife and plants” (Kil et al., 2010, p. 29) and “biological diversity” (Brown & Raymond, 2007, 

p. 100). In a study by Smaldone et al. (2005), wildlife viewing was identified as an aspect that 

gave meaning to special places in a protected area. Based on landscape perception studies in the 

Netherlands, Buijs and Van Kralingen (2003) recommend including separate wildlife indicators, 

such as seeing wildlife.  

5.4 Visitor characteristics  
 

Visitors’ behavioral connections with nature and sociodemographics are likely to affect emotional 

attachment, as well as the perceived importance of seeing wildlife. First, membership of a nature 

organization may matter. Being a member of a nature organization demonstrates pro-

environmental behavior, which has been proven to relate significantly to attachment to natural 

environments (Duerden & Witt, 2010; Halpenny, 2010; Vaske & Kobrin, 2001). It is likely that 

members of nature organizations appreciate seeing wildlife more than non-members do. Second, 

experiences with educational nature excursions could contribute to emotional attachment, as they 

offer direct place experiences with natural environments (Kudryavtsev et al., 2012). Visitors with 

past experiences, as well as participants of educational nature excursions, could therefore be more 

attached to a protected area than first-time participants, and participants of other types of 

excursions. As a third factor, length of stay has been proven to matter significantly in visitors’ 

attachment to a protected area (Kyle, Graefe, Manning, & Bacon, 2003). Visitors who stay longer 

are also likely to have a different wildlife perception than short-stay visitors, because they have 

had more wildlife viewing opportunities.  

 With regard to sociodemographics: age, gender, and educational level have been proven 

to relate to emotional attachment to protected areas (Hidalgo & Hernandez, 2001; Kil et al., 2010; 

Williams et al., 1992), as well as to people’s view on wildlife (Teel, Dayer, Manfredo, & Bright, 

2005; Zinn & Pierce, 2002). Older people, males, and the lower educated are more likely to 

appreciate wildlife for their use value. Younger people, females, and the higher educated are more 

likely to bond emotionally with wildlife (Teel et al., 2005). We would expect that younger visitors, 

females, and higher educated visitors perceive seeing wildlife in a protected area as more 

important than other visitors, which could result in a stronger emotional attachment to the Wadden 

Sea Area.  
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 Based on the literature, the following research questions guided our article: (a) To what 

extent are visitors emotionally attached to the Wadden Sea Area? (b) How important is seeing 

wildlife during a visit to the Wadden Sea Area in visitors’ perception? (c) To what degree does the 

perceived importance of seeing wildlife explain emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area? 

(d) To what extent is the relationship between the perceived importance of seeing wildlife and 

emotional attachment driven by visitors’ behavioral connections with nature and 

sociodemographics?  

5.5 Methods 

5.5.1 Wadden Sea as study area 

The Wadden Sea was selected as our study area, as it is regarded as “one of the last true 

wilderness areas in Northwest Europe” (van Beusekom, Langley, & Tentij, 2009, p. 4). It is also 

an important domestic tourism destination (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2012b). The 

Wadden Sea is one of three distinct geographical areas of the Wadden Sea Area, the other two are 

the Wadden islands and the mainland (Sijtsma, Werner, & Broersma, 2008, see Figure 5.1). The 

sea dike forms the border with the mainland. The Wadden Sea consists of a large system of 

intertidal sand and mud flats; an important area for migratory birds, grey and common seals and 

small marine wildlife (Kabat, et al., 2012; van Leeuwe & Haartsen, 2012). Seals are regarded as 

one of the “big five” in the Netherlands (Staatsbosbeheer, 2012). Flora and fauna are protected 

under European legislation: the Ramsar, Bonn, and Bern Convention, and the EU Birds and EU 

Habitat Directive (Sijtsma et al., 2008). The Wadden Sea has been on the Unesco World Heritage 

List since 2009 (Unesco, 2012).  

5.5.2 Data collection  

The Wadden Sea at low tide – the Wad – is only accessible to visitors with professional guides. 

Therefore we focused our study on participants of guided Wad excursions. In the summer and 

autumn of 2011, a survey (N = 211) was carried out among participants of seal watching tours and 

educational nature excursions. Most Wad excursions take place in this period and include a walk 

on the Wad. However, the types of wildlife which are most commonly seen during these Wad 

excursions, differ. Seal watching tours mainly focus on seeing seals, while educational nature 

excursions are aimed at finding and observing small marine wildlife and observing birds.  

 Participants were given the questionnaire at the beginning of their Wad excursion. The 

response rate of participants of the seal watching tour was 95% (n = 73), and 20% for the 

educational nature excursions (n = 138). This difference in response rate can be explained by the 
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different ways in which the questionnaires were collected: most participants of the seal watching 

tours handed in the questionnaire at the end of their boat trip, whereas participants of educational 

nature excursions could send back the questionnaire voluntarily after their excursion.  

5.5.3 Research variables 

Emotional attachment scale. We developed a 5-point Likert scale to measure emotional 

attachment, based on commonly used statements on emotional place attachment (Williams & 

Vaske, 2002; Warzecha & Lime, 2001). We tested the internal consistency of the scale with a 

reliability analysis. A Cronbach’s alpha larger than .70 is generally regarded as sufficient (Costello 

& Osborne, 2005).The reliability of the emotional attachment scale was good (α = .88, Table 5.1).  

 The perceived importance of seeing wildlife. We selected wildlife commonly seen during 

Wad excursions: birds, seals and small marine wildlife. We measured the perceived importance of 

seeing wildlife with a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “very unimportant” to “very important” 

(Table 5.2). We developed a reliable scale birds (α = .83, Table 5.2), consisting of different types 

of birds. We measured the perceived importance of seeing seals and small marine wildlife by 

single items.   

 Visitor Characteristics. Based on the literature, we selected relevant visitor 

characteristics concerning emotional attachment and wildlife perceptions: behavioral connections 

with nature, and sociodemographics. We included a connection with nature in general 

(membership of a nature organization, yes/no), a connection with nature of the Wadden Sea Area 

(past and current experiences with Wad excursions, yes/no), and the time spent in the Wadden Sea 

Area as a visitor (length of stay in days). With regard to sociodemographics, we included age, 

gender, and educational level of visitors (Table 5.3). 

5.5.4 Data analysis 

We used regression analysis to explore the contribution of the perceived importance of seeing 

wildlife, respondents’ behavioral connections with nature and their sociodemographics to 

emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area (Table 5.4). We ran four different models. First, we 

predicted emotional attachment by the perceived importance of seeing different types of wildlife 

(Model 1, Table 5.4). Then we added our respondents’ behavioral connections with nature (Model 

2, Table 5.4) and sociodemographics (Model 3, Table 5.4) to explain emotional attachment. We 

compared the results of Model 2 and 3 with the results of Model 1, to get insight into the relative 

importance of the perceived importance of seeing wildlife. We explored interaction effects in the 

relation between the perceived importance of seeing wildlife and emotional attachment in Model 4 
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(Model 4, Table 5.4). We tested the independent variables on multicollinearity, and dropped 

variables with VIF values higher than 10.0 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996).   

5.6 Results 
 

Emotional attachment 

Overall, our respondents felt emotionally attached to the Wadden Sea Area, as the scale mean was 

3.9, which was well above neutral. They felt at home, and would like to spend more time in the 

Wadden Sea Area (Table 5.1). 

 

Perceived importance of seeing wildlife 

Seeing wildlife was perceived as important (Table 5.2). Furthermore, the perceived importance of 

birds, seals and small marine wildlife correlated significantly with emotional attachment. The 

highest correlation was found between the perceived importance of seeing birds and emotional 

attachment. 

Behavioral connections with nature and sociodemographics  

Most respondents were members of a nature organization, while about half had taken part in Wad 

excursions before. About two-thirds were participating in an educational nature excursion; the 

other third were participating in a seal watching tour. The average length of stay was 8.5 days, 

which is similar to measured lengths of stay on the Wadden islands (Linnarts, Tuunter, & Veer, 

2003). Most respondents stayed less than 5 days (54%), while staying periods of 7 days (16%) and 

14 days (9 %) were also relatively popular. A few stayed up to 75 days, explaining the large 

standard deviation (Table 5.3). 

 With regard to sociodemographics, the average age of our respondents was 47 years, 

which was relatively old compared to the Dutch population (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 

2012a). There were no overrepresentation of males or females, whereas the level of education was 

relatively high (Table 5.3). This corresponds with the general finding that visitors who are 

interested in nature and wildlife tend to be relatively well educated (Curtin et al., 2009).  

 The respondents’ behavioral connections with nature correlated significantly (r > .3) with 

emotional attachment. With regard to sociodemographics, only age correlated significantly with 

emotional attachment (Table 5.3).  
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Predictors of emotional attachment  

In the multiple regression analysis with interacting terms (Model 4, adjusted R² = .37; degrees of 

freedom = 25; significance of the model = < .001), we found multicollinearity between all 

independent variables and interaction terms, with the exception of gender and education. The 

Variance Inflation Factor values (VIF) ranged from 16.1 to 65.5, while a VIF value of less than 

10.0 is regarded as acceptable (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). We mean-centered all independent 

variables and interaction terms to reduce the problems with multicollinearity (Dalal & Zickar, 

2012), and ran a second regression (adjusted R² = .37; df = 25; significance of the model = <.001). 

One interaction term still had a VIF value above 10.0, namely length of stay_small marine wildlife. 

This variable was dropped and the final regression was ran (adjusted R² = .37; df = 24; 

significance of the model <.001). In the final regression, the VIF values of all variables ranged 

from 1.0 to 3.2, well below the acceptable threshold. All regression analyses were done, using the 

mean-centered variables.  

The perceived importance of seeing wildlife explained 13% of respondents’ emotional 

attachment to the Wadden Sea Area (Table 5.4, Model 1), all due to the perceived importance of 

seeing birds. Respondents who perceived birds as relatively important were more emotionally 

attached to the Wadden Sea Area than other respondents.  

Respondents’ behavioral connections with nature mattered directly and significantly in 

their emotional attachment (Table 5.4, Model 2). The explained variance increased significantly 

from 13% (Model 1) to 34% (Model 2). Respondents who participated in educational nature 

excursions, who had past experience with Wad excursions, who stayed longer in the Wadden Sea 

Area, and who were a member of a nature organization (in order of significance) were more 

emotionally  attached to the Wadden Sea Area than other respondents. Compared to Model 1, the 

contribution of the perceived importance of seeing birds decreased, demonstrating that 

respondents’ behavioral connections with nature partly interfered in the relation between the 

perceived importance of seeing birds and emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area. Yet, 

compared to the other single independent variables, the perceived importance of seeing birds 

remained the most important contributor to emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area. 

Age contributed significantly to emotional attachment as well (Table 5.4, Model 3). 

Older respondents were more emotionally attached than the younger ones. However, adding 

sociodemographics to the regression did not significantly improve the explained variance of the 

regression analysis. The perceived importance of seeing birds and behavioral connections with 

nature remained the strongest contributors to emotional attachment. 
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 Adding the interaction effects of behavioral connections with nature and age to the 

regression analysis demonstrated that the type of Wad excursion interacted significantly in the 

contribution of the perceived importance of seeing seals, and small marine wildlife, to  emotional 

attachment (Table 5.4, Model 4). The perceived importance of seeing seals contributed to 

emotional attachment among respondents who participated in a seal watching  tour, while the 

perceived importance of seeing small marine wildlife contributed to emotional attachment among 

respondents who participated in educational nature excursions. Seeing seals is the main goal of 

seal watching tours, while finding and studying small marine wildlife is a main activity of 

educational Wad excursions. These types of excursions are therefore likely to attract people who 

are interested in seeing these types of wildlife. The contribution of age to emotional attachment 

was eliminated by adding interaction effects.  

The interaction effects gave insight into why the perceived importance of seeing seals 

and small marine wildlife did not influence emotional attachment in Model 1. The perceived 

importance of seeing small marine wildlife did not contribute to emotional attachment of 

respondents who participated in the seal watching tour, while the perceived importance of seeing 

seals did not affect emotional attachment of respondents who participated in educational nature 

excursions. These opposing effects eliminated the contributions of the perceived importance of 

seeing seals and small marine wildlife to emotional attachment. 

5.7 Discussion 
 

Our results support the suggestion of Tremblay (2008), that seeing wildlife in its natural habitat is 

likely to contribute to affective connections with the surrounding natural environment. However, 

direct effects were limited to the perceived importance of seeing birds. Respondents, who 

perceived seeing birds as important, were more emotionally attached than other respondents, 

regardless of their behavioral connection to nature or sociodemographics. Yet, it is not clear 

whether seeing birds actually increased emotional attachment, or that respondents who like seeing 

birds, already had a relatively high emotional attachment.  

 We found a positive and direct relation between behavioral connections with nature and 

emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area. Members of nature organizations, respondents with 

past experiences, respondents who participated in educational nature excursions, and respondents 

who stayed longer in the Wadden Sea Area were emotionally more attached than others . This 

corresponds with results of Halpenny (2010), who found a positive relation between pro-

environmental behavior and attachment to a natural environment. Past experiences with Wad 
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excursions strengthened emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area, indicating that more 

knowledge on and experiences with the Wad matter. In fact, behavioral connections with nature 

contributed more to emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area than the perceived importance 

of seeing wildlife. This positive relation may be explained by emotional responses to wildlife. 

Emotional responses are partly innate, and partly based on acquired knowledge (Jacobs, 2009). It 

is likely that innate emotional responses and acquired knowledge on wildlife are positive related to 

each other and affect the perceived importance of seeing wildlife, which in turn affects emotional 

attachment to protected areas.  

  In our study, the influence of age on emotional attachment was erased by adding 

interaction effects to the model. Gender and education did not contribute significantly to emotional 

attachment to the Wadden Sea Area either, while it was expected that females and higher educated 

participants would perceive seeing wildlife as more important and be more emotionally attached. 

However, Kyle et al. (2004) also found no significant differences regarding visitors’ emotional 

attachment to a nature area due to gender and education. As respondents were relatively well 

educated, this may explain why level of education did not matter.  

 The findings of our study support the suggestion of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012), that 

participating in educational activities in a natural environment contributes to emotional attachment 

to a protected area. Our results showed a direct relation between the participation in educational 

nature excursions and emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea Area. The reason why educational 

nature excursions contribute more to emotional attachment than seal watching tours may be 

explained by the different types of experiences they offer. Seal watching tours offer peak 

experiences, by facilitating encounters with one of the “big five ” in the Netherlands. Participants 

may go on this tour just once in their lifetime. Their attachment to the Wadden Sea Area remains 

relatively shallow, as they are not building up a long and lasting relationship. On the other hand, 

participants of educational nature excursions learn about the natural environment, and get more 

direct experiences with their surroundings, for instance by finding and studying small marine 

wildlife. This type of excursion therefore facilitates development of a deeper and long-lasting 

attachment. Another explanation may be, that educational nature excursion attract participants who 

are already emotionally attached to the Wadden Sea Area, while seal watching tours attract 

relatively many first-time participants who have a relatively low emotional attachment.  

 Furthermore, interaction effects revealed that the perceived importance of seeing seals 

mattered for respondents who participated in seal watching tours, while the perceived importance 

of seeing small marine wildlife explained emotional attachment among respondents who 

participated in educational nature excursions on the Wad. It is likely that the choice to go on a seal 
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watching tour or an educational nature excursion is driven by a preference for seeing seals or 

observing and studying small marine wildlife. Therefore, it may not be the type of nature 

excursion that matters in emotional attachment, but the types of participants that it attracts. 

Although we did not study the effects of education during Wad excursions, it is possible that 

educating participants on certain types of wildlife during Wad excursions played a role as well.  

 Our research demonstrated that it is relevant to differentiate between specific types of 

wildlife and specific markets in order to  increase or foster emotional attachment. Respondents 

who perceived seeing birds as important, can be regarded as an emotionally highly attached group. 

For this group, bird-tourism could be developed more, for instance by offering more or better 

facilities to watch birds in the Wadden Sea Area. They can also be kept informed about bird-

related news, events and recreational possibilities, to keep them interested, and foster their 

relatively strong emotional relationship with the Wadden Sea Area.  

 As seeing seals contributed to emotional attachment of respondents who participated in a 

seal watching tour, this could be an opportunity to increase emotional attachment among first-time, 

and once-in-a-lifetime visitors of the Wadden Sea Area. For participants of educational nature 

excursions, and frequent participants of Wad excursions, it is important to renew educational 

nature excursions to keep them interesting,  informative, and attractive.  

 Spatial zoning of different wildlife-related recreational activities could reduce the 

pressure on wildlife and the chances of conflicts between participants of different types of Wad 

excursions. Seal watching tours could be limited to certain areas, so that other areas remain 

peaceful and quiet for other types of Wad excursions. Separating these activities, which attract 

different types of emotionally attached visitors, could give all visitors a better experience of the 

Wadden Sea Area.  

5.8 Recommendations for further research 
 

The demand for wildlife-related recreation is growing in the Netherlands (Jacobs, 2012), which 

could be an opportunity for natural resource managers to increase emotional attachment to 

protected areas. However, although our research has pointed out that there was a positive relation 

between the perceived importance of seeing wildlife and emotional attachment, this was mainly 

caused by behavioral connections with nature. More research is needed to answer the question, 

whether seeing wildlife actually increases emotional attachment to a protected area. This would 

need pre and post excursion measurement of emotional attachment, and extra information on the 

type of wildlife that has been observed and the type of experience it has been. Further research 
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could focus on the role of specific types of wildlife in emotional attachment for specific groups of 

visitors, to get more in-depth understanding of the complex relations that exist between wildlife, 

emotional attachment and visitors of protected areas.  

 As a direct relation was found between the perceived importance of seeing birds and 

emotional attachment, further research could gain more insight into bird-loving visitors. 

Motivations to visit and meanings given to the Wadden Sea Area among this group may be 

different from other visitors. In order to maintain their relatively strong emotional attachment, 

natural resource managers could benefit from understanding more of their wishes and demands. 

 Further research could increase our understanding on individual processes behind the 

positive relationship between the perceived importance of seeing certain types of wildlife and 

emotional attachment to a protected area. Recently, more attention has been given to people’s 

emotional responses to wildlife to explain why people like or dislike certain animals. Research 

could focus on emotions to specific types of wildlife, to explain people’s behavior, or to find out 

why people have certain emotions with certain types of wildlife (Jacobs, 2012). More insight into 

emotional responses could support natural resource managers to create and/or offer wildlife-related 

recreation, aimed at improving emotional responses towards wildlife and increasing emotional 

attachment to protected areas.  
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Figure 5.1 The Dutch Wadden Sea Area. 
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Table 5.1 Emotional Attachment Scale 

Scale 

 

n 

 

Scale item  

M (SD) 

Dependent 

variable  M (SD) 

α 

Emotional attachment scale 204  3.9 (0.8) .88 

I feel very attached to the Wadden Sea Area  3.6 (1.1)   

The Wadden Sea Area means a lot to me  3.8 (1.0)   

I feel at home in the Wadden Sea Area  4.2 (0.9)   

I would like to spend more time in the area  4.1 (0.9)   

Note. Scale statistics in boldface. Means based on a 5-point agreement rating scale: 1 = strongly  disagree; 5 = 

strongly agree.  
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Table 5.2 Perceived importance of seeing wildlife 

Variables  n Scale items  

M (SD) 

M (SD) α Emotional 

attachment (r) 

Birds 197  4.0 (0.7) .83 .377
***

 

Migratory birds  4.3 (0.8)    

Spoonbills  3.9 (0.9)    

Birds of prey  3.9 (0.9)    

Hearing birds sing  4.2 (0.8)    

Sea gulls  3.8 (1.0)    

Seals 210  4.4 (0.8) - .164
***

 

Small Marine Wildlife 207  4.1 (0.9) - .213
***

 

Note. Scale statistics in boldface. Means based on a 5-point agreement rating scale: 1 = very unimportant; 5 = very 

important. ***p<.01.  
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Table 5.3 Respondents’ behavioral connections with nature and sociodemographics. 

Variables n % M 

(SD) 

Emotional 

attachment (r) 

Participants’ behavioral connections with nature     

Member nature organization (yes) 204 57.4  .308
***

 

Past experiences with Wad excursions (yes) 195 49.7  .340
***

 

Wad excursion: educational nature excursion 210 65.2  .307
***

 

Length of stay (days)  201 - 8.5 

(11.8) 

.372
***

 

Sociodemographics     

Age (years) 205 - 47 

(13.7) 

.203
***

 

Gender (Female) 206 52.4  .001 

Education (≥ Bachelor) 204 57.8  .000 

Note. No = 0, yes = 1; male = 0, female = 1; lower than Bachelor level = 0, Bachelor level or higher = 1. ***p<.01.  
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Table 5.4 Predictors of Emotional Attachment to the Wadden Sea Area. 

Independent Variables Emotional attachment (Y)  

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

β (SE) β (SE) β (SE) β (SE) 

Perceived importance of seeing wildlife     

Birds  .40 (.10)*** .29 (.09)*** .25 (.09)*** .22 (.10)*** 

Seals -.05 (.08) .04 (.07) .06 (.07) .11 (.08) 

Small marine wildlife <.00 (.08) -.03 (.07) -.02 (.07) -.03 (.08) 

Behavorial connections with nature     

Member nature organization  .15 (.10)** .11 (.10)** .14 (.11)**  

Past experience with Wad excursions   .19 (.10)*** .20 (.10)*** .21 (.11)*** 

Type of Wad excursion (seal watching 

tour = 0, educational nature excursion = 

1) 

 .21 (.10)*** .23 (.10)*** .26 (.10)*** 

Length of stay  .19 (< .01)*** .20 

(<.01)*** 

.21 (.01)*** 

Sociodemographics     

Age   .13 (<.01)** .10 (<.01) 

Gender (male = 0, female = 1)   .01 (.09) -.02 (.10) 

Education (lower than Bachelor level = 0, 

Bachelor level or higher = 1) 

  -.06 (.06) -.07 (.06) 

Interaction effects     

Member nature organization_birds    .01 (.22) 

_seals     .04 (.15) 

_small marine wildlife     .08 (.16) 

Past experience with Wad 

excursions_birds 

   -.04 (.21) 

_seals     .00 (.17) 

_small marine wildlife     .03 (.17) 

Type of Wad excursion_birds    .00 (.21) 

_seals     -.15 (.19)** 

_small marine wildlife    .21 (.16)*** 

Length of stay_birds    -.03 (.01) 

_seals    .01 (.01) 

Age_birds    -.01 (.01) 

_seals    -.01 (.01) 

_small marine wildlife     -.06 (.01) 

Constant 3.91 (.05) 3.91 (.05) 4.05 (.22) 4.13 (.23) 

Adjusted R square .13 .34 .35 .37 

Degrees of freedom 3 7 10 24 

F 11.59 16.17 12.15 6.06 

Significant F change <0.01 <0.01 0.10 0.14 

Significance of the model <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

Note. β = Beta; SE = Standard Errors. Missing values replaced by mean. 

**p<.05; ***p<.01.  
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6. Wildlife shaping favorite green places near home 
 

6.1 Introduction6 
 

Research into wildlife experiences thus far has predominantly focused on far away tourism 

destinations and exotic wildlife (e.g. Brandin, 2009; Cong et al;., 2014; Curtin, 2010; Lemelin & 

Smale, 2006; Moscardo, Woods, & Greenwood, 2001; Tremblay, 2008). However, from Curtin’s  

research  into wildlife experiences during wildlife tourism holidays (2009; 2010) we know that 

wildlife experiences abroad are interrelated with and influenced by wildlife experiences near 

home. “When discussing favorite species or the most memorable wildlife occasions, participants 

often spoke of regular visits to their garden with whom there is some sort of ‘relationship’, seeing 

wildlife in urban settings and the unusual juxtaposition of humans and animals, particularly how 

satisfying and reassuring it is to be able to ‘share’ environments” (Curtin 2009; p.457). Curtin 

concludes that “the wildlife seen on home soil has equal if not more importance than exotic flora 

and fauna seen on holiday” (p.471). She calls for research that explores wildlife experiences near 

home, not only in rural or natural, but also in urban settings.  In this chapter, we do this by 

focusing on wildlife experiences in favorite green places near home which are used for daily or 

weekly leisure purposes.  

 In our study, we investigated how a person’s bond with local green places is shaped 

through multi-sensory wildlife experiences. ‘Local’ implies seeing a landscape, town or cityscape 

from the inside, by sensing and feeling a specific location that is known and familiar (Lippard, 

1997). We focused on local ‘green’ places, which meant that we only included places in which 

natural elements such as trees, bushes, meadows, and/or bodies of water prevail. We asked our 

study participants to select their favorite local green place; a place which they prefer over other 

local green places and which they visit frequently. Although the participants were all residents of 

the northern and eastern part of the Netherlands, their favorite green places varied greatly, ranging 

from urban parks, recreational areas, local forests and countryside to large protected areas. This is 

partly due to variety in place of residence (from urban to rural). The types of wildlife included in 

our study depended on participants’ perceptions of which animals they consider as wildlife. The 

                                                     
6 This chapter is based on: Folmer, A., Haartsen, T., & Huigen, P.P.P., Wildlife shaping favorite green places near 

home. Submitted in an ISI rated international journal.  
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type of green place also influenced the types of wildlife or wildlife species which could play a 

role. For participants living in urban areas, it may be common to encounter relatively small 

species, such as butterflies, robins, great tits, ducks, swans, and hedgehogs. In rural areas, the 

chances of encountering  larger, or rarer species such as roe deer, snakes and foxes, are more 

likely.  

 We start this chapter with an exploration of what is already known from previous 

research about wildlife shaping a bond with green places near home. Then we describe our 

research method: walk-along interviews. After that, we present the results, which indicate how 

wildlife experiences enhance local green places, how they add to emotional place bonding, and 

how they strengthen people’s sense of time and place, making them aware of their own position in 

this world.     

6.2 Wildlife experiences and green places 

 

Places are given an identity, and become meaningful, through experience and knowledge. Through 

experience, which ranges from senses of hearing, smell, taste and touch, to visual perception and 

the indirect mode of symbolisation, an individual understands and constructs reality. Places 

become reality through experience and the interplay between feelings and thought (Tuan, 1977). 

Local green places can become important to an individual by meaningful past experiences and 

memories. Past experiences and memories which are shared with significant others can make these 

places even more important and loved (Tuan, 1974). However, experience and knowledge do not 

only attribute  identities to places; persons can also derive identities from places (Lewicka, 2008). 

Lippard (1997) states that place is entwined with personal memory and known and unknown 

histories; it is part of a person’s life. “It is about connections, what surrounds it, what formed it, 

what happened there, what will happen there” (Lippard, 1997: p.7). According to Proshansky, 

Fabian and Kaminoff  (1983), a sense of self is defined and expressed by relationships with other 

people, but also with places that are important in day-to-day life. In local green places, 

experiencing wildlife may play an important role in a person’s life and form their identity. For 

instance, Berger (1980) states that eye-contact with wildlife makes individuals aware of 

themselves looking back. In the eyes’ reflection, individuals see themselves staring at the animal 

(Berger, 1980). Curtin (2010) found that by experiencing wildlife in a tourism destination, 

individuals connect with their real self. Having eye contact with wildlife and/or seeing animals’ 

natural behavior makes people reflect on their own life. 
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 A large part of people’s multisensory experiences run through visual senses, which are 

skilled cultural practices (Jenks, 1995). Urry and Larsen (2011) call this seeing through a socio-

cultural lens ‘gazing’. According to them, “people gaze upon a world through a particular filter of 

ideas, skills, desires and expectations, framed by social class, gender, nationality, age and 

education” (p.2). Personal experiences and memories, as well as the socio-cultural background of 

people, affect the gazing at things and objects in particular places (Urry & Larsen, 2011). 

Tremblay (2008) states that gazing at wildlife enables people to connect wildlife with its 

surrounding landscape, ecosystem or habitat, as well as its cultural role to local communities, its 

ecological usefulness, or its role as social or cultural symbol of a place. He suggests that this can 

lead to attachment to the surrounding environment. However, Franklin (2003) states that tourists’ 

experiences go further than ‘gazing’ at things and objects.  Besides visual senses, other  senses are 

important in experiencing, knowing and identifying places as well, as previous research has 

demonstrated (e.g. Grouch & Desforges, 2003; Markwell 2001, Pan & Ryan 2009; Gibson, 2010; 

Van Hoven, 2011). Of all the senses, olfactory experiences are the most closely tied to memory, 

and these memories remain relatively accurate in the passing of time (Porteous, 1985). Smells can 

therefore trigger strong and vivid memories related to place. With regard to environmental sounds, 

McCartney (2002) states that they are often unnoticed ambiences of people’s everyday life. In her 

study on multisensory experiences in a Canadian rainforest, Van Hoven (2011) found that many 

environmental sounds are taken for granted, and overruled by other experiences, for instance the 

strain of hiking. According to McCartney (2002), people have to make a special effort to become 

aware of these sounds, and to listen to them. In a study on tourist narratives, Rickly-Boyd (2010) 

found that for several individuals, hearing bird song enriches their place experience. A particular 

environmental sound can trigger a chain of related memories, connecting people with particular 

places and times in their lives (McCartney, 2002).   

 A limited number of studies has focused on how specific wildlife species shape a 

person’s bond with a place. Wilkinson, Waitt, and Gibbs (2014) explored the role of bird-watching 

in people’s relationship with places ‘at home’ and ‘away from home’. They found that bird-

watching and feelings of being ‘at home’ in a place are strongly connected with senses of time; of 

the past and present, and here and elsewhere. Curtin (2009) also noticed that wildlife could act as a 

signifier of place and time. By watching wildlife in a tourism destination, individuals get in touch 

with natural time, such as the cycles in nature; seasons, night and day, and biological life cycles. 

This may make people more aware of changes in their own lives, and their own position in time 

and place. In addition, Wilkinson, Waitt, and Gibbs (2014)  found that different bird-watching 
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activities trigger a sense of belonging to places – not only near home, but also to places away from 

home. Nevin, Swain and Convery (2012) argue that polar bears, as icons of a landscape, create a 

sense of place among tourists. With the presence of polar bears, tourists perceive a landscape as 

authentic and wild, even though it is severely degraded. However, wildlife may play a different 

role in place bonding to local green places than to places further from home. As Tuan (1977) 

states, being rooted in a place is a different kind of experience from having and cultivating a ‘sense 

of place’. In tourism destinations, extra-ordinary and iconic wildlife is intentionally used to create 

a sense of place to attract tourists (Forristal , Lehto, & Lee, 2012), whereas in local green places, 

less exotic, more ordinary wildlife may be important in shaping people’s bond with a place, as 

ordinary wildlife may form part of a person’s everyday life, his or her past, family history and 

local culture.    

 What kind of wildlife experiences may contribute to a person’s bond with his or her local 

green place? According to Tuan (1977) modest and mundane events can, repeated day after day 

over a long period of time, create a strong sentiment for a place. Consequently, modest and 

frequent encounters with native wildlife may play a role in bonding to local green places. An 

indication for this was found by Curtin (2010), who discovered that wildlife tourists do not only 

have memorable wildlife encounters with large and charismatic wildlife in exotic, far-away places, 

but also closer to home. These can be regular encounters with robins in one’s garden on an 

everyday basis, but also special encounters with rare, native wildlife, such as kingfishers or 

sparrow hawks (Curtin, 2010). Time and regular encounters do not always have to play a role in 

creating attachment. Tuan (1977) suggests that intense experiences can create place attachment 

instantly. Intense experiences can be extraordinary events such as encountering rare wildlife, or 

seeing wildlife for the first time in one’s life. Intense experiences can lead to the experience of 

‘flow’, consisting of feelings of concentration, absorption, deep involvement, and a sense of 

accomplishment (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). As DeMares and Krycka (1998) found, encountering 

extraordinary wildlife (dolphins and whales) can lead to intense experiences, which they refer to as 

peak experiences. During these experiences, individuals experience feelings of harmony with the 

animal and their surroundings, connectedness to self and life, and a sense of aliveness. 

Furthermore, a peak experience is triggered by ‘reciprocity of process’,  which refers to 

perceptions of wildlife responding to humans, wildlife performing for humans, and wildlife 

seeking eye-contact with humans (DeMares & Kricka, 1998). Although wildlife near home is 

likely to be less extraordinary than large and charismatic wildlife in far-away, exotic places, it may 

still trigger strong emotions and be memorable and important to people. 
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6.3 Methods 
 

We conducted walk-along interviews to gain insight into the different ways in which wildlife 

contributes to shaping local green places. This method is often used to achieve a better 

understanding of people’s experiences, interpretations, and practices within a place, as it combines 

the strengths of field observation and in-depth interviews (Carpiano, 2009). During a walk-along 

interview, the participant takes the role of a tour guide, leading the interviewer through his or her 

lived experience of the place. The interviewer experiences the place together with the participant, 

and so becomes familiar with the place while observing the participants’ reactions to and 

interactions with people, and physical elements of the place. The participant’s role as a tour guide 

is led by his or her immediate sensations and associations, as well as memories of past 

experiences, thereby facilitating the interviewer to assess how the place is perceived, processed, 

and navigated by the participant (Carpiano, 2009).  

 For our study we asked our participants to select their favorite green place near home, the 

time of day, and the route of the walk themselves. The participants were asked to select a walk of 

approximately one hour. Most of them chose their usual routine by doing a familiar walk at their 

preferred time of day. These conditions made them natural guides during the interview. The walk-

along interviews took place from October 2013 to September 2014, covering all seasons. The local 

green places selected by the respondents included urban parks, rural areas (e.g. a land 

consolidation area), local forests (e.g. Oranjewoud, Kroondomein Het Loo) and protected nature 

areas (e.g. Balloërveld, Lauwersmeer and Drents-Friese Woud). We recruited participants of 

different sociodemographic backgrounds (see Table 6.1), as we aimed to explore various ways in 

which wildlife experiences shape a person’s bond with local green places.  
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Table 6.1 Sociodemographics of study participants and type of local green place. 

Name Age Gender Place of 

residence 

Member 

nature cons. 
organization 

Type of 

green 
place 

Landscape 

characteristics 

Johanna 30 Female Rural Yes Urban 

park 

English style historic 

urban park 

Marian 65 Female Rural Yes Protected 
area 

Reed, marshland, lake  

Astrid 43 Female Suburban Yes Rural 

woods 

Landscaped forest 

estate. 

Helena 73 Female Rural Yes Protected 

area 

Forest and heather 

landscape  

Hendrik 82 Male Rural No Protected 
area 

Forest and heather 
landscape  

Yvonne 53 Female Urban No Rural 
woods 

Landscaped forest 
estate. 

Richard 46 Male Urban No Protected 

area 

Forest and heather 

landscape  

Bart 55 Male Rural No Rural 

area 

Land consolidation 

grove, agricultural land 

Tim 23 Male Urban No Urban 
park 

English style historic 
urban park 

Gerrit 55 Male Rural No Suburban 
recreation 

area 

Recreation park, lakes, 
beaches, fields, woods.  

Monique 43 Female Urban Yes Protected 
area 

Landscaped forest and 
heather park, bordering 

the Veluwe.  

Fenna 42 Female Rural No Rural 

area 

Mainland coast of 

Wadden Sea, 
agricultural land 

Karin 73 Female Rural No Rural 

area 

Forest and heather 

landscape 

Note: first names were anonymised by replacing the true name with another name from the top 50 of participants’ 

year of birth in the Netherlands. 
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 Sociodemographic criteria used for the recruitment were based on previous research 

which had demonstrated that age, gender, urban or rural place of residence, and membership of a 

nature organization influence the relationship of wildlife experiences with  the valuation of local 

green places (see Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis).Study participants were recruited by using 

snowballing. Each participant was asked whether they knew someone else who had a favorite local 

green place and who met the specific study criteria (for instance young, male). To avoid asking 

participants of the same social network, three starting points were used. This method took a long 

time, as each participant referred only to one or two other participants, and some participants were 

not able to refer to other participants who met the specific criteria. All the participants live in the 

northern and eastern part of the Netherlands, in urbanized areas (50,000 to 200,000 inhabitants) as 

well as in rural areas (< 6,000 inhabitants). Some participants were a member of a local or national 

nature conservation organization, but the majority was not. Three participants had an agrarian or 

fishery background.  

During the walk along interviews we found that multisensory wildlife experiences among 

our participants varied greatly. Gerrit (m, 55) and Fenna (f, 42), who had a fishery and agrarian 

background respectively, had relatively modest wildlife experiences, while Astrid (f, 43) and 

Richard (m, 46) who had a rural background, got totally immersed in observing, smelling, 

touching, and hearing all kinds of wildlife. Richard (m, 46) and Hendrik (m, 82) can be regarded 

as specialist wildlife observers. Richard (m, 46) was an illustrator, watching birds and observing 

small creatures for his work, while Hendrik (m, 82) was a volunteer for a nature conservation 

organization who has spent hours and hours in his favorite green place near home, listing and 

observing all kinds of wildlife and flora. They were also the only two participants who went off-

track during the walk. The other participants were not wildlife specialists, as they acknowledged 

that they did not know many different types of birds, did not search  actively for  animal tracks or 

wildlife encounters, and did not use any special equipment such as binoculars for observing 

wildlife. 

 The obvious strengths of doing walk along interviews were that the interviewer could 

observe responses to and interactions with wildlife and other people, what kind of routes were 

taken (e.g. on or off track), whether binoculars, magnifying glasses or cameras were used, and how 

specialised participants were in observing and recognizing wildlife. Furthermore, multisensory 

experiences of the place triggered memories which may not have come to the fore during seated 

in-depth interview indoors. A minor limitation was related to the weather: one interview had to be 

postponed because of bad weather and another interview had to be cut short due to heavy rainfall. 
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Moreover, despite using a sound recorder suitable for outdoors to enable audible recordings, the 

wind made some parts of the recordings hard to understand.  

 The interviewer started with a very general introduction to the topic, explaining that the 

research was about wildlife experiences in their favorite local green place. The introduction was 

kept short in order to leave it up to the participant to talk about how, where, when, with whom and 

what kind of wildlife experiences mattered most to him or her. Semi-structured interviews were 

carried out, using interview themes (Figure 6.1). It was asked what kind of wildlife participants 

encountered, with whom, when, and what kind of experience it was. In addition, it was asked 

which wildlife experiences had been most special to them, why, and how these events were related 

to their favorite green place. There were also topics related to wildlife experiences which came up 

spontaneously during the walk. In addition, the interviewer mentioned having back problems, as 

this could have had an effect on the (length of the) walk. The unforeseen effect of this was that 

many interviewees also referred to personal or health problems during the walk, thus increasing 

rapport between the interviewer and the interviewee. 

 Transcripts were coded by using three umbrella themes which had been used to guide the 

walk-along interviews: the type of wildlife encountered, the type of experience, and the bond with 

the local green place (see Figure 6.1). By using thick description and making comparisons, more 

in-depth aspects of these umbrella themes emerged from the data. Thick description was first 

carried out for experiences with the most mentioned types of wildlife (birds, roe deer and snakes). 

Then comparisons were made between wildlife experiences regarding types of wildlife, types of 

places and the importance of other people. This was followed by analysing the relationships 

between these aspects, which resulted in the identification of different categories of wildlife 

experiences. These emerging categories guided the choice of the headings in the results section. In 

the concluding discussion that follows, three overarching aspects of how wildlife shapes people’s 

bond with local green places are discussed. 
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Figure 6.1 Interview themes. 

People
Local green 

places

Wildlife

Type of place bond:
• Familiarity with place
• Daily/weekly/seasonal routines

Different species:
• Large versus small wildlife
• Charismatic and rare wildlife
• Common wildlife

Type of experience:
• Modest versus spectacular
• Expected versus unexpected
• Alone or with others
• Multisensory

 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Multisensory experiences of birds 

Although in all interviews different species of wildlife were mentioned and discussed, one specific 

type of wildlife emerged as very important and relevant for making local green places special: 

birds. Birds mattered in the experience of each favorite local green place, regardless of whether the 

place was located in an urban, rural or natural area. The types of birds which mattered, did differ 

between the places. Several participants stated that hearing birdsong in their favorite local green 

place gave them a feeling of happiness. On her walk-along interview in National Park the 

Lauwersmeer, a wetland with reed, marshland and lakes, the first thing Marian (f, 65) did was go 

to the place where she sometimes hears swans sing. She said: 

“...when there are lots of swans, it is like hearing a choir. It gives a very rich feeling, 

very emotional actually. Because you can experience it only very rarely...(silence), then 

you think, I am so lucky to hear this. And then I want to go there again.” 

The musical performance by the swans made her feel privileged, special and rich. It made her 

become attached to the place, as she wanted to go back to the place over and over again. While 

walking into the local forest, Astrid (f, 43) expressed what birds meant to her: 
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“Well, those birds…There are very many, you see very many. And sometimes you have 

the feeling of being in a theatre. You hear all the sounds, you see the birds fly, and 

sometimes they fly along with you.”  

As she was walking, birds and butterflies flew alongside with her. They made her part of the 

performance, and part of the place. When the movement of walking is shared with wildlife, it 

expresses a connection between the individual and the surrounding place (Edensor, 2000). Astrid’s 

experience demonstrates that some small creatures, like butterflies and birds, can shape an active 

relationship between an individual and the place. Waitt, Gill, and Head (2009) state that, while 

walking in a forest, boundaries between “people, plants, animals and places are relational, active, 

dynamic, ongoing and fluid” (p. 44). The comparisons that Astrid (f, 43) and Marian (f, 65) made 

with a theatre, dance, and a choir correspond with findings of Curtin (2009), that people perceive 

wildlife encounters as an analogy of performing arts, theatre, and ballet. This expresses an 

emotional response of awe and wonder (Curtin, 2009). Both Astrid (f, 43) and Marian (f, 65) 

articulated their admiration for the movements and sounds of the animals. The idea that birds are 

performing for them implies that birds are intentionally present. According to DeMares and Kricka 

(1998) this suggests a sense of needing something which the animal might be able to provide. 

Hearing and seeing birds, moving with birds through the forest, and the emotions which were 

triggered by these experiences, made the place special to them. 

 Several participants mentioned that birdsong helps them to unwind, to distance 

themselves from everyday life, empty their heads, and become re-energised, which is a main 

reason why green places contribute to people’s health and well-being. By hearing birdsong, a place 

becomes a pause in time (Tuan, 1977), a get away from modern fast-moving society. The 

importance of birdsong corresponds with findings by Rickly-Boyd (2010) that hearing birdsong 

enriches the experience of a place. Participants said that they needed to be alone to focus their 

attention on birdsong. Tim (m, 23) often visited his favorite local green place - a small urban park 

- with his mother, and mentioned that he was often not aware of birdsong, because he was walking 

and talking with his mother. Only when they sat down, and were quiet, did they become aware of 

birds. Tim (m, 23) stated that seeing and hearing birds made the place beautiful and peaceful to 

him. As McCartney (2002) suggests, Tim (m, 23) had to make an effort to pay attention to 

birdsong, and listen to it. By standing still and taking in bird song and other aspects of the local 

green place, attachment can take shape. According to Tuan (1977) modest and non-dramatic 

events can, repeated day after day over a long period of time, create a strong sentiment for a place. 

By frequently experiencing a place over a longer period of time, people become familiar with and 
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gain knowledge of a place (Tuan, 1977). Thrift (2000) stresses that much of human life is lived in 

unconscious awareness. Only the conscious awareness makes it possible for people to contemplate 

and reflect on what they see, hear or otherwise sense. Sitting on a bench, and actively focusing 

attention on the surroundings, makes this possible. Astrid (f, 43) described what bird song means 

to her: 

“Birds help you to stand with both feet in the here and now. And not continuously 

thinking about soon, later, and yesterday”.  

The experience of time standing still, while being in a natural place, corresponds with Lefebvre’s 

insights (1991) that, by experiencing nature, lived time slowly disappears. The perception that 

‘time stands still’ in local green places also supports arguments made by Thrift (2000), that being 

in nature can lead to an expanded awareness of the present time, which enables people to 

contemplate, and wonder. Seeing and hearing birds helped to get participants into this state of 

mind; it makes their local green place special to them, as it is a place which, through birdsong, 

helps them unwind and distance themselves from worries in everyday life.   

6.4.2 Modest wildlife encounters  

Most participants visited their local green place to walk, contemplate, and enjoy the surroundings. 

During these walks, they had regular encounters with certain types of wildlife, as well as 

individual animals. Modest wildlife encounters occurred in urban, rural and natural types of green 

places. When they encountered wildlife like deer, hares, foxes or squirrels during their walk, 

participants said to stand still and observe them, until they were gone. Like seeing and hearing 

birds, these wildlife encounters facilitate the development of attachment. Seeing common wildlife 

such as great tits, robins, swans, geese, hares, deer, and squirrels were described in emotional 

words as ‘beautiful”, “wonderful”, “fantastic”, and “cute”. Astrid (f, 43) and Monique (f, 44), 

whose favorite green place was a relatively large landscaped forest estate, stated that seeing 

common types of wildlife made them feel happy.  Observing familiar ducks, swans, great tits, 

blackbirds, frogs, beetles, and other everyday wildlife, and hearing birdsong, all create for them a 

sense of the beauty of the place. These kinds of modest events can in time build strong sentiments 

for a place (Tuan, 1977). Individual animals also played a role in the development of attachment. 

Johanna (f, 30) said that, almost every day, she would go into her favorite urban park, to see how a 

swan family was doing, while Monique (f, 44) observed the behavior of a group of six teenage 

“rebel” ducks every time she visited the landscaped forest estate near her house. Their expected 

presence was a reason to go there, and both Johanna (f, 30) and Monique (f, 44) enjoyed watching 
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them. The certainty dimension of emotion (Hosany, 2012) plays an important role in how these 

kind of modest wildlife encounters shape emotional bonds with a place. The perceived likelihood 

of encountering wildlife in a place, which participants base on previous experiences, leads to 

emotions such as hope and surprise (Roseman 1984; Smith and Ellsworth 1985), as well as love, 

happiness, pride, and gratitude (Ruth, Brunel, and Otnes, 2002). These emotions strengthened their 

bond with the place.  

6.4.3 Special wildlife encounters 

Besides modest wildlife encounters, several participants also experienced special wildlife 

encounters,  for instance seeing rare behavior of wildlife, encountering rare types of wildlife, 

getting very close to wildlife, or seeing a certain type of wildlife for the first time . These 

encounters made participants feel privileged, as if they were destined to be there, and as if the 

animal(s) were intentionally performing for them. This made places  special to them. Special 

wildlife encounters occurred more in rural and natural places than in urban places. Many 

unexpected wildlife encounters, especially with deer, foxes, and snakes, were described as a gift, 

which is associated with positive emotions such as surprise and joy (Hosany, 2012). For instance, 

Fenna (f, 42), who had lived her whole life on the agrarian mainland bordering the Wadden Sea, 

remembered that she went to look over the Wadden dike on the day she got married. On that 

special day, she saw a group of flamingos on the Wad for the first time in her life. It was as if they 

were there especially for her wedding day. She never saw them again which enforced the feeling 

that it had been an intentional encounter. As DeMares and Krycka (1998) discovered, intention can 

be a characteristic of a peak experience. The feeling that wildlife is there for the human can trigger 

strong emotions. In Fenna’s (f, 42) case, it enforced her bond with the Wadden Sea; the place 

where she grew up.   

Hendrik (m, 82), whose favorite local green place is a forest and heather landscape in a National 

Park, had often seen foxes. However, he once had a special encounter with a fox:  

“Then you arrive quite unseen at that beautiful, tranquil field....There I once stood for 

more than half an hour observing a fox who was catching dragonflies in the middle of the 

meadow....Yes, then I may as well stop cycling after that, because my afternoon is 

complete.”   

He stated, that he perceived this event as special, because he knew that most people will never see 

a fox in their life. Due to feeling privileged, the place became meaningful to him. Wildlife 

experiences were also perceived as special when participants could get very close to an animal, or 
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when there was eye contact. In his favorite green place, the Balloërveld, which is also a heather 

and forest landscape, Richard (m, 46) and his son (m, 11) once came very close to a hare:  

“He (the son) could touch it. I took a photo of just his eye, it was that close...You could 

see us in his eye. That was very beautiful.”  

The proximity and eye-contact made the experience more intense, there was a momentary  

connection between human and animal. The eye-contact made them more aware of themselves, 

and how they were seen by the animal. People need eye-contact to connect with another being, 

which in turn connects them to their sense of self (Berger, 1980; DeMares and Krycka, 1998). The 

hare encounter made Richard’s (m, 46)  bond with the place stronger, which supports Tuan’s 

(1977) argument, that an intense experience of short duration can overrule past experiences and 

create place attachment instantly, instead of over a long period of time. 

 The first time participants encountered a certain type of (rare) wildlife in their lives often 

served as anecdote in the interviews. Encountering wildlife for the first time in one’s life can be an 

event which leads to long-lasting bonds with the place, where it occurred. For his walk-along 

interview, Richard (m, 46) had chosen to visit a heather field in a National Park where he spotted 

an adder for the first time in his life. He said that when he saw the adder, he was first shocked, 

then pleasantly surprised, and finally thrilled. Since that time it had become one of his favorite 

local green places to look for snakes, lizards, and other small animals. He started visiting the place 

more often and it became one of his most favorite local green places. Novel or unexpected events 

can lead to surprise, which is a short-lived emotion (Izard, 1977; Meyer, Reisenzein, & 

Schutzwohl 1997). Positive surprise has been associated with joy, a higher satisfaction and loyalty 

(Westbrook & Oliver, 1991). In addition, positive surprises can enhance a person’s sense of well-

being and happiness with life (Gilbert & Abdullah 2004; Sirgy 2010). As Richard’s (m, 46) 

experiences and behavior illustrate, unexpected wildlife encounters can, if they are perceived as 

positive, and joyful, lead to a high loyalty and strong bond with a place.  

6.4.4 Rewarding wildlife encounters 

Richard (m, 46) and Hendrik (m, 82) actively searched for certain types of wildlife by going off 

the path, into heather fields and grassland. Searching and encountering wildlife which is difficult 

to find, such as snakes, can give people emotional satisfaction, because knowledge about the place, 

as well as wildlife, is necessary. For instance, during the walk-along interview, Richard (m, 46) 

searched for snakes in a specific heather field, where he had encountered them for the first time. 

Knowledge about the place, and about the behavior and preferences of the snake (who seeks a 
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quiet, safe, warm and sunny place in the heather), was clearly necessary. The effort of looking for 

the snake, and the uncertainty of finding it, increased the pleasure and joy once a snake was 

eventually found. When shortly after, two people with dogs passed on the main path, Richard (m, 

46) stated: “They will never see snakes.”. This made clear that he perceived a distinction between 

him and ‘others’ who were not going off the track, prevented them from finding wildlife. This 

made the place more ‘his’ place.  Hendrik (m, 82) also experienced these rewarding moments, 

encountering wildlife in places other people did not know about. Hosany (2012) found that the 

main aspects of emotion (joy, love and positive surprise) were formed by appraisals of 

pleasantness, goal congruence, and internal self-compatibility. All these aspects are attended to 

when actively seeking wildlife encounters, as individuals need to know a lot about the 

whereabouts of wildlife, about the most suitable times of the day, the best weather circumstances, 

and the right seasons to increase the chance of experiencing certain types of wildlife. Searching for 

wildlife is a relatively intense activity and both Jan (m, 82) and Richard (m, 46) were totally 

immersed in their surroundings by it. Their feelings of concentration, absorption, deep 

involvement, and a sense of accomplishment lead to an experience of ‘flow’ (Csikszentmihalyi, 

1990). As a result of their efforts, focused attention, and hard work, they made the wildlife 

encounter happen, resulting in feelings of pride and happiness. According to Csikszentmihalyi 

(1990) flow experiences form the best moments in life, although they may not always be pleasant 

at the time. The places which facilitate these sought-after wildlife encounters are associated with 

strong positive emotions, leading to a strong emotional bond, and feelings of belonging to a place. 

In our interviews, rewarding wildlife encounters mainly occurred in rural and natural green places, 

as interviewees specifically visited these places to encounter wildlife.  

6.4.5 Wildlife, childhood memories and shared experiences 

Multisensory wildlife experiences in a green place are not only about living in the present, feeling 

alive, and getting away from everyday worries; they can also take a person back in time. Wildlife 

facilitated this in urban, rural and natural green places, but especially in places where participants 

had grown up, or in places with a similar nature or landscape to where they had grown up. For 

instance, seeing and hearing birds in favorite local green places triggered childhood memories for 

several participants. Karin (f, 76) had recently – after an absence of 50 years - moved back to the 

place where she had grown up. She made daily walks in the nearby forest, which was filled with 

happy and meaningful memories about learning how to swim, building campfires, roasting fish 

with boys, and skating on a forest pond in the moonlight. In her favorite local green place, she 

especially enjoyed seeing and hearing the birds. They reminded her of her father, who was very 
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good at recognising birds. Being in the same green place where she had grown up, the birds 

activated many memories, as stable elements in a changing environment. The favorite local green 

place of Bart (m, 55) was also the place where he had grown up, even though he now lived 

somewhere else. While walking through the land consolidation grove and along the meadows 

which he had known since childhood, Bart (m, 55) contemplated his past. Through his stories, it 

became clear that his biography was intertwined with the place. Many memories sprang up, set off  

by the multi-sensory experiences of the surroundings (seeing the landscape, smelling the soil, 

hearing birdsong, seeing the sunlight through the trees, feeling the changing temperatures). At one 

point, he said:  

“Here, I looked for lapwing eggs with my uncles. They let me find the egg. They said: 

‘Stop, don’t walk any further, there is a nest nearby.’ When I found the egg, it made me 

feel very proud.”  

Looking for and protecting lapwing eggs is an old Frisian tradition and part of the local culture. 

For Jan (m, 55), seeking lapwing eggs had an emotional dimension, as he felt proud when he 

found the egg. This activity bonded Jan to his place in multiple ways; it was a shared experience 

with family members, it made him feel part of the local culture, it had an economic function, as 

eggs were a source of food and money, and it contributed to an emotional bond with the place. 

Being attached to the place where people grew up is a common human emotion, according to Tuan 

(1977). Most other participants also mentioned the role of family members and their own role as 

teacher, in transferring knowledge and skills related to wildlife. How parents or other family 

members had reacted to seeing certain types of wildlife (e.g. snakes, birds), had affected their own 

attitude towards these types of wildlife. The important role of family members in childhood 

wildlife memories add greatly to the meaningfulness of a place. This supports Tuan’s (1977) 

argument that other human beings are the main source of giving meaning to a place.  

6.4.6 Wildlife, natural rhythms and sense of self 

Besides making participants aware of the present and the past, experiencing wildlife also made 

participants aware of natural rhythms and of being part of a larger whole. Birds were mentioned 

most often in relation to natural cycles, especially seasons and time of the day. Many participants 

mentioned enjoying birdsong announcing spring. Some participants also focused their attention on 

hearing and seeing migrating birds flying over as a sign of a particular season. Atypical behavior 

was also noted, for instance swans having young ones in early winter, or bird song associated with 

spring heard in the middle of the winter. Wildlife behavior is steered by cyclical rhythms, 
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originating in the cosmos, in nature, days, nights, seasons, the tides, monthly cycles (Lefebvre, 

2004). When participants turn their attention towards seeing wildlife and hearing birds, they are 

brought back in touch with these natural rhythms. Edensor (2010) argues that these regular 

routines and slower processes of change offer some sense of stability, as they exist longer than the 

human lifespan. Most participants valued exactly this aspect of experiencing wildlife in their local 

green place: the awareness of their lives being just a small part of a larger whole. Astrid (f, 43), 

Yvonne (f, 55), Bart (m, 55) and Monique (f, 44) mentioned specifically that experiencing wildlife 

in their natural habitat gives them the idea of being part of a larger system. This gave them 

comfort, especially when going through difficult times in their lives. Astrid (f, 43) said seeing and 

hearing birds, seeing squirrels and other wildlife in her local forest consoled her, because 

everything in nature is simple, and clear. Yvonne (f, 55) stated that being in her favorite green 

place, which is a landscaped forest estate, gives her a sense of authenticity, as she can be who she 

really is. She does not have to pretend, wear fancy clothes, or be in a hurry. Knowing this gives her 

freedom, harmony, relaxation, and a balance in her life. She feels part of a larger universe, which 

she can’t change, so she surrenders to sensing the place, by seeing and hearing birds, smelling 

different types of soil, touching plants and feeling and hearing the wind through the trees. When 

asked how he felt in his local green place, Bart (m, 55) said, after a silence:  

 “When I am fishing, I enjoy the warmth and cosiness most. You are sitting there, 

 feeling one with nature.” 

He hesitated and took some time to answer the question, suggesting that he had to think very hard 

about how he felt. Tuan (1977) states that these kind of intimate experiences lie deep within 

participants’ being, so that they often lack the words to express their feelings. The warmth and 

cosiness (in Dutch: ”gezelligheid”) experienced during fishing suggest a feeling of being part of 

nature. He felt in his place. He said that all that he needs in his life is there, around him. That made 

him feel happy. His feeling of being one with nature echoes Maslow’s (1970) statement that, one 

day, people’s appreciation of nature will “be understood as a kind of self-recognition, a way of 

being at home, a kind of biological authenticity...” (p. 321-322). Wildlife can remind individuals 

of the essence of existence, its presence can connect them with life, being alive, and being in the 

world. Clearly, experiencing wildlife in a favorite local green place means a lot to the participants. 

Multisensory wildlife experiences in a favorite green place form part of who participants are, they 

form part of their sense of self and identity, in a multiplicity of ways.  
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6.5 Concluding discussion 
 

Concluding, it can be stated that wildlife indeed adds to the intensity and the magnitude of nature 

experiences in green places near home. As Curtin (2010) suggests, wildlife seen close by can be 

very important to people. Modest, special, rewarding, and childhood wildlife experiences strongly 

influence people’s bond with local green places, and make local green places special. Ordinary 

wildlife can make everyday green places special to people. Birds in particular play a prominent 

role in shaping people’s bond with local green places. It is clear that the results of our study 

connect to the observations in literature on the restorative effects of nature and wildlife on human 

wellbeing (Curtin, 2009; 2010; Groenewegen et al., 2012; Van den Berg et al., 2010). However, by 

focusing on wildlife experiences in local green places, our study provides an extra dimension to 

the body of knowledge on how these restorative effects work: the aspect of being familiar with the 

place. On the grounds of  repeated visits, people build a relationship with the local green place and 

with its wildlife. These relationships accommodate three more in-depth and long-lasting ways of 

how wildlife shapes people’s bond with natural places: the localized self, the internalized place, 

and embeddedness in Panta Rhei (see Figure 6.2).  

Figure 6.2 Three ways in which wildlife shapes people’s bond with green places. 

People Local green 
places

Type of place bond:
• Familiarity with place
• Daily/weekly/seasonal routines

Different species:
• Large versus small wildlife
• Charismatic and rare wildlife
• Common wildlife

Type of experience:
• Modest versus spectacular
• Expected versus unexpected
• Alone or with others
• Multisensory

The localized 
self

Wildlife

The 
internalized 

place

Embeddedness 
in Panta Rhei
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First of all, and in line with findings of Curtin (2009; 2010) and DeMares and Krycka 

(1998), we found that multisensory wildlife experiences contribute to finding the real self, a 

person’s identity and feelings of being one with nature. Yet, wildlife experiences in a familiar 

place seem to result in rooted feelings of finding the real self: the localized self. This happens in 

many different, personal and unique ways, as wildlife experiences in specific places are often 

strongly entwined with a person’s (past) life biography. Wildlife experiences trigger childhood 

memories, especially memories shared with significant others, but they can also bring to mind 

more recent experiences. The predictability and familiarity of the behavior of wildlife make 

individuals feel comfortable, authentic, and ‘at home’ in their local green place. 

Secondly, the familiarity and predictability of the presence of certain types of wildlife, or 

even certain specific animals, seem to form an extra stimulant for emotions such as joy and 

happiness, shaping an emotional bond with the place. Having internalized knowledge of the place 

and its non-human inhabitants makes a person more successful in seeking wildlife encounters, 

affording a sense of accomplishment and pride. In familiar green places, it is easier to know 

exactly where to find certain animals, and to predict their behavior. The interviews reveal that the 

awareness of being specialized in encountering wildlife, and having wildlife experiences makes 

the place ‘their place’: the internalized place. This gives scope for  strong feelings of belonging to 

the place. Yet, unexpected and rare wildlife experiences which are not predictable, can also add to 

place belonging. These wildlife experiences feel intentional, as if wildlife is making itself visible 

or audible to the person, and as if the person was destined to be there at that moment. It feels as if 

the place is ‘giving’ a gift. These experiences make people (want to) come back to the same place 

to experience it again. Both expected and unexpected wildlife encounters, with both special and 

more ordinary wildlife, result in people feeling rewarded for investing time in the specific habitat. 

This leads to caring for the place, becoming loyal, and having a strong bond with the place. 

 Thirdly, because nearby green places allow for repeated visits throughout the year, 

people gain insight into seasonal patterns, and the related wildlife behavior they observe in situ. 

Wildlife adds permanence to a place, because wildlife has the same routines, such as building 

nests, migrating and announcing spring, year after year. This makes individuals reflect on their 

own lives, their past, their future,  significant others, and on the continuing natural cycles of life 

and death. Seeing and hearing wildlife in a local green place can give comfort and a sense of 

stability in good and bad times of life. Individuals feel part of a larger whole by focusing their 

attention on wildlife and wildlife behavior. Through the experience of wildlife, they become more 

aware of day and night, seasons, years, life, and something larger than their own lifespan. Wildlife 
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reminds individuals of the essence of existence. It also provides people with embeddedness in 

Panta Rhei: the flows and cycles of nature and life. 

In short, wildlife experiences shape personal, and unique bonds with local green places. 

Through modest, expected, rare, unexpected and other kinds of multisensory wildlife experiences, 

familiarity with wildlife in a local green place grows stronger, and so augments  the localized self. 

Different kinds of wildlife experiences also make individuals feel more part of the place (the 

internalized place), and lead to feelings of embeddedness in Panta Rhei. 
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7. Conclusions 
 

7.1 Introduction 
 

The importance of wildlife in people’s bond with green places in an urbanized society, the 

Netherlands, is investigated in this thesis. The overall aim is to gain more understanding of 

whether, how and for whom wildlife contributes to a bond with green places. This concluding 

chapter first presents the main findings of Chapters 2 to 6. This is followed by a discussion, 

recommendations for improving people’s bond with green places through wildlife-related leisure 

and tourism, and future research directions. 

7.2 Main findings 
 

Chapter 2 and 3 aim to provide insight into the extent to which wildlife and flora affect the 

valuation of green places on different spatial scales among the general Dutch public (Chapter 2) 

and members of a large nature conservation organization in the Netherlands, Natuurmonumenten 

(Chapter 3). An analysis is made into how different reasons for attractiveness (e.g. wildlife and 

flora), sociodemographics and recreation related to wildlife and flora affect the valuation of green 

places.  

 A shared result of both chapters is that, although wildlife and flora form a relatively 

unimportant reason for attractiveness, they do contribute to a higher valuation of green places. 

More commonly chosen reasons for attractiveness, such as greenery, and naturalness, do not 

contribute significantly to a higher valuation of green places. This suggests that greenery, 

naturalness, and other common reasons for attractiveness form the main characteristics of a green 

place, whereas the presence of wildlife and flora can make a green place special. A difference in 

results between Chapter 2 and 3 is that, for the general Dutch public, wildlife and flora add to the 

valuation of local green places, whereas for members of a nature conservation organization, 

wildlife and flora add to the valuation of green places at all spatial scales – especially at regional 

scale. In the valuation of regional green places among members of a nature conservation 

organization, wildlife and flora even form the most important reason for attractiveness.  
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 In both Chapters 2 and 3, it is found that people who observe birds value national green 

places higher than others. Thus, birdwatchers form a separate group of outdoor recreationists 

compared to both the general Dutch public, and members of a nature conservation organization. In 

addition, both chapters demonstrate that flora observers form a separate group of outdoor 

recreationists as well. Flora observers value local green places higher than the general Dutch 

public, whereas they value national green places higher than other members of a nature 

conservation organization.  

 Chapter 2 uncovers that, in local green places, wildlife and flora are regarded as reasons 

for attractiveness among broad segments of the population. This is in contrast with green places 

further from home, where wildlife and flora are more important for relatively old, and highly-

educated people, whose profile fits that of nature lovers (e.g. Curtin, 2008; Lee & Scott, 2011). 

Chapter 3 investigates differences between nature lovers, namely members of a large nature 

conservation organization, with regard to the importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of 

green places at three spatial scales. Results demonstrate two main differences between members. 

First, relatively young members (< 40) who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness, 

value national green places and all green places combined, significantly higher than other 

members do. Second, significant differences are found between traditional members, who are 

relatively old, highly-educated, male, have no children living at home, and who live in a rural 

place of residence (forming the majority of members of a nature conservation organization, thus 

referred to as ‘traditional’ members), and other members. Traditional members who regard 

wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness, value local, and regional green places lower than 

others do, whereas non-traditional members who observe birds, other wildlife, and/or flora, value 

local, and/or regional green places significantly higher than traditional members do. Combining 

the results of Chapter 2 and 3, it can be concluded that wildlife and flora add significantly to the 

valuation of local green places for broad segments of the population, whereas in green places 

further from home, they contribute to the valuation among nature lovers. However, within the 

group of nature lovers, two groups value national green places even higher: relatively young nature 

lovers who regard wildlife and flora as attractive features, and birdwatchers. 

 Chapters 4 and 5 explore in more detail whether, how and for whom wildlife matters in  

emotional attachment to wildlife-rich protected areas, visited for daytrips and/or domestic 

holidays. These chapters draw on insights into place attachment to natural environments (e.g. 

Altman & Low, 1992; Hammitt, Backlund, & Bixler, 2006; Williams & Vaske, 2003) and 

different types of wildlife experiences in nature-based tourism destinations (Curtin, 2008, 2010; 
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Farber & Hall, 2007; Patterson et al., 1998). The Lauwersmeer case study (Chapter 4) 

demonstrates that motives to see wildlife, the perceived intensity of wildlife experiences, and an 

interest in guided wildlife encounters contribute to visitors’ emotional attachment. For visitors who 

are motivated to visit the Lauwersmeer to see wildlife, wildlife experiences positively influence 

emotional attachment. This suggests that wildlife experiences merely confirm their emotional 

attachment to a visited place, rather than creating it. 

 The Wadden Sea case study (Chapter 5) reveals that visitors’ behavioral connections with 

nature (membership of a nature organization, choice to participate in an educational nature 

excursion or seal watching tour, past experiences with nature excursions) affect the importance of 

experiencing different types of wildlife in emotional attachment. Seeing small marine wildlife 

contributes to emotional attachment among visitors with more behavioral connections with nature, 

who participate in educational nature excursions. On the other hand, encountering seals positively 

influences emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea area among first-time visitors, and participants 

of seal-watching tours. This finding suggests that flagship species such as seals in the Wadden Sea 

area may be important in shaping a bond with green places visited for daytrips and holidays among 

less experienced visitors. This result may be related to the findings of Chapter 3, that young nature 

lovers value national green places higher for its wildlife and flora, than other nature lovers. 

Visitors who observe birds feel more emotionally attached to the Wadden Sea area, and the 

Lauwersmeer area than other visitors. Therefore, a recurring finding of Chapters 2 to 5 is that 

birdwatchers have a stronger bond with green places further from home than anyone else.   

 Chapter 6 explores how emotional bonds with green places near home are shaped through 

multisensory wildlife experiences among people with different sociodemographics and with 

different types of favorite local green places. The chapter uses insights provided by place 

attachment studies (e.g. Lewicka, 2010; Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff, 1983; Tuan, 1977), 

studies on memorable wildlife experiences (Curtin, 2008, 2010; DeMares & Krycka, 1998, Farber 

& Hall, 2007), and the preceding chapters of this thesis (Chapters 2 to 5). The results of Chapter 6 

show that multisensory wildlife experiences (e.g. hearing and seeing wildlife) can add to people’s 

place bonding in three main ways: they can add to people’s ‘localized self’, to ‘internalising the 

place’, and/or ‘embeddedness in Panta Rhei’ – a feeling of being part of the natural flows of life, 

and an ever-changing natural environment.  

 First, through frequent visits, individuals become more and more familiar with a local 

green place and its’ wildlife. Through regular encounters with common wildlife, such as swans, 
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ducks, hares, and butterflies, individuals build up an affectionate relationship with wildlife in a 

local green place. This corresponds with Tuan (1974) who identified familiarity as an important 

aspect in the development of affection for a place. Regular wildlife experiences in a local green 

place may result in rooted feelings of finding the real self, the localized self.  

 Second, through frequent visits and regular encounters with wildlife in a local green 

place, individuals can develop internalized knowledge of the place and its non-human inhabitants. 

Having successful wildlife encounters makes people aware of being knowledgeable and 

experienced about the place. In addition, unexpected wildlife encounters in a familiar green place 

make people feel privileged, and rewarded for the time they invested in the place as well. These 

kind of wildlife experiences can lead to what is referred to as the internalized place: the person 

becomes part of the place.    

 Third, because nearby green places allow for repeated visits throughout the year, 

individuals can gain insight into the seasonal patterns, and in the related wildlife behavior they 

observe in situ. Wildlife adds permanence to a place, because wildlife has the same routines, such 

as building nests, migrating and announcing spring, year after year. These wildlife experiences 

facilitate individuals to reflect on their own lives,  their past, their future,  significant others, and 

on the continuing natural cycles of life and death. Wildlife experiences in a local green place can 

provide people with embeddedness in Panta Rhei; they feel part of the natural flows and cycles of 

life.  

7.4 Discussion 
 

In this section, the overarching themes which emerge from the studies in this thesis are discussed. 

First, the importance of wildlife in green places is reviewed. This is followed by a discussion of to 

what extent, how, and for whom, wildlife plays a role in the bond with green places near home, 

compared to green places further from home. Then attention is given to the special roles of birds in 

place bonding. The section ends with a discussion of how wildlife may add to a sense of being-in-

the-world. 

7.4.1 Wildlife inseparable from green places 

Overall, wildlife seems to be perceived as inseparable from green places in people’s living 

environments, as well as in green places visited for daytrips and holidays. Green places in general 

are most commonly associated with greenery, and naturalness. These characteristics implicitly 
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include the presence of wildlife. The presence of common, regularly encountered and familiar 

wildlife may easily be taken for granted, especially in green places near home. Nevertheless, it 

seems that wildlife can make green places special. Wildlife seems to be an important part of 

people’s lived experience of a local green place; not only among nature lovers, but among broad 

segments of the Dutch public.   

7.4.2 Wildlife in people’s bond with local versus more distant green places 

How wildlife experiences contribute to a bond with green places is contingent upon people’s 

characteristics and perceived place characteristics. In local green places, multisensory wildlife 

experiences may be part of a person’s everyday life and biographical narratives, thus contributing 

to shaping a unique and personal bond. Through wildlife experiences, individuals become 

reminded of their past, their childhood memories, and significant others. The presence of familiar 

wildlife, for instance when hearing well-known birdsong and regularly seeing ducks, swans, deer, 

or other wildlife, can add to feelings of rootedness and belonging to a local green place. This can 

lead to the localized self. Over time, the bond can be strengthened by increasing knowledge about 

both wildlife and the place, leading to what in this thesis is referred to as the internalized place. 

Different kinds of wildlife experiences, such as sought-after wildlife experiences and unexpected 

encounters, make people feel rewarded, special and privileged by the place and its non-human 

inhabitants. Thus, multisensory wildlife experiences can make everyday green places 

extraordinary among broad segments of the population.  

 Green places further from home tend to be visited for outdoor recreation and tourism 

purposes, with pre-visit motivations and expectations with regard to wildlife experiences. Among 

nature lovers (e.g. frequent visitors, members of a nature conservation organization), seeing 

wildlife merely confirms their bond with green places, rather than creating it. Their lifestyle is 

closely connected to enjoying nature. With every visit, and every wildlife experience, nature 

lovers’ bond with a green place is deepened. They may no longer feel like ‘visiting outsiders’ to 

green places further from home; a feeling of being rewarded and privileged to have certain wildlife 

experiences may make them feel like ‘insiders’, and as part of the place. By continuously gaining 

knowledge and experience about wildlife and the place, rewarding wildlife experiences in green 

places further from home can thus also lead to the internalized place – among knowledgeable and 

experienced nature lovers.     

 Previous studies on wildlife experiences have demonstrated that wildlife encounters can 

lead to emotionally intense and memorable ‘peak’ experiences among nature lovers (e.g. Curtin, 
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2010; DeMares & Krycka, 1998). This thesis adds to these insights that, among first-time visitors 

too, encounters with flagship species can add to an emotional bond with a green place. This 

suggests that first-time visitors may also seek and have meaningful wildlife experiences, even 

during a commercial wildlife tour. This finding supports Franklin (2003), who criticizes the way 

tourists are often portrayed as merely being shallow and hedonistic consumers of commodified 

products. As Franklin (2003) suggests, visitors may do more than gaze at touristic signifiers, or 

have more than “depthless experiences of pleasure”(p. 270). Other senses and embodied activities 

play an important role in tourist experiences as well. Encounters with flagship species may activate 

various senses, thereby changing people’s place experience and eventually their emotional bond 

with the place. 

 Figure 7.1 presents for whom different types of wildlife experiences can add to a bond 

with green places on different spatial scales. Regular, predictable, and familiar, as well as 

extraordinary, intense, and unexpected, wildlife experiences can immerse people in experiencing 

green places, both near and further from home. Locally, regular encounters with common wildlife 

add to a bond among broad segments of the population (Figure 7.1, A).  These wildlife encounters 

lead to the localized self. By gaining knowledge and experience of wildlife, people may develop a 

stronger bond with a nearby green place, leading to the internalized place (Figure 7.1, A). In green 

places further from home, differences between the general public and nature lovers seem to be 

more profound. For first-time visitors, sporadic or once-in-a-lifetime encounters with flagship 

species can add to an emotional bond with green places further from home (Figure 7.1, B). Nature 

lovers, who tend to visit more distant green places especially to seek wildlife experiences, can 

have rewarding wildlife experiences which lead to a sense of accomplishment and pride. These 

kind of wildlife experiences may strongly add to nature lovers’ bond with green places (Figure 7.1, 

D). For both the general public and nature lovers, unexpected wildlife encounters can add to an 

emotional bond with green places near home, and further from home. Unexpected wildlife 

encounters, such as suddenly standing eye-to-eye with deer in a forest, or seeing a fox playing in a 

field, are often perceived as intense and emotional. They can make people feel privileged and can 

give a sense of receiving a present (Figure 7.1, AC).  
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Figure 7.1 Wildlife experiences contributing to people’s bond with green places.  
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7.4.3 Birds 

Birds seem to play a more prominent role in shaping bonds with green places than any other type 

of wildlife in the Netherlands. In people’s relationship with local green places, they can play an 

important role in contributing to place familiarity, place rootedness and place belonging. Birdsong 

and bird behavior (building nests, migrating) in a local green place can provide a sense of time, as 

well as timelessness; they can signify natural rhythms, they can remind individuals of childhood 

memories, and they can provide comfort and continuity in an ever-changing life. 

 In addition, it was found that birdwatchers have a stronger bond with green places further 

from home than any other group. Wilkinson, Waitt and Gibbs’ (2014) found that, among 

birdwatchers, encountering and listing birds contributes to feelings of belonging to places further 

from home. This thesis found that birds can connect people with a place, even further from home. 

Birds may make birdwatchers strongly feel part of Panta Rhei. Birds may not only connect them 

with a certain place; birds may connect them with the flows of life, the seasons, the past, and the 

future. Instead of feelings of belonging to a specific place, they may feel part of the natural 

rhythms of the world.  
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7.4.4 Wildlife in green places connecting people with the world. 

Wildlife experiences can provide people with embeddedness in Panta Rhei: the flows and cycles of 

nature and life. The presence of wildlife in green places near home seems to be very important in 

connecting people with their natural surroundings, and with the natural world of which they feel 

part. They can nest people in time and place, and seem to be a means by which people reinforce 

their identities, and connect with the world (see Figure 2). Franklin (2003) strongly proposes that 

tourism and leisure experience are ways of connecting with the world, rather than escaping it. 

Wildlife experiences in people’s daily life, as well as during daytrips and holidays, seem to fulfil 

this role for people in many ways. The possibility of people to engage with the world, think about 

the world, and finding themselves being part of the world has been referred to as being-in-the-

world (Malpas, 1999). Experiencing wildlife in green places seems to facilitate a sense of ‘being-

in-the-world’. People may get more in touch with the here and now, the past and future, with 

natural times and timelessness. Wildlife experiences can trigger childhood memories, and remind 

people of significant others; wildlife such as birds can announce spring or autumn, yet they can 

also make time stand still, make people forget their worries and live in the present. Thus, although 

wildlife may not be the main reason for attractiveness, wildlife does not merely play a background 

role in shaping people’s bond with green places. Wildlife can connect individuals with their 

surrounding natural world. 

7.6 Recommendations for nature, leisure and tourism management 
 

Wildlife plays an important role in the bond with local green places, for broad segments of the 

population. This finding demonstrates that the importance of wildlife in green places near home 

may be underestimated. In daytrip and holiday destinations, wildlife is more easily recognized as 

an attractive feature, stimulating people’s experience of protected areas, forests, and lakes. The 

presence of local wildlife, such as birds, has subliminal effects on people’s multisensory 

experiences of local green places. Most people may not be consciously aware of the presence of 

wildlife, or they may take it for granted. However, when people turn their attention toward 

wildlife, such as bird sounds, hares, deer, or even bees and butterflies, it positively affects their 

bond with green places. Thus, wildlife can be seen as a latent treasure of green places near home. 

If people are made more aware of the presence of local wildlife, from small to large, and from 

common to rare, they may appreciate their green places near home more. The finding that wildlife 

is important in people’s bond with local green places confirm the importance of the call for 

“bringing animals and plants back in to where the majority of people live” (Wolch, 2007, p. 380). 
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Protecting and facilitating a rich biodiversity makes urban areas more pleasant and liveable for 

residents (Wolch, 2007). As high quality green near home has been proven to improve people’s 

health and well-being (Fuller, et al., 2007; Groenewegen, et al., 2012), it can be regarded as an 

important goal for nature policy and planning to facilitate a richer biodiversity in and near places 

where people live. This can be combined with creating more awareness and improving 

opportunities to enjoy wildlife and flora in green places near home for broad segments of the 

population.    

 In green places visited for daytrips and holidays, wildlife experiences seem to confirm an 

emotional bond among nature lovers. Nature lovers already have a relatively high emotional bond 

with green places away from home. To foster their emotional bond with visited green places, 

leisure and tourism managers, and nature conservation organizations, may focus more on 

experiencing ‘lower profile’ wildlife species and rare types of wildlife in green places visited for 

daytrips and domestic holidays. It is important that experienced visitors keep getting opportunities 

to learn more about wildlife and their natural habitats, and experience ‘new’ types of wildlife, in 

their own region or country. Developing wildlife-related recreation for nature lovers can be 

regarded as a chance for the development of proximity tourism in the Netherlands.  

 For a more general Dutch public, young people (< 40), and families with children, large 

charismatic and iconic wildlife form an important attraction of green places further from home. 

For these groups, it may be difficult to find and encounter wildlife. Guided wildlife excursions are 

suitable to strengthen an emotional bond with visited green places among first-time visitors, as the 

chance of seeing and otherwise sensing wildlife is higher than during an unguided visit. It also 

provides opportunities to transfer knowledge about wildlife, for instance on wildlife protection and 

wildlife ethics. As place bonding is a process, multisensory wildlife encounters with charismatic 

wildlife can be regarded as a starting point for developing an emotional bond with a green place 

further from home. Facilities such as watching towers, and informative walking routes in wildlife-

rich protected areas can increase visitors’ chance to experience wildlife on-site. At the same time, 

these facilities can be used as effective tools for visitor management.   

7.7 Future research directions 
 

This thesis investigates whether, to what extent, how and for whom wildlife contributes to a bond 

with green places. A common outcome of all studies in this thesis is that birds play an important 
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role in place bonding among birdwatchers in green places visited for daytrips and holidays. In 

addition, this thesis finds that birds are also important in shaping a bond with nearby green places 

– including among people who do not regard themselves as birdwatchers. Based on these insights, 

it is recommended to examine in more detail why birds are important in shaping a bond with local 

green places. It might also be interesting to do further research into how people actually become 

novice, casual and serious birdwatchers and how this affects their emotional bond with places near 

home, with places visited for daytrips and domestic holidays, and with exotic places.   

 Second, this thesis brings to the fore that flora observers form a distinctive, and 

heterogeneous group of outdoor recreationists with regard to their bond with green places. 

Building on studies by Jones and Cloke (2002) on tree cultures: the place of trees and trees in their 

place, and by Pickering and Ballantyne (2013) on the importance of charismatic flora to nature-

based tourism destinations, further research can examine what roles flora play in shaping people’s 

bond with places.   

 Third, among first-time visitors, encounters with seals contribute to emotional attachment 

to the Wadden Sea area. This suggests that encounters with flagship species may provide more 

than a shallow experience for participants of commercial wildlife tours. It may be interesting to 

gain more insight into why first-time visitors go on commercial wildlife tours, and what senses and 

embodied activities play a role. This may provide more understanding of meanings given to 

encounters with large and charismatic wildlife encounters by first-time visitors. In addition, we 

found that young nature lovers who regard wildlife and flora as attractive features, value green 

places at national scale higher than other nature lovers. It could be investigated whether and how 

flagship species can improve young people’s bond with nature. 

 Last, this thesis focuses on how the appreciation of wildlife, and wildlife experiences,  

contribute to people’s bond with green places. In our case study about the Lauwersmeer area, it 

was found that more visitors were interested in seeing wildlife unexpectedly, than during guided 

tours. Previous research also found that when people visit a large protected area on their own 

device, large and charismatic wildlife, such as deer and wild boar, are rarely encountered  (Buijs & 

Langers, 2014). Further research can investigate whether the awareness of wildlife presence, the 

chance to encounter wildlife, and visibility of wildlife affects people’s bond with a green place. 

Seeing tracks, or merely knowing that certain wildlife is roaming around freely in a large protected 

area, may contribute as much to place bonding as actually seeing wildlife. This is especially 
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relevant for large and charismatic wildlife that is rather difficult to encounter, such as wolves, 

lynxes, and eagles.  

 The collection of studies in this thesis demonstrate that wildlife is important in people’s 

bond with green places; both locally, in everyday environments, as further from home, in green 

places visited for daytrips and holidays. Wildlife can be regarded as a hidden treasure of green 

places in urbanized societies like the Netherlands, as it can facilitate people to connect with the 

world, rather than to escape it.  
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CHAPTER 8. 

 

Samenvatting in het Nederlands  
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8. Samenvatting in het Nederlands 

8.1 Inleiding 
 

Dieren spelen een steeds belangrijkere rol in toerisme en recreatie. Grote, charismatische en 

iconische dieren, zogenaamde flagship species (zoals ijsberen, walvissen, dolfijnen, en de ‘Big 

Five’ van Afrika) trekken steeds meer toeristen naar exotische vakantiebestemmingen en 

verafgelegen natuurgebieden. Ook binnen Nederland zijn veel mensen geïnteresseerd in het 

ontmoeten van grote wilde dieren, zoals edelherten en wilde zwijnen (Buijs en Langers, 2014). De 

toegenomen vraag naar het ontmoeten van dieren tijdens dagtochten en vakanties heeft geleid tot 

een groeiend aantal toeristische en recreatieve  publicaties over wilde dieren (e.g. Cong, et al., 

2014; Curtin, 2010; Tremblay, 2008). Mensen kunnen desalniettemin ook dichterbij huis, in 

stadsparken, langs rivieren in lokale bossen en in agrarisch gebied, van dieren genieten. Vanuit 

recreatief en toeristisch oogpunt is er echter veel minder bekend over het belang van de 

aanwezigheid van alledaagse dieren in groene plekken dichtbij huis, dan over ontmoetingen met 

exotische, wilde dieren in toeristische bestemmingen. 

 Het doel van dit proefschrift is om meer inzicht te verkrijgen in hoe dieren bijdragen aan 

de band met groene plekken op verschillende ruimtelijke schaalniveaus in Nederland. Er wordt 

onderscheid gemaakt tussen lokale groene plekken, die onderdeel vormen van de dagelijkse woon- 

en leefomgeving, en groene plekken verder van huis, die voornamelijk bezocht worden tijdens 

dagtochten of vakanties. Groene plekken zijn plekken waar natuurlijke elementen, zoals 

waterpartijen, bomen, struiken en planten, overheersen. Dieren die centraal staan in dit proefschrift 

zijn niet-gedomesticeerde dieren in hun natuurlijke leefomgeving; variërend van vogels, vissen en 

zoogdieren, tot insecten en reptielen. De rol van dieren in de band met groene plekken wordt 

bestudeerd voor bewoners, recreanten en toeristen. Dit proefschrift combineert inzichten op gebied 

van dieren in recreatie en toerisme (wildlife tourism, wildlife-related recreation) met het concept 

plaatsverbondenheid (place attachment) om een beter begrip te krijgen van de manier waarop 

dieren bijdragen aan de band met groene plekken.   

 De eerste twee hoofdstukken richten zich op de vraag, in hoeverre dieren én planten 

bijdragen aan de waardering van groene plekken in Nederland. Deze hoofdstukken vormen de 

context voor de overige drie case-studies, die expliciet ingaan op de rol van dieren in de band met 

groene plekken in Nederland.  
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Vijf onderzoeksvragen liggen ten grondslag aan het proefschrift: 

1. In hoeverre draagt de aanwezigheid van dieren en planten bij aan de waardering van 

groene plekken op verschillende ruimtelijke schaalniveaus, voor een algemeen 

Nederlands publiek? 

2. In hoeverre verschilt het belang van dieren en planten in de waardering van groene 

plekken tussen natuurliefhebbers? 

3. Wat voor rol spelen dieren in de emotionele band met een beschermd natuurgebied, dat 

bezocht wordt tijdens een dagtocht of vakantie? 

4. Voor wie dragen dieren het meest bij aan de emotionele band met een beschermd 

natuurgebied, dat bezocht wordt tijdens een dagtocht of vakantie? 

5. Hoe dragen dieren bij aan een band met een groene plek dichtbij huis? 

 

De inzichten uit dit proefschrift kunnen de toeristisch-recreatieve sector, natuurorganisaties, en 

beleidsmakers helpen om de waardering van, en de band met, groene plekken te verbeteren. In de 

volgende paragraaf geef ik een samenvatting van de belangrijkste resultaten, gevolgd door 

aanbevelingen voor de toeristische en recreatieve sector, natuurorganisaties, en beleidsmakers, en 

suggesties voor verder onderzoek.  

8.2 Belangrijkste resultaten 

8.2.1 Het belang van dieren en planten in de waardering van groene plekken  

In hoeverre zijn dieren en planten belangrijk in de waardering van groene plekken dichtbij huis, en 

verder van huis, voor een algemeen publiek? Dit is de hoofdvraag van hoofdstuk 2. Vervolgens 

richt hoofdstuk 3 zich op de vraag, of het belang van dieren en planten in de waardering van 

groene plekken verschilt tussen natuurliefhebbers. Deze twee hoofdstukken zijn gebaseerd op 

grote databases van respectievelijk Hotspotmonitor (HSM) versie 1.2 (hoofdstuk 2) en HSM versie 

1.9 (hoofdstuk 3). De HSM, die is ontwikkeld door de Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Wageningen 

Universiteit en het Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving, bestaat uit een online vragenlijst, waarin 

centraal staat, welke groene plekken in Nederland hoog worden gewaardeerd, waarom en door wie 

(zie www.hotspotmonitor.nl). In een gesloten vraag kunnen respondenten kiezen uit verschillende 

redenen van aantrekkelijkheid van hun favoriete groene plek. ‘Dieren en planten’ vormen één van 

de mogelijke redenen voor aantrekkelijkheid, naast bijvoorbeeld variatie in het landschap, rust en 

ruimte. 

http://www.hotspotmonitor.nl/
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 De resultaten van beide hoofdstukken laten zien, dat ‘dieren en planten’ als reden voor 

aantrekkelijkheid van groene plekken relatief weinig gekozen worden. Veel genoemde redenen 

voor aantrekkelijkheid zijn groen, rust, natuurlijkheid en variatie in het landschap. Het blijkt echter 

dat de waardering van groene plekken niet tot nauwelijks wordt beïnvloed door de meest 

belangrijke redenen voor aantrekkelijkheid. Dieren en planten dragen juist wél significant bij aan 

de waardering van groene plekken, voor zowel een algemeen Nederlandse publiek als voor leden 

van Natuurmonumenten.  

 Dieren en planten zijn voor een Nederlands publiek met name belangrijk in de 

waardering van groene plekken dichtbij huis (hoofdstuk 2). Daarbij valt op, dat dieren en planten 

dichtbij huis (bijvoorbeeld reeën, weidevogels, watervogels, egels, kikkers, libellen, konijnen en 

vissen; bomen en planten) door een gevarieerde groep mensen als reden voor aantrekkelijkheid 

worden beschouwd. Dit in tegenstelling tot dieren en planten in groene plekken verder van huis 

(bijvoorbeeld edelherten, wilde zwijnen, vossen, zeehonden en dassen; heide en planten), die 

voornamelijk als reden voor aantrekkelijkheid worden gezien door relatief oude (50+) en hoog 

opgeleide (HBO+) bevolkingsgroepen met een wildernis natuurbeeld. Hun socio-demografische 

profiel komt overeen met de meerderheid van leden van natuurbeschermingsorganisaties 

(hoofdstuk 3, dit proefschrift) en mensen die de natuur bezoeken tijdens dagtochten en vakanties 

(Curtin, 2008; Lee & Scott, 2011).  

 In hoofdstuk 3 komen twee belangrijke verschillen tussen natuurliefhebbers aan het licht. 

Ten eerste blijkt dat relatief jonge leden (< 40), die dieren en planten als reden voor 

aantrekkelijkheid beschouwen, groene plekken op nationaal niveau (voornamelijk beschermde 

natuurgebieden) hoger waarderen dan andere leden van Natuurmonumenten. Ten tweede 

waardeert de ‘traditionele’ groep leden (> 60, hoog opgeleid, relatief vaker een man, geen 

thuiswonende kinderen en een rurale woonplaats - het profiel van de meerderheid van leden van 

Natuurmonumenten, vandaar de term ‘traditioneel’) de aanwezigheid van dieren en planten meer 

in natuurgebieden op grotere afstand van huis. Voor lager opgeleiden, vrouwen, gezinnen en 

stedelingen dragen dieren en planten meer bij aan de waardering van groene plekken dichtbij huis. 

Een gemeenschappelijk resultaat van hoofdstukken 1 en 2 is, dat mensen die vogels observeren, 

groene plekken op nationaal niveau hoger waarderen dan anderen. 
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8.2.2 De rol van dieren in de emotionele band met dagtocht- en 

vakantiebestemmingen 

Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 verkennen de specifieke rol van dieren in de emotionele band met 

respectievelijk het Lauwersmeergebied en de Waddenzee, beschermde natuurgebieden met een 

rijke biodiversiteit, die tevens belangrijke bestemmingen zijn voor dagtochten en vakanties van 

Nederlanders. Deze hoofdstukken bouwen voort op bestaande inzichten over plaatsverbondenheid 

(Altman & Low, 1992; Hammit, Backlund, & Bixler, 2006) en inzichten in speciale ervaringen 

met dieren in natuurgebieden (Curtin, 2008, 2010; Farber & Hall, 2007). Onder verblijfsrecreanten 

in het Lauwersmeergebied dragen het observeren van dieren, speciale ervaringen met dieren en de 

interesse in excursies waarin dieren centraal staan, het meest bij aan een emotionele band met het 

gebied (hoofdstuk 4). Ontmoetingen met dieren lijken de emotionele band van verblijfsrecreanten 

eerder te bevestigen, dan te creëren, aangezien het merendeel van de verblijfsrecreanten het 

Lauwersmeergebied bezoekt met als doel, dieren te observeren.  

 Hoofdstuk 5 verkent het belang van dieren in de emotionele band met de Waddenzee bij 

participanten van Wadexcursies. Het blijkt dat kennis van, en ervaring met de natuur (zoals 

lidmaatschap van een natuurbeschermingsorganisatie, deelname aan een educatieve Wadexcursie, 

eerdere ervaringen met educatieve Wadexcursies) bepaalt of, en welke dieren belangrijk zijn in de 

band met de Waddenzee. Kleine zeedieren dragen bij aan een emotionele band met de Waddenzee 

onder ervaren deelnemers, terwijl het zien van zeehonden significant bijdraagt aan de emotionele 

band met de Waddenzee onder minder ervaren bezoekers. Dit suggereert dat flagship species bij 

kunnen dragen aan het creëren van een emotionele band met beschermde natuurgebieden onder 

nieuwe, onervaren bezoekers, terwijl kleinere dieren belangrijker lijken te zijn voor het bevestigen 

van een emotionele band met een beschermd natuurgebied van meer ervaren bezoekers. Een 

gemeenschappelijk resultaat van hoofdstuk 4 en 5 is, dat bezoekers die vogels observeren, een 

sterkere band met het Lauwersmeergebied en de Waddenzee hebben, dan andere bezoekers. De 

speciale rol van vogels in de band met beschermde natuurgebieden komt overeen met de resultaten 

van hoofdstukken 2 en 3. Hieruit kan worden geconcludeerd, dat vogels een bijzondere plek 

innemen in de verbondenheid met natuurgebieden, die bezocht worden tijdens dagtochten en 

vakanties.   

8.2.3 Dieren en de band met groene plekken dichtbij huis 

Hoofdstuk 6 bouwt voort op de bevindingen, dat dieren en planten bijdragen aan de waardering 

van groene plekken dichtbij huis, onder sociaal-demografisch gevarieerde bevolkingsgroepen. De 

vraag, hoe dieren bijdragen aan de band met groene plekken, staat centraal. Het hoofdstuk richt 
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zich daarbij op groene plekken op lokaal tot regionaal schaalniveau (< 20 km), die regelmatig 

(dagelijks tot wekelijks) bezocht worden.  

 De resultaten wijzen uit, dat multisensorische ervaringen van dieren op drie belangrijke 

manieren bijdragen aan plaatsverbondenheid met groene plekken dichtbij huis: ze dragen bij aan 

‘the localized self’, ‘internalising the place’ en ‘embeddedness in Panta Rhei’. Door reguliere 

ontmoetingen met alledaagse dieren in een groene plek dichtbij huis neemt de vertrouwdheid met 

de plek toe. Het horen van zingende vogels, het observeren van seizoensgebonden gedrag van 

dieren, en het regelmatig tegenkomen van dezelfde (soort) dieren versterkt de vertrouwdheid met 

de plek. De toenemende vertrouwdheid met dieren kan leiden tot een affectieve band met een 

veelbezochte lokale groene plek. Daarnaast vormen multisensorische ervaringen met dieren veelal 

een deel van de biografie van een individu. Het bewust zijn van dieren in lokale groene plekken 

vormt een geïntegreerd deel van de plaats-identiteit van een individu, die is gebaseerd op een 

mengeling van herinneringen, gevoelens, waarden, percepties en relaties met andere mensen, 

plaatsen en dieren. Het ervaren van dieren in groene plekken dichtbij huis geeft mensen de 

mogelijkheid om op zichzelf, op anderen, en op hun leven te reflecteren. Zo kunnen ervaringen 

met dieren bijdragen aan the localized self.  

 Ten tweede zorgen regelmatige ontmoetingen met dieren ervoor, dat individuen steeds 

meer kennis krijgen over de plek en de dieren die er voorkomen. Doordat individuen steeds beter 

in staat zijn om de groene plek te ‘lezen’, weten ze waar en wanneer bepaalde dieren te zien, te 

horen, en anderszins te ervaren zijn. Dit kan leiden tot succesvolle zoektochten naar bepaalde 

diersoorten, die moeilijk te vinden zijn voor onervaren of minder geïnformeerde bezoekers. Maar 

ook onverwachtse ontmoetingen met dieren op een bekende, vertrouwde plek kunnen leiden tot het 

gevoel bevoorrecht te zijn, en beloond te worden voor alle tijd en energie die in de plek gestoken 

is. Door dit soort ervaringen met dieren kunnen individuen zich een deel gaan voelen van de plek: 

‘the internalized place’. Tenslotte kunnen ervaringen met dieren leiden tot een gevoel, deel te zijn 

van een groter geheel, van seizoenen, van jaren, van de natuurlijke cycli van het leven, en van een 

tijdsspanne die het leven van een individu overstijgt. Ervaringen met dieren kunnen individuen in 

tijd en plaats nestelen, en kunnen het gevoel geven, deel te zijn van Panta Rhei: een continue 

stromende, bewegende en veranderende wereld.   
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8.3 Discussie 

8.3.1 Dieren als onlosmakelijk deel van groene plekken 

Dieren worden gezien als een onlosmakelijk deel van groene plekken, zowel dichtbij huis, als 

verder van huis. Groene plekken worden het meest geassocieerd met groen, stilte, ruimte, variatie 

in het landschap en natuurlijkheid (‘de natuur kan zijn gang gaan’). Dieren zorgen impliciet voor 

variatie in het landschap en vormen een belangrijk onderdeel van de levende natuur, die constant 

verandert. De meeste mensen noemen dieren echter niet als reden voor aantrekkelijkheid, terwijl 

de aanwezigheid van dieren wel bijdraagt aan de waardering van groene plekken. Met name in 

groene plekken dichtbij huis is het mogelijk, dat de aanwezigheid van dieren als gegeven wordt 

beschouwd. Daarnaast kunnen Multisensorische ervaringen met dieren niet los gezien worden van 

het beleven van groene plekken en individuele levensverhalen; ze vormen een onafscheidelijk 

geheel.   

8.3.2 Ruimtelijk schaalniveau 

Hoe dieren bijdragen aan de band met een groene plek, hangt sterk af van allerlei factoren. De 

subjectieve aantrekkelijkheid van een groene plek, multisensorische ervaringen met dieren, en 

socio-demografische kenmerken kunnen in min of meerdere mate invloed hebben op deze relatie. 

Uit dit proefschrift blijkt dat ruimtelijk schaalniveau de relatie ook beïnvloedt. Dichtbij huis lijken 

vertrouwdheid en individuele levensverhalen een belangrijke rol te spelen in de manier waarop 

dieren een affectieve band met groene plekken vormgeven. Dit kan leiden tot de localized self; de 

relatie die een persoon heeft met een lokale groene plek is door de tijd heen gegroeid en een deel 

van zijn levensverhaal geworden. Na verloop van tijd kan de kennis en ervaring over dieren op een 

groene plek leiden tot het gevoel, een deel te zijn van de plek: the internalized place. 

Verschillende ontmoetingen met dieren, zoals ontmoetingen die doelbewust opgezocht worden, en 

onverwachtse ontmoetingen, zorgen ervoor dat individuen zich beloond en bevoorrecht voelen. Zo 

kunnen alledaagse dieren groene plekken dichtbij huis bijzonder maken (Figuur 8.1, A). 

 Ontmoetingen met grote, charismatische dieren (flagship species) in de vrije natuur 

kunnen leiden tot emotioneel intense, memorabele ‘piek’ ervaringen onder natuurliefhebbers 

(Curtin, 2010; DeMares & Krycka, 1998). Dit proefschrift voegt hieraan toe, dat ervaringen met 

grote, charismatische dieren ook kunnen leiden tot een sterkere band met natuurgebieden onder 

nieuwe en onervaren bezoekers (Figuur 8.1, B). Deze bevinding ondersteunt Franklin’s (2003) 

kritiek op het karakteriseren van toeristen als oppervlakkige en hedonistische consumenten van 

gecommodificeerde producten. Het zien van grote, charismatische dieren tijdens een commerciële 
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natuurexcursie kan leiden tot een sterkere emotionele band met een beschermd natuurgebied en 

kan participanten een intense, memorabele ervaring met dieren bieden. Het zien en anderszins 

ervaren van grote, charismatische dieren in hun natuurlijke leefomgeving kan als bijzonder of 

speciaal worden ervaren, en prikkelt wellicht verschillende zintuigen, waardoor de ervaring van de 

plek, en de band met deze plek, beïnvloed kan worden. Zowel een algemeen publiek als 

natuurliefhebbers kunnen onverwachtse ontmoetingen met dieren in groene plekken dichtbij huis, 

en verder van huis, hebben. Deze onverwachtse ontmoetingen kunnen leiden tot een bevoorrecht 

gevoel, hetgeen kan leiden tot een sterkere emotionele band met een groene plek (Figuur 8.1, C en 

AC).   

 In de band met groene plekken op nationaal niveau, die voornamelijk bezocht worden 

tijdens dagtochten en vakanties, spelen vertrouwdheid en de integratie met het alledaagse leven 

een minder grote rol. Bezoekers van natuurgebieden kiezen ervoor, hun vrije tijd in de natuur te 

besteden. Ze hebben al een band met de natuur, en met natuurgebieden in het algemeen. Onder 

natuurliefhebbers (zoals frequente bezoekers van natuurgebieden, leden van een 

natuurbeschermingsorganisatie, en oudere en hoog opgeleide mensen) lijken ontmoetingen met 

dieren de emotionele band met natuurgebieden eerder te bevestigen, dan te creëren. 

Natuurliefhebbers die regelmatig natuurgebieden bezoeken tijdens dagtochten en vakanties, 

hebben een levensstijl waarin het genieten van de natuur belangrijk is. Na verloop van tijd voelen 

ze zich niet meer zozeer ‘bezoekers’ aan natuurgebieden; door hun kennis en ervaring met dieren 

en de natuur zijn ze goed in staat verschillende landschappen te ‘lezen’ en succesvol dieren te 

vinden en te observeren. Hierdoor voelen ze zich meer ‘insiders’ dan ‘visiting outsiders’. Dit kan 

onder gedreven natuurliefhebbers leiden tot the internalized place; niet alleen met betrekking tot 

groene plekken dichtbij huis (Figuur 8.1, AD), maar ook voor natuurgebieden verder van huis 

(Figuur 8.1, D). 
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Figuur 8.1 De relatie tussen ervaringen met dieren en de band met groene plekken. 
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8.3.3 Vogels en de band met groene plekken 

Vogels lijken een prominentere rol te spelen in de band met groene plekken, dan andere soorten 

dieren. Dichtbij huis dragen ze bij aan de vertrouwdheid met een plek en aan het gevoel bij een 

plek te horen. De aanwezigheid van vogels, het horen zingen van vogels, en het seizoensgebonden 

gedrag van vogels in een groene plek dichtbij huis kan (jeugd-)herinneringen oproepen, een besef 

van de tijd van de dag en het (komende) seizoen geven, maar ook helpen met het vinden van rust 

en ontspanning, en van het helpen om te genieten van het hier en nu. Vogels geven een besef van 

tijd, maar ook van tijdloosheid. Hun seizoensgebonden gedrag en hun gezang, dat varieert in de 

tijd (van de dag en het seizoen), duiden natuurlijke ritmes aan en brengen mensen ertoe, op hun 

eigen leven te reflecteren. Vogels kunnen hierdoor comfort en continuïteit geven in het leven.  

 Daarnaast blijkt uit dit proefschrift, dat mensen, die vogels observeren, een sterkere band 

hebben met plekken verder van huis, dan andere mensen; vergeleken met een algemeen 

Nederlands publiek, leden van Natuurmonumenten, verblijfsrecreanten in een natuurgebied, en 

participanten van natuurexcursies. Het is mogelijk dat dit komt, doordat mensen die vogels 

observeren, meer contact hebben met de natuurlijke ritmes van de aarde. Vogels verbinden hen 

niet alleen met de plek, maar met Panta Rhei en grotere eenheden in tijd en plaats. Wilkinson, 

Waitt en Gibbs (2014) stellen, dat het observeren, tellen en noteren van vogels onder vogelaars 
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bijdraagt aan het gevoel, bij een plek ver van huis te horen, waardoor de plek van ‘hen’ wordt. De 

resultaten uit dit proefschrift suggereren echter, dat mensen zich door het bewust beleven van 

vogels verbonden voelen met natuurlijke ritmes, het leven op aarde, en hun plek hierin. Door 

vogels te observeren, worden mensen zich er wellicht van bewust, een (nietig) onderdeel te zijn 

van de ritmes van de natuur, en van de wereld.  

8.3.4 Dieren in groene plekken verbinden mensen met de wereld 

Franklin (2003) stelt, dat toeristische en recreatieve ervaringen manieren zijn om te verbinden met 

de wereld, in plaats van ervan te ontsnappen. De resultaten uit dit proefschrift wijzen erop, dat ook 

ervaringen met dieren kunnen leiden tot een sterkere band met de wereld. Ervaringen met dieren in 

groene plekken, zowel dichtbij huis, als verder van huis, kunnen leiden tot een gevoel, deel te zijn 

van Panta Rhei, van de natuurlijke omgeving, en van de wereld. Het ervaren van dieren kan 

mensen een besef geven van ‘being-in-the-world’ (Malpas, 1999), van het leven in het hier en nu, 

en het gevoel een deel te zijn van de constant bewegende, stromende en veranderende wereld.  

8.4 Aanbevelingen voor beleid en management 
 

Dieren spelen een belangrijke rol in de band met groene plekken dichtbij huis, voor sociaal-

demografisch gevarieerde bevolkingsgroepen. Het belang van dieren in de band met groene 

plekken dichtbij huis wordt tot nog toe ondergewaardeerd in toeristisch-recreatief onderzoek. In 

beschermde natuurgebieden, die tevens belangrijke bestemmingen vormen voor dagtochten en 

vakanties, worden dieren wel erkend als publiekstrekker, als reden voor aantrekkelijkheid, en als 

mogelijkheid om de beleving van bezoekers te verbeteren. Uit dit proefschrift blijkt, dat de 

waardering van groene plekken dichtbij huis, zoals stadsparken, rivieroevers, recreatiegebieden, en 

bossen, kan worden verhoogd, door meer aandacht te schenken aan de aanwezigheid van 

alledaagse dieren, zoals reeën, weidevogels, watervogels, egels, libellen, vlinders, kikkers en 

hazen. Een hogere waardering van lokale groene plekken stimuleert het bezoek, waardoor de 

vertrouwdheid met de plek groeit en een affectieve band kan ontstaan. Daarnaast kan een hogere 

waardering leiden tot meer betrokkenheid met groen in de eigen woonomgeving. Deze 

bevindingen ondersteunen de oproep van Wolch (2007), om een rijk dieren- en plantenleven in de 

steden te stimuleren. Dieren en planten maken steden leefbaarder en plezierigere plekken om te 

wonen (Wolch, 2007). Aangezien contact met de natuur goed is voor de gezondheid en het welzijn 

van de bevolking (Fuller et al, 2007; Groenewegen, et al., 2012), kan het als belangrijk doel van 

natuurbeleid worden aangemerkt, om meer aandacht te geven aan het stimuleren van een rijke 
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biodiversiteit in en nabij plaatsen, waar mensen wonen. Dit kan worden gecombineerd met meer 

aandacht geven aan de aanwezigheid van alledaagse dieren en planten, en het creëren van meer 

mogelijkheden om van deze dieren en planten te genieten.  

 In beschermde natuurgebieden, die bezocht worden tijdens dagtochten en vakanties, 

lijken ervaringen met dieren de emotionele band meer te bevestigen, dan te creëren. Dit geldt met 

name voor natuurliefhebbers. Om hun emotionele band met natuurgebieden te koesteren, zouden 

recreatie- en toerisme ondernemers en natuurbeschermingsorganisaties meer aanbod kunnen 

ontwikkelingen, dat gericht is op diersoorten met een ‘lager profiel’ of dieren die zeer moeilijk te 

vinden zijn. Dit zijn kleine, minder bekende, en niet zo makkelijk te observeren diersoorten, zoals 

slangen, reptielen, torren en waterdieren, maar ook grotere dieren zoals dassen, marters en otters. 

Voor ervaren natuurliefhebbers is het belangrijk dat ze mogelijkheden houden om meer kennis te 

vergaren over dieren en hun natuurlijke leefomgeving, en dat ze ‘nieuwe’ diersoorten kunnen 

ontdekken en observeren, in de eigen woonomgeving, in de regio, of in natuurgebieden in 

Nederland.  

 Voor een breder publiek, bijvoorbeeld jonge mensen (< 40 jaar) en gezinnen met 

kinderen, vormen grote, charismatische dieren een belangrijke attractie van natuurgebieden. Voor 

deze groepen kan het moeilijk zijn, om in grote natuurgebieden wilde dieren te vinden. Dit kan 

leiden tot frustraties en een minder hoge waardering van natuurgebieden. Excursies, boottochten 

en safari’s bieden de mogelijkheid voor deze groepen, en voor minder ervaren natuurliefhebbers, 

om grote en charismatische dieren te ontmoeten. Dit biedt tevens de mogelijkheid, kennis over 

dieren over te brengen. Aangezien ontmoetingen met grote, charismatische dieren in hun 

natuurlijke leefomgeving de emotionele band met natuurgebieden kan verhogen, is het belangrijk 

dat safari’s en andere op dieren gerichte natuurexcursies toegankelijk zijn voor een breed publiek.  

8.5 Aanbevelingen voor verder onderzoek 
 

Dit proefschrift bestudeert in hoeverre, hoe, en voor wie dieren bijdragen aan de band met groene 

plekken in Nederland. Een algemene uitkomst van alle studies in dit proefschrift is, dat vogels een 

belangrijke rol spelen in de verbondenheid met natuurgebieden. Daarnaast lijken vogels belangrijk 

te zijn in de band met groene plekken dichtbij huis – niet alleen voor vogelaars en andere 

natuurliefhebbers, maar voor brede lagen van de bevolking. Op basis van deze uitkomsten wordt 

aanbevolen, om de rol van vogels in de band met lokale groene plekken verder te onderzoeken. 
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 Daarnaast komt in dit proefschrift naar voren, dat mensen, die geïnteresseerd zijn in flora, 

een aparte en heterogene groep recreanten vormen. Op basis van studies van onder andere Jones en 

Cloke (2002) over de relatie tussen plaatsen en bomen, en van Pickering en Ballantyne (2013) over 

het belang van charismatische flora in natuurtoeristische bestemmingen, kan verder onderzoek 

worden gedaan naar de rol van flora in de verbondenheid met groene plekken. 

 Onder onervaren bezoekers van natuurgebieden dragen ervaringen met zeehonden bij aan 

de emotionele band met de Waddenzee. Dit suggereert dat ontmoetingen met grote, charismatische 

dieren in hun natuurlijke leefomgeving meer bieden, dan een oppervlakkige, commerciële  

ervaring. Verder onderzoek kan zich richten op waarom onervaren bezoekers van een natuurgebied 

op een commerciële safari, boottocht of dierenexcursie gaan, wat voor soort ervaringen ze hebben, 

en hoe intens deze ervaringen worden beleefd.  

 Tenslotte blijkt, dat veel bezoekers geïnteresseerd zijn in onverwachtse ontmoetingen met 

dieren in natuurgebieden. Bezoekers van beschermde natuurgebieden in Nederland komen echter 

nauwelijks grote en charismatische dieren tegen (Buijs & Langers, 2014). Dit kan leiden tot 

ontevredenheid en een lagere waardering van natuurgebieden, vooral onder onervaren bezoekers. 

Aan de andere kant geeft de interesse in onverwachtse ontmoetingen aan, dat de spanning om een 

dier tegen te komen ook een rol kan spelen in het beleven van een natuurgebied. Verder onderzoek 

kan zich richten op in hoeverre de kans om dieren tegen te komen bijdraagt aan de band met 

groene plekken. 

 Dieren zijn belangrijk in de band met groene plekken. Dichtbij huis spelen ervaringen 

met alledaagse dieren een belangrijke rol in de waardering van stedelijke parken, kleinschalige 

bossen, weilanden en andere groene plekken onder sociaal-demografisch gevarieerde 

bevolkingsgroepen. Verder van huis bevestigen dieren de band met natuurgebieden onder 

natuurliefhebbers, en kunnen grote en charismatische dieren de band met natuurgebieden 

vergroten onder onervarener bezoekers. In toerisme en recreatie is veel aandacht geschonken aan 

de rol van dieren in natuurgebieden. Het belang van alledaagse dieren in de waardering van groene 

plekken dichtbij huis heeft tot nu toe veel minder aandacht gekregen vanuit toeristisch en 

recreatief oogpunt. Multisensorische ervaringen met dieren dichtbij huis maakt het voor een 

algemeen publiek mogelijk om in contact te komen met natuurlijke ritmes, met het ervaren van tijd 

en plaats, met herinneringen, en met het ‘zijn’ in de wereld. Dieren kunnen daarom worden 

beschouwd als verborgen schat van groene plekken in verstedelijkte samenlevingen zoals 

Nederland.  
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